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PRIMES IN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS TO LARGE
MODULI III: UNIFORM RESIDUE CLASSES
JAMES MAYNARD
Abstract. We prove new mean value theorems for primes in arithmetic pro-
gressions to moduli larger than x1/2, extending the Bombieri-Vinogradov theo-
rem to moduli of size x1/2+δ which have conveniently sized divisors. The main
feature of these estimates is that they are completely uniform with respect to
the residue classes considered, unlike previous works on primes in arithmetic
progressions to large moduli.
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1. Introduction
The Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem states that for any A > 0 there is a B = B(A)
such that
(1.1)
∑
q≤x1/2/(log x)B
sup
(a,q)=1
∣∣∣π(x; q, a)− π(x)
φ(q)
∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
,
thereby showing equidistribution of primes up to x in arithmetic progressions on
average over moduli q a bit smaller than x1/2. For the purpose of many applications
in analytic number theory this serves as an adequate substitute for the Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis.
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One useful technical feature of (1.1) is that it is completely uniform over the residue
classes which appear. In particular, for q outside of some small bad set of moduli,
every residue class (mod q) contains roughly the expected number of primes. There
are exp(x1/2+o(1)) possible collections of different residue classes a (mod q) with
q ≤ x1/2/(log x)B , and all of these are considered in (1.1).
It is expected that one should be able to extend the range of moduli in (1.1) to
a summation over all q ≤ x1−ǫ (this is the Elliott-Halberstam Conjecture - see
[8]), but simply extending the summation to moduli larger than x1/2 remains an
important open problem.
Some important progress was made in a series of works by Bombieri, Fouvry, Fried-
lander and Iwaniec [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12], who produced variants of (1.1) which
held for moduli q of size x1/2+δ (for some small δ > 0) at the cost of imposing
some additional restrictions. One limitation of these results was that the estimates
put significant restrictions on the residue classes a (mod q) which appeared. Any
method exploiting bounds for sums of Kloosterman sums via the spectral theory
of automorphic forms [7] necessarily introduces a dependence on the residue class
appearing, and this essentially restricts one to only considering the same residue
class a ≪ xǫ for all moduli q. In such works there are therefore only O(x1/2+δ+ǫ)
collections of residue classes under consideration. This limitation on uniformity
of residue classes was the key reason that these works were not applicable to the
work of Goldston-Pintz-Yıldırım [16], which would produce bounded gaps between
primes if one could obtain a suitable variant of (1.1) for moduli of size x1/2+δ.
The key technical innovation in the breakthrough work of Zhang [29] on bounded
gaps between primes was a variant of (1.1) for smooth moduli which was more
uniform with respect to the residue classes considered. Zhang’s work took a fixed
polynomial f , moduli q of size x1/2+δ having no prime factors bigger than xδ/2,
and allowed one to consider all residue classes a (mod q) with f(a) ≡ 0 (mod q).
This estimate was sufficiently uniform to combine with the work of Goldston-Pintz-
Yıldırım to give bounded gaps between primes. An important technical feature
enabling this uniformity was that rather than relying on estimates from the spectral
theory of automorphic forms, Zhang ultimately relied only on exponential sum
estimates coming from algebraic geometry, which have the benefit of being much
more uniform with respect to the residue classes.
Zhang’s work was refined further by the Polymath project [28], who showed that a
variant of his methods allowed one to produce an estimate where the residue class
a was the same for all moduli, but otherwise the estimate was completely uniform.
Specifically, they showed that for suitably small δ > 0
(1.2) sup
a∈Z
∑
q≤x1/2+δ
(q,a)=1
p|q⇒p≤xδ
∣∣∣π(x; q, a) − π(x)
φ(q)
∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Such an estimate considers exp(xδ+o(1)) different residue classes in total, which is
less that the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem (1.1), but considerably more than the
other results on primes in arithmetic progressions to moduli beyond x1/2.
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The aim of this paper is to produce variants of (1.1) with moduli of size x1/2+δ with
a similar quality of uniformity with respect to the residue classes under considera-
tion as the original Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem. As with many of the previous
works, our methods require us to restrict ourselves to moduli q which have factors
of a convenient size.
Our first estimate allows us to consider q ∼ x1/2+δ with complete uniformity, pro-
vided we restrict ourselves to q with a factor of size close to x1/10, and we satisfy
ourselves with having a weaker error term.
Theorem 1.1 (Uniform equidistribution of primes with weak error term). Let C >
0 be a sufficiently large absolute constant and δ > 0. Let Q1 ≤ x1/10−3δ/(log x)C
and Q2 ≤ x4/10+4δ(log x)C . Then we have∑
Q1≤q1≤2Q1
∑
Q2≤q2≤2Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣π(x; q1q2, a)− π(x)
φ(q1q2)
∣∣∣≪C δπ(x) + x(log log x)2
(log x)2
.
Since π(x, a; q) ≪ π(x)/φ(q) for q ≤ x1−ǫ by the Brun-Titchmarsh Theorem, the
trivial bound for the quantity considered in Theorem 1.1 is π(x), and so we are
only winning a factor O(δ) over the trivial bound. In particular, Theorem 1.1 has
no content unless δ is sufficiently small. Theorem 1.1 gives a version of a theorem
of Bombieri-Friedlander-Iwaniec [3] which is now completely uniform with respect
to residue classes (whereas previously the estimate was restricted to a single fixed
integer a of size O(1)), but with the constraint that the moduli have a factor of
size close to x1/10. By way of comparison, there are exp(x1/2+δ+o(1)) collections of
residue classes under consideration, which is more than any of the previous results,
and comparable to (1.1) extended to moduli of size x1/2+δ.
Our second estimate gives a good error term, with more flexible constraints on
the moduli, at the cost of weakening the level of uniformity in the residue classes
slightly and requiring that the moduli split into 3 factors.
Theorem 1.2 (Almost uniform equidistribution for primes). Let 0 < δ < 1/1000,
A > 0, and Q1, Q2, Q3 ≥ 1 satisfy Q1Q2Q3 = x1/2+δ and
x40δ < Q2 < x
1/20−7δ,
x1/10+12δ
Q2
< Q3 <
x1/10−4δ
Q
3/5
2
.
Then we have∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(b,q1q2)=1
∑
q3≤Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
a≡b (mod q1q2)
∣∣∣π(x; q1q2q3, a)− π(x)
φ(q1q2q3)
∣∣∣≪A,δ x
(log x)A
.
In Theorem 1.2 the residue class a (mod q1q2q3) which is considered is only allowed
to lie in a residue class b (mod q1q2) which doesn’t depend on q3, but otherwise
is completely uniform. However, as with Theorem 1.1 there are exp(x1/2+δ+o(1))
collections of residue classes under consideration, and now we obtain an estimate
with a good error term. An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 is an extension
of (1.2) to a wider collection of moduli.
Our final estimate gives uniform equidistribution with a good error term for a
minorant for the indicator function of the primes.
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Theorem 1.3 (Uniform equidistribution of a minorant). Let δ > 0 be sufficiently
small. Then there is a function ρ : N→ R satisfying the following conditions:
(1) ρ(n) is a minorant for the primes:
ρ(n) ≤
{
1, n is prime,
0, otherwise.
(2) ρ(n) is close to the indicator function of the primes:∑
n≤x
ρ(n) ≥ π(x)
8
.
(3) ρ(n) is equidistributed in arithmetic progressions to large moduli: For any
Q1 ∈ [x2/5+5δ, x3/7], Q2 = x1/2+δ/Q1 and A > 0 we have∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n≤x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρ(n)− 1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n≤x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρ(n)
∣∣∣≪δ,A x
(log x)A
.
Although Theorem 1.3 has a more technical formulation, we expect it to be more
applicable in practice. For many problems concerning the primes one is often
ultimately interested in showing a lower bound for the number of primes in a set,
and so it suffices to work with a suitable minorant throughout the argument. The
conditions on Q1, Q2 could certainly be relaxed quite significantly - we have made
no attempt to numerically optimize the constants involved. Similarly, we haven’t
given an explicit quantification on what ‘sufficiently small’ requires, but an explicit
numerical upper bound could be given with a bit more effort. As with previous
estimates, exp(x1/2+δ+o(1)) collections of residue classes are considered in 1.3.
One consequence of Theorem 1.3 is a uniform lower bound for the number of primes
in arithmetic progressions to moduli qr ≤ x1/2+δ, provided qr avoids a small bad
set B and r ≤ x1/10−3δ.
Corollary 1.4 (Primes in all progressions for almost-all moduli). Let δ > 0 be
sufficiently small, A > 0 and x > x0(δ, A) be sufficiently large in terms of δ and
A. Then there is a set B ⊆ [1, x1/2+δ] with #B ≤ x1/2+δ/(log x)A such that if
q ≤ x1/2+δ has a divisor in [x2/5+δ, x3/7] and q /∈ B, then for every a coprime to q
we have
π(x, a; q) ≍ π(x)
φ(q)
.
In particular, Corollary 1.4 shows that for almost all pairs q, r with q ∈ [x2/5+δ, x3/7]
and r ≤ x1/2+δ/q, every primitive residue class contains at least one prime.
Remark. The implied constants in Theorems 1.1-1.3 are ineffective due to issues
regarding a possible Siegel zero, but Theorem 1.1 could be made effective with explicit
constants with a little more care.
Remark. The error terms in Theorems 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 could be upgraded to
O(x1−ǫ) and made effective if some small set of bad moduli were excluded.
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2. Outline
First we sketch some of the key new ideas in our work. As with previous results,
we perform a combinatorial decomposition of the primes (such as Heath-Brown’s
identity) to reduce the problem to estimating certain convolutions in arithmetic
progressions. In particular, it suffices to get estimates of the shape∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
cq,r
∑
n∼N
αn
∑
m∼M
βm
(
1nm≡aq,r (mod qr) −
1(nm,qr)=1
φ(qr)
)
≪A x
(log x)A
,
for suitable 1-bounded coefficients cq,r, αn, βm and integers (aq,r, qr) = 1 for certain
ranges of N,M,Q,R with NM ≍ x and QR = x1/2+δ. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz
in the m, q variables, expanding the square and Fourier-completing the resulting
sum reduces this to estimating sums like∑
q∼Q
∑
r1,r2∼R
cq,r1cq,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r1≡n2aq,r2 (mod q)
αn1αn2
∑
1≤h≤H
e
(haq,r1n1r2
qr1
)
e
(haq,r2n2qr1
r2
)
.
In the work of Zhang and Polymath, aq,r = a was independent of q, r, so the con-
gruence on n1, n2 simplified to n1 ≡ n2 (mod q). This then enabled one to let
n2 = n1+kq, apply Cauchy-Schwarz in the n1, k, q variables (or n1, k, q, r1), result-
ing in an exponential sum over n1 with smooth coefficients to modulus O(QR
4).
The Weil bound then gives a saving for this sum provided Q1/2R2 < N .
In our situation we cannot simplify the congruence in this way since there is a de-
pendence between n1, n2, q, r1, r2 via the aq.r factors, and so we require a different
approach. Somewhat inspired by transference arguments from additive combina-
torics (see [18, 19]), our aim is to use Cauchy-Schwarz repeatedly to systematically
replace the unknown coefficients αn with smooth coefficients. We note that in our
situation we need to obtain good power savings to make up for the fact that the
trivial bound is now larger than our desired bound by a factor of H (which one
should think of as a small power of x), and so we are in a situation which is rather
different to that of dense variables. In particular, we need to ensure that there is
enough ‘entropy’ in the terms that we square at each stage so as to ensure that the
diagonal contributions give an adequate saving, which restricts possible manoevres
we can make. Moreover, to maintain control over our summation we need to keep
the q variable always on the outside, and we couple the variables ni with ri.
If we can find a means to apply Cauchy-Schwarz in some order to smooth all
occurrences of αn, then we might hope to end up with a sum of exponential sums
which look like (a smoothed version of)∑
n1,...,nj∼N
n1aq,r1≡n2aq,r2≡···≡njaq,rj (mod q)
e
(c0n1
q
) j∏
i=1
e
(cini
ri
)
,
for some constants c0, c1, . . . , cj (depending on q, r1, . . . , rj). Fourier completing
each summation in turn transforms this to (something like)
N j
QjRj
∑
ℓ1,...,ℓj≪QR/N
S
(
c0,
j∑
i=1
aq,ririℓi; q
) j∏
i=1
S(ci, ℓi; ri),
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where S(m,n; c) is the standard Kloosterman sum. If N < QR the Weil bound
gives a bound Q1/2Rj/2 for our sum, which is a power-saving over the trivial bound
N j/Qj−1 if N is a bit larger than Q1−1/(2j)R1/2 and wins more than a factor Hj if
Q is a large power of R. Provided we can do such a reduction (and can adequately
handle all diagonal-type behavior) then this enables us to obtain an estimate of the
desired type, at least for some ranges of N,M,Q,R.
Our main estimate follows precisely this approach, first smoothing the n1 variable,
then smoothing the n2, n
′
2 variables and producing a sum of the above type with
j = 4. This ultimately gives a satisfactory estimate in the range
Qx2δ+ǫ < N < x1/2−3δ−ǫ,
provided Q > x2/5+4δ+ǫ. In particular, if Q ≈ x2/5 and δ, ǫ ≈ 0 this almost covers
the entire range [x2/5, x1/2], and so by symmetry we could essentially estimate any
convolution involving a factor of length N ∈ [x2/5, x3/5].
If we genuinely had this full range, then this would cover all terms appearing in the
Heath-Brown identity except for those involving 1, 2 or 3 long smooth components.
Terms with 1 or 2 long smooth components are easy to deal with thanks to known
(uniform) results about the divisor function d2 in arithmetic progressions. Thus
we are left to estimate the terms with 3 long smooth components, and one rough
component of length at most x1/10. This requires an estimate of the form
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
cq,r
∑
m∼M
βm
∑
n1∼N1
n2∼N2
n3∼N3
(
1nm≡aq,r (mod qr) −
1(nm,qr)=1
φ(qr)
)
≪ x
(log x)A
,
where we have written n = n1n2n3 andMN1N2N3 ≍ x. By building on the work of
Friedlander-Iwaniec [14], Heath-Brown [23] and Polymath [28], relying on estimates
coming from Deligne’s work [4, 6], we are able to establish such an estimate provided
R > MxO(δ) and Q > M2xO(δ). In the case when δ ≈ 0, R ≈ x1/10, Q ≈ x2/5
this almost covers all such terms. The slight failure to cover some of these terms
presents an issue for Theorem 1.1, but we can use the fact that almost all q have a
small factor ∈ [x100δ(log x)100C , x1/100] to circumvent this.
Even in the situation R ≈ x1/10, Q ≈ x2/5, we still cannot quite handle all the
terms which appear in the Heath-Brown identity. The key terms we cannot handle
are convolutions of 5 terms each of length x1/5+O(δ), or convolutions of 4 terms
each of length x1/4+O(δ). Since there are only a very small number of such terms
when δ is small, slightly refined estimates of this type suffice for the purposes of
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 using sieve methods.
By adapting the ‘de-amplifying’ technique used in [25], we are able to refine our orig-
inal Type II estimate if we assume stronger divisibility conditions on the moduli. By
introducing a congruence constraint (similar to the q-analogue of Van-der-Corput’s
method [17, 21]) we are able to reduce the modulus of the final exponential sums
appearing, at the cost of worsening the contribution from various diagonal terms.
The upshot of this is that we are able to handle the terms with 5 factors of length
x1/5+O(δ) provided the moduli have three conveniently sized factors.
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Unfortunately we are still not able to handle the terms with four factors each of
length x1/4+O(δ). To get around this issue we impose some slight constraints on the
residue classes aq1,q2,q3 (mod q1q2q3) which appear, namely that aq1,q2,q3 (mod q1q2)
is independent of q3 (but aq1,q2,q3 (mod q3) can be arbitrary). In this case we are
able to adapt the method of Zhang which produces satisfactory estimates with
N = x1/2+O(δ), and this then enables us to handle all convolution types, giving
Theorem 1.2.
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4. Notation
We use the Vinogradov≪ and≫ asymptotic notation, and the big oh O(·) and o(·)
notation. f ≍ g denotes both f ≪ g and g ≪ f hold. Dependence on a parameter
will be denoted by a subscript. Throughout the paper x will be a large parameter,
and all asymptotics should be thought of as x→∞.
Throughout the paper, ǫ will be a single fixed small real number; ǫ = 10−100 would
probably suffice. We will let ψ : R→ R denote a fixed smooth function supported
on [1/2, 5/2] which is equal to 1 on the interval [1, 2] and satisfies ‖ψ(j)‖∞ ≪ (4jj!)2
for all j ≥ 0. (See [2, Page 368, Corollary] for the construction of such a function.)
Any bounds in our asymptotic notation will be allowed to depend on ǫ and ψ.
The letter p will be reserved to denote a prime number. We use φ to denote
the Euler totient function, e(x) := e2πix the complex exponential, τk(n) the k-
fold divisor function, µ(n) the Mo¨bius function. We let P−(n), P+(n) denote
the smallest and largest prime factors of n respectively, and f̂ denote the Fourier
transform of f over R - i.e. f̂(ξ) =
∫∞
−∞ f(t)e(−ξt)dt. Summations assumed to be
over all positive integers unless noted otherwise. We use the notation n ∼ N to
denote the conditions N < n ≤ 2N . We use 1 to denote the indicator function of
a statement. For example,
1n≡a (mod q) =
{
1, if n ≡ a (mod q),
0, otherwise.
We will use (a, b) to denote gcd(a, b) when it does not conflict with notation for
ordered pairs. For (n, q) = 1, we will use n to denote the inverse of the integer
n modulo q; the modulus will be clear from the context. For example, we may
write e(an/q) - here n is interpreted as the integer m ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} such that
mn ≡ 1 (mod q). Occasionally we will also use λ to denote complex conjugation;
the distinction of the usage should be clear from the context.
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Definition 1 (Siegel-Walfisz condition). We say that a complex sequence αn sat-
isfies the Siegel-Walfisz condition if for every d ≥ 1, q ≥ 1 and (a, q) = 1 and
every A > 1 we have
(4.1)
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼N
n≡a (mod q)
(n,d)=1
αn − 1
φ(q)
∑
n∼N
(n,dq)=1
αn
∣∣∣≪A Nτ(d)O(1)
(logN)A
.
We note that αn certainly satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz condition if αn = 1, if αn =
µ(n) or if αn is the indicator function of the primes.
5. Main Propositions
As mentioned in the introduction, to prove Theorems 1.1-1.3 we follow the standard
approach of reducing the task of counting primes to that of estimating various
bilinear quantities with essentially arbitrary coefficients - ‘Type II’ estimates. (The
‘Type I’ estimates of this paper will essentially just be the trivial estimate for
integers in an arithmetic progression.) Since these estimates can be of independent
interest and are potentially useful for other applications, we first give our main
propositions here, and then deduce Theorems 1.1-1.3 from them. The bulk of the
paper is then spent establishing each of these propositions in turn.
The main new proposition is the following result, which we will establish later in
Section 11.
Proposition 5.1 (Type II estimate). Let A > 0 and C = C(A) be sufficiently large
in terms of A. Let QR = x1/2+δ and NM ≍ x satisfy
x6δ(log x)C ≤ R ≤ x
1/10−3δ
(log x)C
, Qx2δ(log x)C ≤ N ≤ x
1/2−3δ
(log x)C
.
Let αn, βm be complex sequences with |αn|, |βn| ≤ τ(n)A and αn satisfying the
Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1). Then we have∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
sup
(a,qr)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
∑
n∼N
αnβm
(
1nm≡a (mod qr) −
1(nm,qr)=1
φ(qr)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Proposition 5.1 (and the subsequent propositions in this section) does not require
that δ > 0 (although the result follows from the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem
for δ ≤ −C log log x/ log x). We have chosen this formulation to emphasize the
fact that we are interested in the regime when QR is close to x1/2. An alternative
formulation of the constraints is given by
R5Q6 ≤ x
3
(log x)C
, Q3R4 ≤ x
8/5
(log x)C
,
Q3R2(log x)C
x
≤ N ≤ x
2
Q3R3(log x)C
.
As mentioned in the outline, when R ≈ x1/10 and δ is small, Proposition 5.1 covers
arbitrary convolutions with one factor of length N ∈ [x2/5+ǫ, x1/2−ǫ]. To extend
the range of applicability to N ≈ x2/5−ǫ and to reduce the requirements of the sizes
of R, Q we also have the following technical variant of Proposition 5.1, which we
will prove in Section 12.
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Proposition 5.2 (Type II estimate near x2/5). Let A > 0. Let αn, βm be complex
sequences with |αn|, |βn| ≤ τ(n)A and with αn satisfying the Siegel-Walfisz condition
(4.1). Let Q1Q2Q3 = x
1/2+δ and NM ≍ x with
Q2x
6δ+5ǫ ≤ Q3 ≤ x
1/10−3δ−5ǫ
Q
3/5
2
,
and
max
(
Q1x
2δ+5ǫ, Q2Q3x
1/4+13δ/2+5ǫ
)
< N <
x1/2−3δ−5ǫ
Q2
.
Then we have that∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
∑
q3∼Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼N
αn
∑
m∼M
βm
(
1nm≡a (mod q1q2q3) −
1(nm,q1q2q3)=1
φ(q1q2q3)
)∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A
.
For example, if δ > 0 is small, Q1 ≈ x2/5−1/1000+δ, Q2 ≈ x5/1000, Q3 ≈ x1/10−4/1000,
then the inequalities onQ1, Q2, Q3 are satisfied and Proposition 5.2 covers the range
N ∈ [x2/5−1/2000, x2/5+1/100], and so extends Proposition 5.1 to N ≤ x2/5. Over-
coming this x2/5 barrier is vital for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Neither Proposition 5.1 nor Proposition 5.2 can handle ‘balanced’ convolutions
with N,M ≈ x1/2. Unfortunately we are not able to produce an estimate which is
completely uniform for such terms, which is why Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 fail
to give a full extension of the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem to moduli q ∼ x1/2+δ
with suitable factorization properties. To handle such terms we resort to imposing
some restrictions on our residue classes, which then enables us to adapt the ideas
underlying a key estimate of Zhang [29] to this setting. This is our third proposition,
which we will establish in Section 13.
Proposition 5.3 (Type II estimate near x1/2). Let A > 0 and let αn, βm be
complex sequences with |αn|, |βm| ≤ τ(n)A and with αn satisfying the Siegel-Walfisz
condition (4.1). Let Q1Q2 = x
1/2+δ and NM ≍ x with
Q71Q
12
2 < x
4−10ǫ, x2δ+ǫQ1 < N <
x1−ǫ
Q1
.
Then we have that∑
q1∼Q1
sup
(b,q1)=1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
a≡b (mod q1)
∣∣∣∑
n∼N
αn
∑
m∼M
βm
(
1nm≡a (mod q1q2) −
1(nm,q1q2)=1
φ(q1q2)
)∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A
.
Each of Propositions 5.1-5.3 apply to essentially arbitrary coefficients αn, βm, but
fail to handle terms when N ≈ x1/3,M ≈ x2/3. For the purposes of estimating
primes, however, Type II estimates such as Proposition 5.1 allow us to reduce to the
situation where we can assume various convolution factors are smooth functions. To
cover the remaining cases for primes we require estimates with one small arbitrary
factor and three smooth factors, which is closely related to estimates for the ternary
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divisor function in arithmetic progressions. This leads us to our final proposition,
which is based on ideas in [28], and will be proven in Section 14.
Proposition 5.4. Let A > 0. Let QR = x1/2+δ and N1N2N3M ≍ x with
M < min
( R
x4δ(log x)C
,
Q1/2
x2δ(log x)C
)
for some constant C = C(A) sufficiently large in terms of A. Let αm be a complex
sequence with |αm| ≤ τ(m)A. Let ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 be smooth functions supported on [1, 2]
with ‖ψ(j)1 ‖∞, ‖ψ(j)2 ‖∞, ‖ψ(j)3 ‖∞ ≪ ((j + 1) log x)Aj for all j ≥ 0. Let ∆K (a; qr) =
∆K (a; qr;n1, n2, n3,m) be given by
∆K (a; qr) := ψ1
( n1
N1
)
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
ψ3
( n3
N3
)(
1n1n2n3m≡a (mod qr) −
1(n1n2n3m,qr)=1
φ(qr)
)
.
Then we have∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
sup
(a,qr)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
αm
∑
n1∼N1
∑
n2∼N2
∑
n3∼N3
∆K (a; qr)
∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
For the purposes of Theorem 1.1 it is vital that we are able to handle M ≈ x1/10
when R ≈ x1/10, Q ≈ x2/5, and so our estimate is only just sufficient for this pur-
pose. Unlike the earlier propositions (which ultimately only rely on the Weil bound
for Kloosterman sums), Proposition 5.4 relies on Deligne’s work [4, 6] to handle cer-
tain multidimensional exponential sums (correlations of hyper-Kloosterman sums
with an additive twist.)
An immediate consequence of Proposition 5.4 is the following corollary on the
exponent of distribution of the ternary divisor function.
Corollary 5.5. Let A > 0 and C = C(A) sufficiently large in terms of A. Let
Q,R satisfy
Q4R3 +Q3R4 <
x2
(log x)C
.
Then we have that∑
q≤Q
∑
r≤R
sup
(a,qr)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n≤x
n≡a (mod qr)
τ3(n)− 1
φ(qr)
∑
n≤x
(n,qr)=1
τ3(n)
∣∣∣≪ x
(log x)A
.
This improves Heath-Brown’s result [23] on the range of equidistribution on average
for τ3(n) provided we restrict to moduli that have a factor in [x
2/21, x3/7], and
extends the result of Fouvry-Kowalski-Michel [13] to larger moduli with additional
uniformity in the residue classes provided the moduli have a factor in [x2/17, x7/17].
6. Preparatory lemmas
Before embarking on the deduction of Theorems 1.1-1.3, we first collect some basic
lemmas and some consequences of our main propositions.
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Lemma 6.1 (Heath-Brown identity [22]). Let k ≥ 1 and n ≤ 2x. Then we have
Λ(n) =
k∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
k
j
) ∑
n=m1···mkn1···nk
m1, ...,mk≤2x1/k
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mk) logn1.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 7.8]. 
Lemma 6.2 (Reduction to fundamental lemma type condition). Let y ≥ 1 and
z1 ≥ z2. Then there are 1-bounded sequences αd, βd supported on P−(d) ≥ z2
depending only on d, z1, z2 such that
1P−(n)>z1 =
∑
md=n
d≤y
αd1P−(m)>z2 +
∑
n=pdm
d≤y<dp
z2<p≤z1
P−(d)≥p
βd1P−(m)>p.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 9.2]. 
Lemma 6.3 (Smooth partition of unity). Let C ≥ 3. There exists smooth non-
negative functions ψ˜1, . . . , ψ˜J with J ≤ (log x)C + 2 such that
(1) ‖ψ˜(j)i ‖∞ ≪C ((j + 1) logx)jC for each 1 ≤ i ≤ J and each j ≥ 0.
(2) We have that
J∑
j=1
ψ˜j(t) =

0, if t ≤ 1− 1/(log x)C ,
O(1), if 1− 1/(logx)C ≤ t ≤ N,
1, if 1 ≤ t ≤ 2,
O(1), if 2 ≤ t ≤ 2 + 1/(logx)C ,
0, if 2 + 1/(logx)C ≤ t.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 18.1]. 
Lemma 6.4 (Double divisor function estimate). Let A > 0 and let I1, I2 ⊆ [1, x]
be intervals. Then we have uniformly for q ≤ x2/3−ǫ and (a, q) = 1∑
n1n2∼x
n1∈I1
n2∈I2
n1n2≡a (mod q)
1 =
1
φ(q)
∑
n1n2∼x
n1∈I1
n2∈I2
(n1n2,q)=1
1 +OA
( x
q(log x)A
)
.
Proof. We first take a suitable smooth approximation to the indicator functions of
the intervals I1, I2 using Lemma 6.3, and then apply [26, Lemma 6.1]. 
Lemma 6.5 (Asymptotics for rough numbers). Let xǫ ≤ z ≤ x. Then we have∑
n<x
1P−(n)≥z =
(1 + o(1))x
log x
ω
( log x
log z
)
,
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where ω(u) is the continuous, piecewise smooth function defined for u ≥ 1 by the
delay differential equation
ω(u) =
1
u
for 1 ≤ u ≤ 2, ∂
∂u
(uω(u)) = ω(u− 1) for 2 ≤ u.
Proof. This is [15, Lemma 12.1]. 
Lemma 6.6 (Upper bound sieve). There exists a sequence λ+d supported on d ≤ xǫ
such that |λ+d | ≤ 1 and ∑
d|n
λ+d ≥
{
1, P−(n) ≥ xǫ,
0, otherwise,∑
d≤xǫ
λ+d
d
≪ 1
log x
.
Proof. This follows from [24, Lemma 6.3], for example. 
Lemma 6.7 (Separation of variables). Let N1, . . . , Nr ≍ x with N1, . . . , Nr ≥ 1.
Let αn1,...,nr be a 1-bounded non-negative real sequence.
Suppose that for all intervals I1, . . . , Ir with Ii ⊆ [Ni, 2Ni] and every A > 0∑
q∼Q
sup
(a,q)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n1,...,nr
ni∈Ii∀i
αn1,...,nr
(
1n1···nr≡a (mod q) −
1(n1···nr,q)=1
φ(q)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Then for every A > 0 we have∑
q∼Q
sup
(a,q)=1
∣∣∣ ∑∗
n1,...,nr
ni∼Ni∀i
αn1,...,nr
(
1n1···nr≡a (mod q) −
1(n1···nr,q)=1
φ(q)
)∣∣∣≪A,r x
(log x)A
.
where by
∑∗
we indicate that the summation is restricted to O(1) conditions of
the form nα11 · · ·nαrr ≤ B for some quantities α1, . . . , αr, B. The implied constant
may depend on the αi.
Proof. This is a subdivision argument. If Nj ≪ (log x)O(1) then we consider each
value of nj individually. Thus it suffices to consider the case when Ni > (log x)
C
for all i for a suitably large constant C. Let J = ⌊(log x)C⌋. We partition the
interval [Ni, 2Ni) into J disjoint subintervals Ii,j = [Ni(1+(j−1)/J), Ni(1+ j/J))
for j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. We do this for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, so there are Jr ≪ (log x)Cr
such subintervals in total. We call an r-tuple (j1, . . . , jr) ∈ {1, . . . , J}r exceptional
if there exists a,b ∈ I1,j1 ×I2,j2 × · · · × Ir,jr such that one of the conditions of the
summation holds for a but not b - that is if aα11 · · · aαrr ≤ B < bα11 · · · bαrr . Since
any ni ∈ Ii,ji satisfies ni = Ni(1 + ji/J + O(1/ logC x)), we see that if (j1, . . . , jr)
is exceptional then for some suitable (α1, . . . , αr, B)
Nα11 · · ·Nαrr
(
1 +
j1
J
)α1 · · ·(1 + jr
J
)αr(
1 +Oα1,...,αr
( 1
(log x)C
))
= B.
There are Oα1,...,αr (J
r−1) possible such exceptional tuples (j1, . . . , jr). (Any such
constraint cannot have all αi = 0, and if αℓ 6= 0 then there are Oαℓ(1) choices of
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jℓ for each choice of the other ji.) Since there are O(1) such constraints, there are
O(Jr−1) exceptional tuples in total (with the implied constant depending on all
the αi). We call a tuple (j1, . . . , jr) good if for all a ∈ I1,j1 × I2,j2 × · · · × Ir,jr we
have aα11 · · · aαrr ≤ B. Since αn1,...,nr ≥ 0, we see that∑∗
n1,...,nr
ni∼Ni∀i
αn1,...,nr
(
1n1···nr≡a (mod q) −
1(n1···nr ,q)=1
φ(q)
)
≥
∑
(j1,...,jr) good
( ∑
n1,...,nr
ni∈Ii,ji∀i
αn1,...,nr
(
1n1···nr≡a (mod q) −
1(n1···nr,q)=1
φ(q)
))
−
∑
(j1,...,jr) exceptional
( ∑
n1,...,nr
ni∈Ii,ji∀i
αn1,...,nr
1(n1···nr ,q)=1
φ(q)
)
.(6.1)
By the assumption of the lemma, the contribution from good tuples when summed
over q ∼ Q (with absolute values) is small. By trivial estimation we also have∑
(j1,...,jr)
exceptional
( ∑
n1,...,nr
ni∈Ii,ji∀i
αn1,...,nr
1(n1···nr,q)=1
φ(q)
)
≪ 1
φ(q)
Jr−1 sup
j1,...,jr
r∏
i=1
#Ii,ji
≪r x
φ(q)(log x)C
.
Thus (6.1) gives a suitable lower bound. By upper bounding the main summation in
an analogous manner we obtain a suitable upper bound. This gives the result. 
Lemma 6.8 (Terms which can be handled trivially). Let A,C > 0 and δ ∈
[0, 1/1000]. Let λ+d be the upper bound sieve weights of Lemma 6.6. Let
B1 :=
[x2/5
4
, x2/5+6δ(log x)2C
]
∪
[ x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
, 2x1/2
]
,
B2 := [x3/7, x3/7+8δ] ∪ [x1/2−4δ, x1/2+4δ] ∪ [x4/7−8δ, x4/7].
Let B ∈ {B1,B2} and set
ρB(n) :=
∑
m1m2=n
m1∈B
( ∑
d1|m1
d1<x
ǫ
λ+d1
)( ∑
d2|m2
d2<x
ǫ
λ+d2
)
.
Then we have that:
(1) ρB(n) is equidistributed in arithmetic progressions: For Q < x3/5 we have∑
q∼Q
sup
(a,q)=(b,q)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q)
ρB(n)−
∑
n∼x
n≡b (mod q)
ρB(n)
∣∣∣≪A,C x
(log x)A
.
(2) ρB(n) is an upper bound for terms with a subproduct in B: For n ∼ x∑
n=m1...mjn1...nj
P−(n)≥xǫ∏
i∈I1
mi
∏
i∈I2
ni∈B some I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
1≪ ρB(n).
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(3) ρB(n) has small average:∑
n∼x
ρB(n)≪C δπ(x) + x log log x
(log x)2
.
Proof. The second claim follows immediately from Lemma 6.6 and the fact that
P−(n) ≥ xǫ implies that j ≪ 1 so there are O(1) choices of I1, I2 which occur each
with multiplicity O(1). The third claim similarly follows from the fact that ρB(n)
is a sieve upper bound. If B = B1:∑
n∼x
ρB(n) =
∑
d1,d2<xǫ
λ+d1λ
+
d2
∑
n′1n
′
2∼x/(d1d2)
d1n
′
1∈B
1
= x
∑
d1,d2<xǫ
λ+d1λ
+
d2
d1d2
∑
d1n′1∈B
1
n′1
+O(x2ǫ#B)
= x
∑
d1,d2<xǫ
λ+d1λ
+
d2
d1d2
(
log(8x9δ(log x)3C) +O(x−1/5)
)
+O(x1/2+2ǫ)
= x
(
9δ log x+ 3C log log x+ log 8
)(∑
d<xǫ
λ+d
d
)2
+O(x1−ǫ)
≪C δx
log x
+
x log log x
(log x)2
.
Here we used Lemma 6.6 in the final line. The argument for B = B2 is entirely
analogous. Thus we are left to establish the first claim. Substituting the definition
of ρB, we see that∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q)
ρB(n) =
∑
d1<x
ǫ
λ+d1
∑
d2<x
ǫ
λ+d2
∑
n′1n
′
2∼x/(d1d2)
d1n
′
1∈B
d1d2n
′
1n
′
2≡a (mod q)
1.
By Lemma 6.4, we have that for (d1d2, q) = 1 and q ≤ (x/d1d2)2/3−ǫ∑
n′1n
′
2∼x/(d1d2)
d1n
′
1∈B
d1d2n
′
1n
′
2≡a (mod q)
1 =
1
φ(q)
∑
n′1n
′
2∼x/(d1d2)
d1n
′
1∈B
(n′1n
′
2,q)=1
1 +OA
( x
q(log x)A
)
.
Thus we see that for Q = x3/5
sup
q≤Q
sup
(a,q)=(b,q)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q)
ρB(n)−
∑
n∼x
n≡b (mod q)
ρB(n)
∣∣∣≪A x
q(log x)A
.
This gives the result. 
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Lemma 6.9 (Type II terms). Let A > 0, C = C(A) sufficiently large in terms of
A and Q1 = x
1/10−3δ(log x)−C , Q2 = x2/5+4δ(log x)C . Let
G :=
[
x2/5+6δ(log x)2C ,
x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
]
,
ρG(n) :=
5∑
j=1
(−1)j(5j)
log x
∑
n1···njm1···mj=n
P−(n)≥xǫ
m1,...,mj≤2x1/5∏
i∈I1
ni
∏
i∈I2
mi∈G some I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mj) logn1.
Then we have that∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρG(n)− 1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρG(n)
∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Proof assuming Proposition 5.1. We use inclusion-exclusion to rewrite the condi-
tion that there exists a subproduct lying in G as a linear combination of terms where
some fixed subproducts lie in G. We separately consider all possible combinations of
signs of the µ functions (so the terms are all positive or all negative), and then use
Lemma 6.7 to remove the dependencies from the conditions n1 · · ·njm1 · · ·mj ∼ x
and that some subproducts lie in G by splitting the summation into short intervals.
Finally, by grouping variables suitably we can apply Proposition 5.1, which gives
the result. 
Lemma 6.10. Let A > 0 and C = C(A) be sufficiently large in terms of A. Let
xǫ ≤ N1 ≤ N2 ≤ N3 ≤ x2/5 and 1 ≤ M ≤ x2/5/N3 satisfy MN1N2N3 ≍ x. Let
I1 ⊆ [N1, 2N1], I2 ⊆ [N2, 2N2], I3 ⊆ [N3, 2N3] be intervals and αm be a 1-bounded
complex sequence. Let
∆(a; q) :=
∑
m∼M
αm
∑
n1∈I1
∑
n2∈I2
∑
n3∈I3
P−(n1n2n3)≥xǫ
(
1mn1n2n3≡a (mod q) −
1(mn1n2n3,q)=1
φ(q)
)
.
Let Q1, Q2, Q3 satisfy Q1Q2Q3 = x
1/2+δ, Q1 = x
1/10−3δ(log x)−C and
Q2 ∈ [x20δ(log x)5C , x1/100].
Then we have that∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
∑
q3≤Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
|∆(a; q1q2q3)| ≪A x
(log x)A
.
Proof assuming Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.4. By Lemma 6.2, letting y1 :=
x2/5+6δ(log x)2C/(MN3) ≥ 1, for some 1-bounded α′d, βd we have
(6.2) 1P−(n1)≥xǫ =
∑
n1=d1n
′
1
d1≤y1
α′d1 +
∑
n1=d1p1p2n
′
1
d1≤y1≤d1p1
P−(d1),p2≥p1
p1≤xǫ
βd11P−(n′1)≥p2 or n′1=1.
(Here we wrote p2 = P
−(n/d1p1).) If y1 < d1p1 ≤ y1xǫ and m ∼ M then
mn3d1p1 ∈ [Q2Q3x2δ(log x)C , x3/7], and all the terms in the second summation
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give rise to a product which lies in our Type II range, and so can be handled
satisfactorily. Expliclity, let ∆′(a; q) be given by
∆′(a; q) :=
∑
m∼M
αm
∑
d1p1p2n
′
1∈I1
d1≤y1≤d1p1
P−(d1),p2≥p1
p1≤xǫ
βd11P−(n′1)≥p2 or n′1=1
∑
n2∈I2
∑
n3∈I3
P−(n2n3)≥xǫ
×
(
1md1p1p2n′1n2n3≡a (mod q) −
1(md1p1p2n′1n2n3,q)=1
φ(q)
)
.
By Lemma 6.7 (considering positive and negative real and imaginary parts of αmβd1
separately), and Lemma 6.9 (groupingm, d1, p1, n3 together, p2, n
′
1, n2 together and
q2, q3 together), we see that∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
∑
q3≤Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
|∆′(a; q1q2q3)| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
and so the second term in (6.2) contributes negligibly. Thus we just need to consider
the first term of (6.2). Therefore, using Lemma 6.7 again, it suffices to show that∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
∑
q3≤Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
|∆′′(a; q1q2q3)| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
where (letting m′ = d1m)
∆′′(a; q) :=
∑
m′∼M ′
α′′m′
∑
n′
1
∈I′
1
∑
n2∈I′2
∑
n3∈I′3
P−(n2n3)≥xǫ
(
1m′n′
1
n2n3≡a (mod q) −
1(m′n′
1
n2n3,q)=1
φ(q)
)
for some intervals I ′1 ⊆ [N ′1, 2N ′1] and I ′2 ⊆ [N2, 2N2], I ′3 ⊆ [N3, 2N3] where N ′1 ≪
N1, M
′ ≪ x2/5+14δ(log x)2C/N3 with M ′N ′1 ≍ MN1, and for some 1-bounded
complex function α′′m. By repeating this argument for n2, n3 in place of n1 it
suffices to show that∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
∑
q3≤Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
|∆′′′(a; q1q2q3)| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
where
∆′′′(a; q) :=
∑
m∼M ′′
α′′′m
∑
n1∈I′′1
∑
n2∈I′′2
∑
n3∈I′′3
(
1mn1n2n3≡a (mod q) −
1(mn1n2n3,q)=1
φ(q)
)
for some intervals I ′′1 ⊆ [N ′1, 2N ′1], I ′′2 ⊆ [N ′2, 2N ′2] and I ′′3 ⊆ [N ′3, 2N ′3] with
N ′i ≪ Ni for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and with M ′′ ≪ x2/5+14δ(log x)2C/max(N ′1, N ′2, N ′3) and
M ′′N ′1N
′
2N
′
3 ≍MN1N2N3 ≍ x. We see that N ′iM ′′ ≤ x2/5+6δ(log x)2C for all i im-
plies that M ′′3N ′1N ′2N ′3 ≤ x6/5+18δ(log x)6C , which gives M ′′ ≪ x1/10+9δ(log x)3C
sinceM ′′N ′1N ′2N ′3 ≍ x. In particular,M ′′ ≪ Q1Q2x−4δ(log x)−C , Q1/23 x−2δ(log x)−C ,
which is the condition of Proposition 5.4 (grouping Q1, Q2).
Finally, by Lemma 6.3 we may replace the indicator functions of the intervals
I ′′1 , I ′′2 , I ′′3 by suitable smooth functions ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 which satisfy ψ(j)(t) ≪ ((j +
1) logx)jC2 for some suitably large constant C2 = C2(A). The result now follows
from Proposition 5.4 (grouping q1q2 together). 
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Lemma 6.11 (Extended Type II estimate). Let δ, A > 0 and N ∈ [x2/5/4, 4x3/5],
M ∈ [x/(2N), 2x/N ] and let Q1, Q2, Q3 ≥ 1 satisfy Q1Q2Q3 = x1/2+δ with
Q2 < x
1/16−10δ−10ǫ, max
(x1/10+11δ+10ǫ
Q2
, Q2x
14δ+10ǫ
)
< Q3 <
x1/10−3δ−5ǫ
Q
3/5
2
.
Let αn, βn be complex coefficients satisfying the Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1) with
|αn|, |βn| ≤ τ(n)B , and set
∆(a; q) :=
∑
n∼N
αn
∑
m∼M
βm
(
1nm≡a (mod q) −
1(nm,q)=1
φ(q)
)
.
Then we have that∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(b,q1q2)=1
∑
q3∼Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
a≡b (mod q1q2)
|∆(a; q1q2q3)| ≪A,B x
(log x)A
.
Proof assuming Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.3. By symmetry we may assume
that N ≤M so N ≤ 2x1/2. If
(6.3) Q3 < x
1/10−3δ−2ǫ,
we see that Q71Q
7
2Q
12
3 = x
7/2+7δQ53 < x
4−10ǫ. Thus, grouping q1, q2 together, we
see that Proposition 5.3 gives the estimate of the lemma for
Q1Q2x
2δ+ǫ < N <
x1−ǫ
Q1Q2
.
Similarly, provided
Q2x
14δ+10ǫ ≤ Q3,(6.4)
Q3Q
3/5
2 ≤ x1/10−3δ−5ǫ,(6.5)
we see that Proposition 5.2 gives the result for
max
(
Q1x
2δ+5ǫ, Q2Q3x
1/4+13δ/2+5ǫ
)
< N <
x1/2−3δ−5ǫ
Q2
.
Together, we see that the ranges for N cover the range [x2/5/4, 2x1/2] provided
Q1Q2 < x
1/2−2ǫ,(6.6)
Q1Q
2
2 < x
1/2−13δ−7ǫ,(6.7)
Q1 < x
2/5−2δ−10ǫ,(6.8)
Q2Q3 < x
3/20−7δ−10ǫ.(6.9)
We see that for (6.4) and (6.5) to give a non-trivial range for Q3 we must have
(6.10) Q2 < x
1/16−10δ−9ǫ.
We see that (6.3) and (6.9) are implied by (6.5) and (6.10). Recalling Q1Q2Q3 =
x1/2+δ, we see (6.6) and (6.7) are implied by (6.4). Thus we are left with (6.4),(6.5),
(6.8) and (6.10), which give the constraints
Q2 < x
1/16−10δ−9ǫ, max
(x1/10+11δ+10ǫ
Q2
, Q2x
14δ+10ǫ
)
< Q3 <
x1/10−3δ−5ǫ
Q
3/5
2
.
By symmetry, these then cover the range N ∈ [x2/5, x3/5], giving the result. 
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We are now in a position to establish Theorems 1.1-1.3 assuming Propositions 5.1-
5.4.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We now establish Theorem 1.1 from Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.4 using the
Heath-Brown identity.
Proof. By partial summation, it suffices to show the result for integers n weighted
by weight Λ(n)1P−(n)≥xǫ/ log x rather than primes, and by dyadic dissection it
suffices to establish it for n ∼ x. We apply the Heath-Brown identity (Lemma 6.1)
with k = 5, and multiply by 1P−(n)≥xǫ . This gives
(7.1)
Λ(n)1P−(n)≥xǫ
log x
=
5∑
j=1
(−1)j(5j)
log x
∑
n=m1···mjn1···nj
m1, ...,mj≤2x1/5
P−(m1),...,P
−(nj)≥xǫ
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mk) logn1.
Define the intervals B and G by
B :=
[x2/5
4
, x2/5+6δ(log x)2C
]
∪
[ x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
, 2x1/2
]
,
G :=
[
x2/5+6δ(log x)2C ,
x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
]
.
We split the right hand side of (7.1) into terms where some sub-product of n1, . . . , nj ,
m1, . . . ,mj lies in G, terms where no subproduct lies in G but some subproduct lies
in B, and terms with no subproduct in B ∪ G. Explicitly, this gives
Λ(n)1P−(n)≥xǫ
log x
= ρ1(n) + ρ2(n) + ρ3(n),
where
ρ1(n) :=
5∑
j=1
(−1)j(5j)
log x
∑
n1···njm1···mj=n
P−(n)≥xǫ
m1,...,mj≤2x1/5∏
i∈I1
ni
∏
i∈I2
mi∈G some I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mj) logn1,
ρ2(n) :=
5∑
j=1
(−1)j(5j)
log x
∑
n1···njm1···mj=n
P−(n)≥xǫ
m1,...,mj≤2x1/5∏
i∈I1
ni
∏
i∈I2
mi /∈G all I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
∏
i∈I1
ni
∏
i∈I2
mi∈B some I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mj) log n1,
ρ3(n) :=
5∑
j=1
(−1)j(5j)
log x
∑
n1···njm1···mj=n
P−(n)≥xǫ
m1,...,mj≤2x1/5∏
i∈I1
ni
∏
i∈I2
mi /∈G∪B all I1,I2⊆{1,...,j}
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mj) logn1.
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By Lemma 6.9, we see that ρ1(n) = ρG(n) satisfies
∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρ1(n)− 1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρ1(n)
∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
By Lemma 6.8, we see that ρ2(n) satisfies |ρ2(n)| ≪ ρB(n) which is equdistributed
in arithmetic progressions, and so
∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρ2(n)− 1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρ2(n)
∣∣∣
≪
∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
(
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρB(n) +
1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρB(n)
)
≪
(∑
n∼x
ρB(n)
)( ∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
1
φ(q1q2)
)
≪ δx
log x
+
x log log x
(log x)2
.
Thus we are left to consider the contribution of ρ3(n) when no subproduct lies in
G∪B = [x2/5/4, 2x1/2]. Sincem1 · · ·mjn1 · · ·nj ∼ x, this means that no subproduct
lies in [x2/5, 2x3/5]. First we consider the case when ni < x
2/5 for all i.
By relabelling any ni < x
1/5, we may assume that x2/5 > n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nj1 ≥
x1/5 ≥ m1 ≥ · · · ≥ mj2 . We see that j1 ≥ 1, since otherwise all factors would be
at most x1/5, so some subproduct would lie in [x2/5, x3/5]. If n1m1 · · ·mj < x2/5
for some 0 ≤ j < j2, then n1m1 · · ·mj+1 < x3/5 since mj+1 ≤ x1/5. Since no
subproduct lies in [x2/5, x3/5], we see n1m1 . . .mj+1 < x
2/5. By applying this for
j = 0, 1, . . . , j2 − 1 in turn, we see that n1m < x2/5 where m =
∏j2
i=1mi. Since
x ≤ n1 · · ·nj1m ≤ (n1m)j1 ≤ x2j1/5, we see that j1 ≥ 3. Since ni > x1/5 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , j1}, we see that n1n2 ≥ x2/5, and so n1n2 > 2x3/5 since there are no
subproducts in [x2/5, 2x3/5]. But then n1 · · ·nj1 > 2x1/5+j1/5, so we must have
j1 ≤ 3. Therefore j1 = 3. Finally, since n1m < x2/5, we see that n1n2n3m3 ≤
(n1m)
3 ≤ x6/5, so m < x1/10 since n1n2n3m ∼ x.
We are almost able to reduce to Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.1 via Lemma 6.2,
but unfortunately the ranges for m do not quite overlap. To get around this, we
use the fact that almost all q2 ∼ Q2 have a divisor in I0 := [x28δ(log x)5C , x1/100]
and so we can use Lemma 6.10. Indeed, using a sieve upper bound (e.g. Lemma
6.6) we see that
∑
q2∼Q2
6∃d|q2 s.t. d∈I0
1≪
∑
q≤x28δ(log x)5C
∑
r≤2Q2/q
P−(r)≥x1/100
1≪ Q2
log x
∑
q≤x28δ(log x)5C
1
q2
≪ Q2
(
δ +
log log x
log x
)
.(7.2)
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Another simple sieve upper bound (e.g. Lemma 6.6) gives∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
ρ3(n)− 1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
ρ3(n)
∣∣∣≪ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1q2)
P−(n)≥xǫ
1 +
1
φ(q1q2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1q2)=1
P−(n)≥xǫ
1
≪ x
φ(q1q2) log x
.(7.3)
Combining (7.2) and (7.3), we see that the contribution from q2 with no factor in
I0 is acceptably small. Thus we only need to consider the contribution when q2 has
a factor in I0, and so it suffices to show that∑
q1∼Q1
∑
d∼D
∑
q′
2
∼Q′
2
sup
(a,q1dq′2)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼x
n≡a (mod q1dq′2)
ρ˜3(n)− 1
φ(q1dq′2)
∑
n∼x
(n,q1dq
′
2)=1
ρ˜3(n)
∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A
over all choices of D,Q′2 with DQ
′
2 ≍ Q2 and x28δ(log x)5C ≤ D ≤ x1/100, where
ρ˜3(n) :=
∑
n=mn1n2n3
nim≤x2/5/4∀i
P−(n)≥xǫ
γm
for some 1-bounded γm suppprted on m ≤ x1/10. This now follows from applying
Lemma 6.7 (after splitting according to positive and negative real and imaginary
parts) and Lemma 6.10.
Finally, we consider the case when ni > x
3/5 for some i. By Lemma 6.2 these terms
are of the form ∑
n=n′m′
m′≤x2/5+ǫ
αm′ +
∑
n=m′p1p2n
′
p2>p1
m′<x2/5+ǫ<m′p1
p1<x
ǫ
βm′,p11P−(n′)≥p2 or n′=1
for some 1-bounded coefficients αm′ , βm′,p1 . It is trivial that the first term above
is equidistributed in arithmetic progressions, and (after applying Lemma 6.7 to
remove the dependencies) the second term is also equidistributed by Proposition
5.1 (grouping m′p1 and n′p2 together). This completes the proof. 
8. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We now establish Theorem 1.2 from Lemma 6.11 (which relies on Proposition 5.2
and Proposition 5.3) and Proposition 5.4. The proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Since the implied constant depends on δ, we may assume that δ > 100ǫ.
By partial summation and dyadic dissection, it suffices to consider integers n ∼ x
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weighted by Λ(n)/ log x instead of primes p ≤ x and moduli q1 ∼ Q1, q2 ∼ Q2,
q3 ∼ Q3 with Q1Q2Q3 ≤ x1/2+δ. By the Heath-Brown identity, we have
(8.1) Λ(n) =
5∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
5
j
) ∑
n=m1···mjn1···nj
m1, ...,mj≤2x1/5
P−(m1),...,P
−(nj)≥xǫ
µ(m1) · · ·µ(mk) logn1.
We split the right hand side of (8.1) according to whether a sub-product of n1, . . . , nj ,
m1, . . . ,mj lies in [x
2/5/4, 4x3/5] or not. Let ρ1(n) denote the terms with a subprod-
uct in [x2/5/4, 4x3/5] and ρ2(n) denote the terms with no subproduct in [x
2/5/4, 4x3/5].
By Lemma 6.7 and Lemma 6.11, we see that∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(b,q1q2)=1
∑
q3∼Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
a≡b (mod q1q2)
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
ρ1(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2q3) −
1(n,q1q2q3)=1
φ(q1q2q3)
)∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A
.
Thus we are left to consider the contribution of ρ2(n) when no subproduct lies in
[x2/5/4, 4x3/5]. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, after relabelling we may assume
that ρ2(n) is of the form
ρ2(n) =
∑
n1n2n3m=n
n1,n2,n3∈[x1/5,x2/5]
m≤x2/5/max(n1,n2,n3)
αm
for some coefficients |αn| ≤ τ(n)8. Since Q2Q3 ≥ x1/10+11δ+10ǫx−4δ(log x)−C >
x1/10+ǫ, we see that Lemma 6.7 and Proposition 5.4 give∑
q1∼Q1
∑
q2∼Q2
∑
q3∼Q3
sup
(a,q1q2q3)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
ρ2(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2q3)−
1(n,q1q2q3)=1
φ(q1q2q3)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
This gives the result. 
9. Proof of Theorem 1.3
We now establish Theorem 1.3 from Proposition 5.1 using Harman’s sieve ([20]).
As mentioned in the introduction, the numerical side of these estimates could be
improved considerably.
Proof. Clearly we may assume that x is sufficiently large in terms of δ. By dyadic
dissection it suffices to show the result summing over n ∼ x rather than n ≤ x. To
simplify notation, set z1 := x
1/7, z2 := x
3/7, z3 := x
4/7. Let
ρ(n, z) :=
{
1, P−(n) > z,
0, otherwise,
and
G := [x3/7+8δ, x1/2−4δ] ∪ [x1/2+4δ, x4/7−8δ],
B := [x3/7, x3/7+8δ] ∪ [x1/2−4δ, x1/2+4δ] ∪ [x4/7−8δ, x4/7].
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For Q2 ∈ [x2/5+5δ, x3/7], it follows from Proposition 5.1 that terms with a divisor in
G will satisfy suitable equidistribution estimates. Trivially any convolution involv-
ing a smooth sequence of length greater than x1/2+δ also equidistributes suitably.
To construct our minorant ρ we wish to decompose ρ(n,
√
2x) (the indicator func-
tion of the primes) into various terms which are either equidistributed or have a
reasonable lower bound which is equidistributed. We do this following Harman’s
sieve (see [20].) Since B consists of intervals which are short on a logarithmic scale,
terms with a factor in B will ultimately contribute negligibly.
By Buchstab’s identity (inclusion-exclusion on the smallest prime factor)
ρ(n,
√
2x) = ρ(n, z1)−
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
ρ
(n
p
, p
)
−
∑
p|n
z2<p≤
√
2x
ρ
(n
p
, p
)
=: S1(n)− S2(n)− S3(n).
For n ∼ x and p ≤ √2x, we see ρ(n/p, p) = ρ(n/p,min(p,√2x/p)) since if p >
(2x)1/3 this counts primes n/p. Decomposing the middle term S2 further gives
S2(n) =
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
ρ
(n
p
,min
(
p,
√
2x
p
))
=
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
ρ
(n
p
, z1
)
−
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p
2
2≤2x
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
=
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
ρ
(n
p
, z1
)
−
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2≤z3
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
−
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2>z3
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
−
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
z2<p1p2≤z3
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
−
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p
2
2≤2x
z3<p1p2
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
=: S2,1(n)− S2,2(n)− S2,3(n)− S2,4(n)− S2,5(n).
Furthermore, we see that
S2,2(n) =
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2≤z3
ρ
( n
p1p2
, z1
)
−
∑
p1p2p3|n
z1<p3≤p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2≤z3
ρ
( n
p1p2p3
, p3
)
=: S2,2,1(n)−S2,2,2(n).
Note that in S2,2,2(n) since x
1/7 < p3 ≤ p2 ≤ p1 ≤ x3/7 and p1p22 ≤ x4/7 we have
p1p2p3 ∈ [x3/7, x4/7]. Thus the S2,2,2(n) terms (and also the S3(n), S2,4(n) terms)
are close to being suitable for our Type II estimate Proposition 5.1. Specifically,
S3(n) =
∑
p|n
z2<p≤
√
2x
p∈G
ρ
(n
p
, p
)
+
∑
p|n
z2<p≤
√
2x
p∈B
ρ
(n
p
, p
)
=: SG3 (n) + S
B
3 (n),
S2,4(n) =
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2∈G
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
+
∑
p1p2|n
z1<p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2∈B
ρ
( n
p1p2
, p2
)
=: SG2,4(n) + S
B
2,4(n),
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S2,2,2(n) =
∑
p1p2p3|n
z1<p3≤p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2≤z3
p1p2p3∈G
ρ
( n
p1p2p3
, p3
)
+
∑
p1p2p3|n
z1<p3≤p2≤p1≤z2
p1p2≤z2
p1p
2
2≤z3
p1p2p3∈B
ρ
( n
p1p2p3
, p3
)
=: SG2,2,2(n) + S
B
2,2,2(n).
Let z0 := x
1/14−4δ, and let e ≤ z2 be such that e|n. By two applications of Lemma
6.2, we have for some 1-bounded coefficients αd, α
′
d, βd, β
′
d
ρ
(n
e
, z1
)
=
∑
d1|n/e
d1≤z2/e
αd1ρ
( n
d1e
, z0
)
+
∑
d1p1|n/e
d1≤z2/e<d1p1
z0<p1≤z1
P−(d1)≥p1
βd1ρ
( n
d1p1e
, p1
)
=
∑
d2d1|n/e
d2d1≤z2/e
α′d2αd1ρ
( n
d1d2e
, 1
)
+
∑
d2p2d1|n/e
d2d1≤z2/e<d2d1p2
1<p2≤z0
P−(d2)≥p2
β′d2αd1ρ
( n
d1d2p2e
, p2
)
+
∑
d1p1|n/e
d1≤z2/e<d1p1
z0<p1≤z1
P−(d1)≥p1
d1p1e∈G
βd1ρ
( n
d1p1e
, p1
)
+
∑
d1p1|n/e
d1≤z2/e<d1p1
z0<p1≤z1
P−(d1)≥p1
d1p1e∈B
βd1ρ
( n
d1p1e
, p1
)
=: T triv(n, e) + T G1 (n, e) + T
G
2 (n, e) + T
B(n, e).
We observe that in T G1 (n, e) since p2 ≤ x1/14−4δ we have ed2d1p2 ≤ z2x1/14−4δ =
x1/2−4δ, and so ed2d1p2 ∈ G. Using this decomposition we see that
S1(n) = T
triv(n, 1) +
(
T G1 (n, 1) + T
G
2 (n, 1)
)
+ TB(n, 1) =: Striv1 (n) + S
G
1 (n) + S
B
1 (n),
S2,1(n) =
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
T triv(n, p) +
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
(
T G1 (n, p) + T
G
2 (n, p)
)
+
∑
p|n
z1<p≤z2
TB(n, p)
=: Striv2,1 (n) + S
G
2,1(n) + S
B
2,1(n).
Similarly, we write
S2,2,1(n) = S
triv
2,2,1(n) + S
G
2,2,1(n) + S
B
2,2,1(n).
Thus, putting this all together we find
ρ(n,
√
2x) = Striv(n) + SG(n) + SB(n) + S2,3(n) + S2,5(n),
where
Striv(n) := Striv1 (n)− Striv2,1 (n) + Striv2,2,1(n),
SG(n) := SG1 (n)− SG2,1(n) + SG2,2,1(n)− SG2,2,2(n) + SG2,4(n)− SG3 (n),
SB(n) := SB1 (n)− SB2,1(n) + SB2,2,1(n)− SB2,2,2(n) + SB2,4(n)− SB3 (n).
By Lemma 6.7 (to remove dependencies from inequalities) and Proposition 5.1 since
each of SG1 (n), S
G
2,1(n), S
G
2,2,1(n), S
G
2,2,2(n), S
G
2,4(n), S
G
3 (n) are supported on n with a
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factor in G, we have that∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
SG(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2) −
1(n,q1q2)=1
φ(q1q2)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Similarly, since each of SB1 (n), S
B
2,1(n), S
B
2,2,1(n), S
B
2,2,2(n), S
B
2,4(n), S
B
3 (n) are sup-
ported on n with a factor in B and P−(n) ≥ z0, we have that
−CρB(n) ≤ SB(n) ≤ CρB(n)
for some suitably large absolute constant C, where ρB is the function defined in
Lemma 6.8. We recall from Lemma 6.8 that ρB(n) satisfies∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
ρB(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2) −
1(n,q1q2)=1
φ(q1q2)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Finally, recalling the definition of T triv(n, e), we see that for e < z2 and q < x
1−ǫ/z2,
we have that∑
n∼x
e|n
T triv(n, e)1n≡a (mod q) =
∑
d1d2≤z2/e
(d1d2,q)=1
α′d2αd1
∑
n′∼x/(d1d2e)
n′≡ad1d2e (mod q)
1
=
∑
n∼x
e|n
T triv(n, e)1(n,q)=1 +OA
( x
qe(log x)A
)
.
Thus∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
Striv(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2) −
1(n,q1q2)=1
φ(q1q2)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
With this set-up, we define our minorant ρ(n) by
(9.1) ρ(n) := Striv(n) + SG(n)− CρB(n).
Since S2,3(n), S2,5(n) ≥ 0 and SB(n) ≥ −CρB(n), we see that
ρ(n) ≤ ρ(n,
√
2x).
Since Striv(n), SG(n), ρB(n) are equidistributed in arithmetic progressions, we also
have∑
q1≤Q1
∑
q2≤Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼x
ρ(n)
(
1n≡a (mod q1q2) −
1(n,q1q2)=1
φ(q1q2)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
This gives the first and third claims of Theorem 1.3. We are therefore left to
establish the bound
∑
n∼x ρ(n) ≥
∑
p∼x 1/8. We note that
ρ(n) ≥ ρ(n,
√
2x)− S2,3(n)− S2,5(n)− 2CρB(n).
Thus, by partial summation, the prime number theorem, Lemma 6.5 and Lemma
6.8, we have that∑
n∼x
ρ(n) ≥ (1 + o(1))x
log x
(
1−
∫ 2/7
4/21
∫ min(u,3/7−u)
2/7−u/2
ω
(1− u− v
v
)dudv
uv2
−
∫ 3/7
2/7
∫ min(u,(1−u)/2)
4/7−u
ω
(1− u− v
v
)dudv
uv2
−O(δ)
)
.
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(Here ω(u) is the Buchstab function described in Lemma 6.5.) Crudely bounding
ω(v) ≤ 1 and then calculating the integrals gives∑
n∼x
ρ(n) ≥ (1 + o(1))x
log x
(25
12
− 19
6
log 2 +
1
4
log 3−O(δ)
)
≥ 1
8
∑
p∼x
1
for x large enough and δ small enough. This gives the result. 
10. Further preparatory lemmas
We are left to establish Propositions 5.1-5.4. Before embarking upon this, we first
collect some basic lemmas for use later on.
Lemma 10.1 (Poisson Summation). Let C > 0 and f : R → R be a smooth
function which is supported on [−10, 10] and satisfies ‖f (j)‖∞ ≪ ((j + 1) log x)jC
for all j ≥ 0, and let M, q ≤ x. Then we have∑
m≡a (mod q)
f
(m
M
)
=
M
q
f̂(0) +
M
q
∑
1≤|h|≤H
f̂
(hM
q
)
e
(ah
q
)
+OC(x
−100),
for any choice of H ≥ q(log x)2C+1/M .
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.4]. 
Lemma 10.2 (Summation with coprimality constraint). Let C > 0 and f : R→ R
be a smooth function which is supported on [−10, 10] and satisfies ‖f (j)‖∞ ≪ ((j +
1) logx)jC for all j ≥ 0. Then we have∑
(m,q)=1
f
(m
M
)
=
φ(q)
q
M +O(τ(q)(log x)2C).
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.6]. 
Lemma 10.3 (Completion of inverses). Let C > 0 and f : R → R be a smooth
function which is supported on [−10, 10] and satisfies ‖f (j)‖∞ ≪ ((j + 1) log x)jC
for all j ≥ 0. Let (d, q) = 1. Then we have for any H ≥ (log x)2C+1dq/N∑
(n,q)=1
n≡n0 (mod d)
f
( n
N
)
e
(bn
q
)
=
N
dq
∑
|h|≤H
f̂
(hN
dq
)
e
(n0qh
d
)
S(hd, b; q) +OC(x
−100),
where S(m,n; c) is the standard Kloosterman sum
S(m,n; c) :=
∑
b (mod c)
(b,c)=1
e
(mb+ nb
c
)
.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.5], with a slightly different presentation of the terms.

Lemma 10.4 (Weil bound). Let S(m,n; c) be the standard Kloosterman sum (as
given in Lemma 10.3). Then we have that
S(m,n; c)≪ τ(c)c1/2 gcd(m,n, c)1/2.
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Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.3]. 
Lemma 10.5 (Properties of F sum). Define
F (h1, h2, h3; a, q) :=
∑
b1,b2,b3∈(Z/qZ)×
b1b2b3=a
e
(h1b1 + h2b2 + h3b3
q
)
,
Kl3(a; q) :=
1
q
∑
b1,b2,b3∈Z/qZ
b1b2b3=a
e
(b1 + b2 + b3
q
)
.
Then we have the following:
(1) If (q1, q2) = 1 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q1q2) = F (h1, h2, h3; aq1
3; q2)F (h1, h2, h3; aq2
3; q1).
(2) If (b, q) = 1 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) = F (bh1, bh2, bh3; ab
3
; q).
(3) If (a, q) 6= 1 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) = 0.
(4) If (a, q) = 1 and gcd(h1, h2, h3, q) = d then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) =
φ(q)2
φ(q/d)2
F
(h1
d
,
h2
d
,
h3
d
; a;
q
d
)
.
(5) If (a, q) = 1 and gcd(h1h2h3, q) = 1 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) = qKl3(ah1h2h3; q).
(6) If (a, q) = 1 and gcd(h1h2h3, q) 6= 1 and gcd(h1, h2, h3, q) = 1 and µ2(q) =
0 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) = 0.
(7) If (a, q) = 1 and q|h1h2h3 and gcd(h1, h2, h3, q) = 1 and µ2(q) = 1 then
F (h1, h2, h3; a; q) depends only on (h1, q), (h2, q), (h3, q) and q, and satisfies
|F (h1, h2, h3; a, q)| ≪ (h1, q)(h2, q)(h3, q)
q
.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 19.3]. 
Lemma 10.6 (Minkowski-reduced basis). Let Λ ⊆ Rk be a lattice and ‖ · ‖ the
Euclidean norm on Rk. Then there is a set {v1, . . . ,vr} of linearly independent
vectors in Rk such that
(1) {v1, . . . ,vr} is a basis:
Λ = v1Z+ · · ·+ vrZ.
(2) The vi are quasi-orthogonal: For any x1, . . . , xr ∈ R we have
‖x1v1 + · · ·+ xrvr‖ ≍
r∑
i=1
‖xivi‖.
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(3) The sizes of the vi are controlled by successive minima: If λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λr
are the successive minima of Λ, then ‖vi‖ ≍ λi for all i. In particular,
‖v1‖ · · · ‖vr‖ ≍ det(Λ).
The implied constants above depend only on the ambient dimension k. Here det(Λ)
is the r-dimensional volume of the fundamental parallelepiped, given by{ r∑
i=1
xivi : x1, . . . , xr ∈ [0, 1]
}
,
and the jth successive minimum is the smallest quantity λj such that Λ contains j
linearly independent vectors of norm at most λj.
Proof. This is [27, Lemma 4.1]. 
Lemma 10.7 (Barban-Davenport-Halberstam type estimate). Let B > 0 and let
αn be a complex sequence which satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1) and
satisfies |αn| ≤ τ(n)B . Then for any A > 0 there is a constant C = C(A,B) such
that if Q < N/(logN)C we have∑
q≤Q
τ(q)B
∑
b (mod q)
(b,q)=1
∣∣∣∑
n∼N
αn
(
1n≡b (mod q) −
1(n,q)=1
φ(q)
)∣∣∣2 ≪A,B N2
(logN)A
.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.7]. Note that the implied constant in Lemma 10.7
depend on the implied constants in (4.1). 
Lemma 10.8 (Splitting into coprime sets). Let N ⊆ Z2>0 be a set of pairs (a, b)
satisfying:
(1) a, b ≤ xO(1),
(2) gcd(a, b) = 1,
(3) The number of prime factors of a and of b is ≪ (log log x)3.
Then there is a partition N = N1 ⊔N2 ⊔ · · · ⊔ NJ into J disjoint subsets with
J ≪ exp
(
O(log log x)4
)
,
and such that if (a, b) and (a′, b′) both lie in the same subset Nj , then gcd(a, b′) =
gcd(a′, b) = 1.
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 12.2]. 
Lemma 10.9 (Divisor function bounds). Let |b| < x − y and y ≥ qxǫ. Then we
have ∑
x−y≤n≤x
n≡a (mod q)
τ(n)Cτ(n − b)C ≪ y
q
(τ(q) log x)OC(1).
Proof. This is [25, Lemma 7.7]. 
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Lemma 10.10 (Most moduli have small square-full part). Let Q < x1−ǫ and
A,B > 0. Let γb be a complex sequence satisfying |γb| ≤ τ(b)B . Let sq(n) denote
the square-full part of n. (i.e. sq(n) =
∏
p:p2|n p
νp(n)). Then for C = C(A,B)
sufficiently large in terms of A,B we have that∑
q∼Q
sq(q)≥(log x)C
sup
a,a′
(aa′,q)=1
∣∣∣∑
b≤x
γb
(
1b≡a (mod q) − 1b≡a′ (mod q)
)∣∣∣≪A,B0 x(log x)A .
Proof. This is a slight reformulation of [25, Lemma 12.8], noting that the argument
there is actually uniform in the residue class. 
Lemma 10.11 (Most moduli have small smooth part). Let Q < x1−ǫ and A,B > 0.
Let γb be a complex sequence with |γb| ≤ τ(n)B and set z0 := x1/(log log x)3 and
y0 := x
1/ log log x. Let sm(n; z) denote the z-smooth part of n. (i.e. sm(n; z) =∏
p≤z p
νp(n)). Then we have that
∑
q∼Q
sm(q;z0)≥y0
sup
a,a′
(aa′,q)=1
∣∣∣∑
b≤x
γb
(
1b≡a (mod q) − 1b≡a′ (mod q)
)∣∣∣≪A,B x
(log x)A
.
Proof. This is a slight reformulation of [25, Lemma 12.9], noting that the argument
there is actually uniform in the residue class. 
With these lemmas established, we now prove Propositions 5.1-5.4 in turn.
11. Main Type II estimate
In this section we establish Proposition 5.1, which is the main technical result in
this paper.
As remarked in Section 2, our aim is to combine a number of applications of Cauchy-
Schwarz to smooth the unknown coefficients and allow for an effective use of com-
pletion of sums. By carefully handling suitable side cases to maintain control of
the intermediate stages, we eventually arrive at a 4-variable summation which can
be handled adequately using the Weil bound for Kloosterman sums. Despite this
being a multi-dimensional sum we do not use the more advanced theory due to
Deligne since the final sums factor into Kloosterman sums.
For Theorem 1.1 it is vital that we only allow losses of size xO(δ)(log x)O(1) in the
bounds on R,N (and that the estimates are uniform in δ), which means some care
is required when performing completion of sums. This is despite the fact we have
power-saving estimates in most of the ranges involved; at the endpoints we only
just have a suitable log-power saving, and the full range is critical for Theorem 1.1.
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The key to the proof of Proposition 5.1 is to understand the following sum
S :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R′
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,r0r
′
2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)C1
αn1αn2
×
∑
m≡aq,r0r′1n1 (mod qr0r
′
1)
m≡a′
q,r0r
′
2
n2 (mod r
′
2)
ψ
(m
M
)
,
where cq,r0,r, αn are complex sequences supported on (q, r) = 1 with r square-
free and τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B , and aq,r, a′q,r are integer sequences with (aq,r, qr) =
(a′q,r, qr) = 1. Here we recall that ψ is a fixed function supported on [1/2, 5/2]
satisfying |ψ(j)(x)| ≪ (4jj!)2 for all j ≥ 0, x ∈ R.
We will estimate this sum over Lemmas 11.1-11.8, leading to Lemma 11.9. We then
conclude Proposition 5.1 as a consequence of this estimate. We first remove the
possibility that r0 is large.
Lemma 11.1 (Bound for terms with large GCD). Let A > 0 and C1 = C1(A) be
sufficiently large in terms of A. Let QR = x1/2+δ ≥ x1/2(log x)−A and R′ ≍ R/R0
N > Qx2δ(log x)3C1 > xǫ,
and let aq,r and a
′
q,r be integer sequences coprime to qr. Let S
′ be given by
S
′ :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R′
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
(r′1r
′
2,r0q)=1
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,r0r
′
2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
∑
m∼M
m≡aq,r0r′1n1 (mod qr0r
′
1)
m≡a′
q,r0r
′
2
n2 (mod r
′
2)
1.
Then if R0 ≥ N/(Q(logx)C1) we have
S
′ ≪A MN
2
(log x)AQ
.
Thus providedN is a bit larger thanQ, we only need to considerR0 < N/((log x)
C1Q).
Proof. Let r0, r
′
1, r
′
2, q be given. We see that the congruence n1aq,r0r′1 ≡ n2aq,r0r′2 (mod qr0)
on n1, n2 forces the ordered pair (n1, n2) to lie in a lattice Λ ⊆ Z2 of determinant
qr0. Let {z1, z2} be a Minkowski-reduced basis for this lattice, as given by Lemma
10.6. Then there are constants L1, L2 (depending only on r0, r
′
1, r
′
2, q) such that
any pair n1, n2 ∼ N with n1aq,r0r′1 ≡ n2aq,r0r2 (mod qr0) is given by(
n1
n2
)
= λ1z1 + λ2z2,
for some integers λ1, λ2 with |λ1| ≤ L1 and |λ2| ≤ L2. Moreover, L1, L2 satisfy
L1L2 ≍ N2/ det(Λ) ≪ N2/(QR0) and L1, L2 ≤ N . Without loss of generality let
L1 ≤ L2.
We first consider the contribution to S ′ from all terms with λ1 > 0, so we must
have L1 ≥ 1. In this case there are O(L1L2) ≪ N2/(QR0) choices of λ1, λ2.
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Given a choice of λ1 and λ2, the congruences m ≡ aq,r0r′1n1 (mod qr0r′1) and
m ≡ aq,r0r′2n2 (mod r′2) force m to lie in a single residue class (mod qr0r′1r′2). Thus
there are O(1 + M/(QR0R
′2)) solutions m for each choice of n1, n2, q, r0, r′1, r′2.
Thus the total contribution from all of these terms is
≪
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′
1
,r′
2
∼R′
∑
λ1≪L1
λ2≪L2
L1>1
(
1 +
M
QR0R′2
)
≪ QR0R′2L1L2
( M
QR0R′2
+ 1
)
≪ MN
2
QR0
+N2R′2.(11.1)
We now consider the contribution to S ′ from those terms with λ1 = 0, so n1 =
λ2z21 and n2 = λ2z22 for some integers z21, z22 depending only on q, r0, r
′
1r
′
2. Thus
the congruences m ≡ aq,r0r′1n1 (mod qr0r′1) and m ≡ aq,r0r′2n2 (mod r′2) simplify
to fix λ2m to lie in a single residue class (mod qr0r
′
1r
′
2). Thus, for a given choice
of q, r0, r
′
1, r
′
2, the number of choices of λ2,m is
≪ sup
c (mod qr0r′1r
′
2
)
∑
k≪L2M
k≡c (mod qr0r′1r′2)
τ(k)≪ ML2
QR0R′2
(log x)O(1) + xo(1).
Thus the total contribution from all of these terms is
≪
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′
1
,r′
2
∼R′
(ML2(log x)O(1)
QR0R′2
+ xo(1)
)
≪ QR0R′2
( ML2
QR0R′2
(log x)O(1) + xo(1)
)
≪ (log x)O(1)MN + xo(1)QR0R′2.(11.2)
Putting together (11.1) and (11.2), we obtain
(11.3) S ′ ≪ MN
2
QR0
+N2R′2 + (log x)O(1)MN + xo(1)QR0R′2.
We recall that we wish to show S ′ ≪A MN2/((log x)AQ). Recalling that R′ ≍
R/R0, we see that (11.3) gives this provided
R0 > (log x)
A,(11.4)
R0 >
(log x)A/2Q1/2R
M1/2
≍ (log x)A/2
( QR
x1/2
)(N
Q
)1/2
,(11.5)
N > (log x)A+O(1)Q,(11.6)
R0 >
xǫQ2R2
MN2
.(11.7)
We recall that MN ≍ x and QR ≍ x1/2+δ. In particular, if we have
(11.8) N > Qx2δ(log x)3C1 > xǫ,
for C1 = C1(A) sufficiently large then (11.6) is clearly satisfied and all of (11.4),
(11.5) and (11.7) are satisfied provided R0 ≥ N/((log x)C1Q). This gives the result.

Lemma 11.2 (Fourier Expansion). Let A,B > 0 and let C1 = C1(A,B) and
B2 = B2(A,B) be sufficiently large in terms of A,B. Let R0 < N/((log x)
C1Q),
R′ ≪ R/R0 and QR = x1/2+δ. Let |cq,r| ≤ 1 and |αn| ≤ τ(n)B be complex
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sequences with αn satisfying the Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1) and cq,r supported
on square-free r with (r, q) = 1 and τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B . Let aq,r, a′q,r be an integer
sequences with (aq,r, qr) = (a
′
q,r, qr) = 1. Set
S :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R′
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,r0r
′
2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
×
∑
m≡aq,r0r′1n1 (mod qr0r
′
1)
m≡a′
q,r0r
′
2
n2 (mod r
′
2)
ψ
(m
M
)
,
SMT :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R′
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
Mψ̂(0)
qr0r′1r
′
2φ(qr0)
.
Then we have
S = SMT +
M(log x)2BB2
QR0R′2
S2 +OA
( MN2
Q(log x)2A
)
,
where H := QNR0R
′2(log x)5/x,
S2 :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′q,r0,r1c
′
q,r0,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r1=n2a
′
q,r0r2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r1)=(n2,qr0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( hM
qr0r1r2
)
ξ,
ξ := e
(aq,r0r1hn1r1r2
qr0
)
e
(aq,r0r1hn1qr0r2
r1
)(a′q,r0r2hn2qr0r1
r2
)
,
for some 1-bounded coefficients α′n and c
′
q,r0,r satisfying |c′q,r0,r| ≤ |cq,r0r|.
A key point is that SMT is independent of the choice of residue classes aq,r, and
so to show that S is approximately independent of the residue classes it suffices to
show that S2 is small.
Proof. To simplify notation we suppress some of the dependencies on q, r0 by letting
br := aq,r0r, b
′
r := a
′
q,r0r, c
′
r := cq,r0rR
′Q1/2R1/20 /(rr
1/2
0 q
1/2) and q0 := qr0. (We
note that for r ∼ R′ we have c′r ≤ 1.) Similarly, let α′′n := αn1τ(n)≤(logx)B2 . By
Lemma 10.1, for H := QR0R
′2N(log x)5/x we have that (noting that (qr0r1, r2) =
1)
(11.9)
∑
m≡br1n1 (mod q0r1)
m≡b′r2n2 (mod r2)
ψ
(m
M
)
=
M
q0r1r2
∑
|h|≤H
ψ̂
( Mh
q0r1r2
)
ξ +O(x−100),
where, as in the statement of the lemma, we put
ξ := e
(br1hn1r1r2
q0
)
e
(br1hn1q0r2
r1
)(b′r2hn2q0r1
r2
)
.
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We substitute (11.9) into our expression for S , giving
S =
M
QR0R′2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′r1c
′
r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1br1=n2b
′
r2
(mod q0)
α′′n1α
′′
n2
∑
|h|≤H
ψ̂
( Mh
q0r′1r′2
)
ξ
+O(x−10).
We separate out the h = 0 term, which contributes to S a total
Mψ̂(0)
QR0R′2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′r1c
′
r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1br1=n2b
′
r2
(mod q0)
(n1,q0r1)=(n2,q0r2)=1
α′′n1α
′′
n2
=
Mψ̂(0)
QR0R′2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′r1c
′
r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,q0r1)=(n2,q0r2)=1
α′′n1α
′′
n2
1
φ(q0)
+
Mψ̂(0)
QR0R′2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′r1c
′
r2
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0r1)=1
α′′n1
×
∑
n2∼N
(n2,q0r2)=1
α′′n2
(
1n2≡b′r2n1br1 (mod q0)
− 1
φ(q0)
)
.
Recalling that c′r = cq,r0rR
′Q1/2R1/20 /(rr
1/2
0 q
1/2) we see that the first term above
is the expression SMT given by the lemma. By Cauchy-Schwarz, we have
Mψ̂(0)
QR0R′2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′r1c
′
r2
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0r1)=1
α′′n1
×
∑
n2∼N
(n2,q0r2)=1
α′′n2
(
1n2≡b′r2n1br1 (mod q0)
− 1
φ(q0)
)
≪ MN(logx)
OB (1)
QR0
(
sup
r2∼R′
∑
q0∼QR0
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼N
(n,r2q0)=1
τ(n)≤(log x)B2
αn
(
1n≡b (mod q0) −
1
φ(q0)
)∣∣∣2)1/2.
Here we used the fact that for any choice of b (mod q0) and r1, r2 there are
O(N/(QR0)) choices of n1 such that b
′
r2n1br1 ≡ b (mod q0) since R0 < N/Q,
and recalled that |α′′n| ≤ τ(n)B . Finally we substituted α′′n = αn1τ(n)≤(logx)B2 .
By Lemma 10.9, we may remove the condition τ(n) ≤ (log x)B2 at the cost of an
error term of size
MN(logx)OB (1)
QR0
(∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼N
n≡b (mod q0)
τ(n)B+1
(log x)B2
∣∣∣2)1/2
≪ MN
2(log x)OB(1)−B2
QR0
.
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This is OA(MN
2/Q log2A x) provided B2 is large enough in terms of A and B.
Since αn satisfies the Siegel-Walfisz condition, we see that 1(n,r2)=1αn also does for
any choice of r2. Therefore, since R0 < N/((log x)
C1Q), by the Barban-Davenport-
Halberstam Theorem (Lemma 10.7), for C1 sufficiently large in terms of A,B we
have
(log x)OB(1)
∑
q0∼QR0
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n∼N
(n,r2q0)=1
αn
(
1n≡b (mod q0) −
1
φ(q0)
)∣∣∣2 ≪A N2
(log x)2A
.
Thus contribution to S from the terms with h = 0 isSMT+OA(MN
2/(Q log2A x)).
By letting α′n := α′′n/(log x)BB2 ≤ 1 and letting S2 denote the terms with h 6= 0,
we obtain the result. 
We note that S2 depends on B since c
′
q,r0,r is supported on τ(qr0r) ≤ (log x)B ,
but not on A,B2 or C1. We wish to show that for every choice of A2 > 0 we have
S2 ≪A2,B
N2R′2R0
(log x)A2
.
Lemma 11.3 (Simplify moduli). Let S2 be as in Lemma 11.2. Then we have that
S2 ≪ (log x)4 sup
D1≤D2
∑
d1∼D1
∑
d2∼D2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S3|,
where
S3 :=
∑
r′1∼R′1
cr′
1
∑
r′2∼R′2
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
c′r′
2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1br′
1
=n2b′
r′
2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0d1r
′
1)=(n2,qr0d2r
′
2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
h′∼H′′
(h′,r′1r
′
2)=1
ξ,
and where R′1 := R′/d1, R′2 := R′/d2, H ′′ ≤ H/(d1d2), cr and c′r are 1-bounded
sequences (depending on q, r0, d1, d2) satisfying |cr| ≤ |c′q,r0,d1r| and |c′r| ≤ |c′q,r0,d2r|
supported on τ(r) ≤ (log x)B , br, b′r are integer sequences (depending on q, r0, d1, d2)
satisfying (br, qr0r) = (b
′
r, qr0r) = 1, and
ξ := e
(br′
1
h′n1r′1r′2
qr0
)
e
(br′
1
h′n1qr0r′2
r′1
)(b′r′
2
h′n2qr0r′1
r′2
)
.
Proof. We first wish to separate the dependencies between the h, r1, r2, q, r0 vari-
ables in the ψ̂(hM/(qr0r1r2)) factor, which we do by partial summation. Let
q0 := qr0 as before. Since ψ̂
(j)(x)≪j,k |x|−k for any j, k ∈ Z≥0, we have that
∂j1+j2+j3+j4
∂hj1∂rj21 ∂r
j3
2 ∂q
j4
0
ψ̂
( hM
q0r1r2
)
≪j1,j2,j3,j4 h−j1r−j21 r−j32 q−j40 .
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Thus, by partial summation
S2 =
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′q,r0,r1c
′
q,r0,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r1=n2a
′
q,r0r2
(mod q0)
(n1,q0r1)=(n2,q0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( Mh
q0r1r2
)
ξ
≪ log x sup
t1,t2,t3,t4
∣∣∣∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
qr0≤t4
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
r1≤t1
r2≤t2
c′q,r0,r1c
′
q,r0,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r1=n2a
′
q,r0r2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r1)=1
(n2,qr0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
1≤|h|≤t3
ξ
∣∣∣.
Let the supremum occur at t′1, t
′
2, t
′
3, t
′
4. We let c
′′
q,r0,r1 := 1r1≤t′1,qr0≤t′4c
′
q,r0,r1 and
c′′′q,r0,r2 := 1r2≤t′2,qr0≤t′4c
′
q,r0,r2 (noting that these are 1-bounded). We split h into
dyadic ranges, and note that since the terms with h > 0 are the complex conjugates
of the terms with h < 0, it suffices to just bound the terms with h > 0. Thus we
find for some H ′ ≤ H
S2 ≪ (log x)2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∣∣∣ ∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1,r2)=1
c′′q,r0,r1c
′′′
q,r0,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r1=n2a
′
q,r0r2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0r1)=(n2,qr0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
h∼H′
ξ
∣∣∣.
We now wish to remove potential common factors between h and r1, r2. Let d1 =
(h, r1) and d2 = (h, r2) and let r1 = d1r
′
1, r2 = r
′
2d2 and h = d1d2h
′. By putting
each of d1, d2 into dyadic ranges, we see that
S2 ≪ (log x)4 sup
D1,D2
∑
d1∼D1
∑
d2∼D2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S ′2|,
where S ′2 = S
′
2(d1, d2, q, r0) is given by
S
′
2 :=
∑
r′1∼R′1
cr′
1
∑
r′2∼R′2
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
c′r′
2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1br′
1
=n2b′r′
2
(mod qr0)
(n1,qr0d1r
′
1)=(n2,qr0d2r
′
2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
h′∼H′′
(h′,r′1r
′
2)=1
ξ,
where cr′
1
:= c′′q,r0,d1r′1 , c
′
r2 := c
′′′
q,r0,d2r′2
, br′
1
:= aq,r0d1r′1 , b
′
r′
2
:= a′q,r0d2r′2 and
R′1 :=
R′
d1
, R′2 :=
R′
d2
, H ′′ :=
H ′
d1d2
,
and where
ξ = e
(aq,r0r1hn1r1r2
qr0
)
e
(aq,r0r1hn1qr0r2
r1
)(a′q,r0r2hn2qr0r1
r2
)
= e
(br′
1
h′n1r′1r
′
2
qr0
)
e
(br′
1
h′n1qr0r′2
r′1
)(b′r′
2
h′n2qr0r′1
r′2
)
.
By symmetry we may assume without loss of generality that D1 ≤ D2, so R′1 ≫ R′2.
This gives the result. 
Recalling that we wish to show that S2 ≪ N2R0R′2/(log x)A2 , we see that we wish
to show for every choice of A3 > 0
S3 ≪A3,B
N2R′1R
′
2
Q(log x)A3
.
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Our first step is to apply Cauchy-Schwarz to remove the eliminate αn1 coefficients.
We cannot simultaneously eliminate the αn2 coefficients because the modulus would
increase too much if we didn’t keep the q variable on the outside of the summation,
but the diagonal terms would contribute too much if the inner sum only involved
a subset of the r1, r2, h variables.
Lemma 11.4 (First Cauchy). Let S3 be as in Lemma 11.3. Then we have
S
2
3 ≪ (log x)2NR′1 sup
E1,R
′′
1
E1R
′′
1≍R′1
|S4|,
where
S4 :=
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
ηe1,r′1
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
c′r2c
′
r3
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
∑
(n1,q0e1r′1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ0ξ1
×
( ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2=n1be1r′1
(mod q0)
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
)( ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3=n1be1r′1
(mod q0)
(n3,q0d2r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
)
,
where q0 := qr0, and |ηe1,r′1 | ≤ |ce1r′1 | is supported on square-free coprime e1, r′1
with τ(e1r
′
1) ≤ (log x)B and (e1r′1, q0) = 1, and where
ξ0 := e
(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1r′1
q0
)
, ξ1 := e
(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1q0
r′1
)
,
ξ2 := e
(b′r2h2n2q0e1r′1
r2
)
, ξ3 := e
(
−b
′
r3h3n3q0e1r
′
1
r3
)
.
Proof. To simplify notation we let q0 := qr0. We Cauchy in n1 and r1. This gives
S
2
3 ≪ NR′1S ′3,
where (dropping the condition (n1, d1) = 1 for an upper bound)
S
′
3 :=
∑
r1∼R′1
|cr1 |
∑
n1∼N
(n1,r1q0)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
r2∼R′2
(r2,r1)=1
c′r2
∑
n2∼N
n1br1=n2b
′
r2
(mod q0)
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2
∑
h∼H′′
(h,r1r2)=1
ξ
∣∣∣2.
We insert a smooth majorant for the n1 summation, giving the upper bound
S
′
3 ≤
∑
r1∼R′1
|cr1 |
∑
(n1,r1q0)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)∣∣∣ ∑
r2∼R′2
(r2,r1)=1
c′r2
∑
n2∼N
n1br1=n2b
′
r2
(mod q0)
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2
∑
h∼H′′
(h,r1r2)=1
ξ
∣∣∣2.
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Let S ′′3 denote the right hand side above. Expanding the square, we see that
S
′′
3 =
∑
r1∼R′1
|cr1 |
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(r2r3,r1)=1
c′r2c
′
r3
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
(h2,r1r2)=1
(h3,r1r3)=1
∑
(n1,q0r1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ0ξ1
×
( ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2=n1br1 (mod q0)
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
)( ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3=n1br1 (mod q0)
(n3,q0d2r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
)
,
where
ξ0 := e
(br1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1r1
q0
)
, ξ1 := e
(br1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1q0
r1
)
,
ξ2 := e
(b′r2h2n2q0r1
r2
)
, ξ3 := e
(
−b
′
r3h3n3q0r1
r3
)
.
We now wish to extract possible common factors. Let
e1 := gcd(h2r3 − h3r2, r1),
and let r1 = e1r
′
1. Since cr is supported on square-free r, we only need to consider
(r′1, e1) = 1. We then see that
ξ1 = e
(br1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1q0
r1
)
= e
(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1q0
r′1
)
.
We now put e1, r
′
1 into dyadic ranges. Taking the worst ranges, we see that
S
′′
3 ≪ (log x)2 sup
E1,R
′′
1
E1R
′′
1≍R1
S4,
where S4 is given by
S4 :=
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
ηe1,r′1
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
c′r2c
′
r3
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
∑
(n1,q0e1r′1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ0ξ1
×
( ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2=n1be1r′1
(mod q0)
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
)( ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3=n1be1r′1
(mod q0)
(n3,q0d2r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
)
.
Here |ηe1,r′1 | ≤ |ce1r′1 | is supported on e1r′1 ∼ R′1 with e1r′1 square-free and τ(e1r′1) ≤
(log x)B and (e1r
′
1, q0) = 1. This gives the result. 
Recalling that we wish to show that S3 ≪ N2R′1R′2/(Q(log x)A3), we see that we
wish to show for every choice of A4 > 0
S4 ≪A4,B
N3E1R
′′
1R
′
2
2
(log x)A4Q2
.
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Lemma 11.5 (Pseudo-diagonal terms). Let A,B > 0, let R0 ≪ N/Q and S4 be as
in Lemma 11.4, where we recall that |ηe1,r′1 | ≤ 1 is supported on τ(e1r′1) ≤ (log x)B .
Let C = C(A,B) sufficiently large in terms of A and B, and let R′′1 and N satisfy
R′′1 ≪
( N
QR0
)2/3
,
N ≪ x
1/2−3δ
(log x)C
.
Then we have that
S4 ≪A,B N
3E1R
′′
1R
′
2
2
(log x)AQ2
.
Proof. We split the summation in S4 according to the residue class of n1be1r′1 (mod q0),
giving
S4 :=
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
ηe1,r′1
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
c′r2c
′
r3
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
ξ0
×
( ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
)( ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3≡b (mod q0)
(n3,d2r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
)( ∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡b (mod q0)
(n1,e1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ1
)
,
(11.10)
where
ξ0 := e
((h2r2 − h3r3)be1r′1
q0
)
doesn’t depend on the ni.
We concentrate on the inner sum over n1. Since R
′′
1 ≪ N/(QR0) the sum is
essentially a complete sum, except for the coprimality constraint (n1, e1) = 1. By
Mo¨bius inversion, we have that∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡b (mod q0)
(n1,e1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ1 =
∑
f |e1
µ(f)
∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡b (mod q0)
(n1,r
′
1)=1
f |n1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ1.
By Lemma 10.3, we have that for L1 = L1(f) := (log x)
5q0r
′
1f/N∑
n1be1r′1
≡b (mod q0)
f |n1
(n1,r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
e
(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1q0
r′1
)
=
N
q0r′1f
∑
|ℓ1|≤L1
ψ̂
( ℓ1N
q0r′1f
)
S(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)fe1q0, ℓ1q0; r′1)e
(be1r′1bfe1r′1
q0
)
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+O(x−100).
(11.11)
We separate the term with ℓ = 0. Since (be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)fe1q0, r′1) = 1, we see
that S(be1r′1(h2r2 − h3r3)fe1q0, 0; r′1) is a Ramanujan sum, and therefore equal to
µ(r′1). For the remaining terms we use the standard Kloosterman sum bound of
Lemma 10.4. If τ(e1r
′
1) ≤ (log x)B , this gives∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡b (mod q0)
(n1,e1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ1 ≪
∑
f |e1
N
q0r′1f
(
1 +
∑
0<|ℓ1|≤L1
r′1
1/2τ(r′1)(ℓ1, r
′
1)
1/2
)
≪ (log x)2B+5
( N
QR0R′′1
+R′′1
1/2
)
.
By assumption of the lemma we have that R′′1 ≪ N2/3/(QR0)2/3, and so the first
term dominates. Substituting this into (11.10) (recalling that ηe1,r′1 is 1-bounded
and supported on τ(e1r
′
1) ≤ (log x)B and that c′r is supported on (r, q0) = 1), we
have
S4 ≪ (log x)
2B+5N
QR0R′′1
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
τ(e1r
′
1)≤(log x)B
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(q0e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
|S ′4|+O(x−10),
(11.12)
where
S
′
4 :=
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3≡b (mod q0)
(n3,d2r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
∣∣∣.
We now apply Cauchy-Schwarz, giving
S
′
4 ≪
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
(∣∣∣ ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣ ∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3=b (mod q0)
(n3,d3r3)=1
α′n3ξ3
∣∣∣2).(11.13)
Substituting (11.13) into (11.12) and using the symmetry in d2, d3, n2, r2, n3, r3, we
see that
S4 ≪ (log x)
2B+5N
QR0R′′1
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
τ(e1r
′
1)≤(log x)B
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(q0e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
×
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2ξ2
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+O(x−10).
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We recall that ξ2 = e(b
′
r2h2n2e1r
′
1q0/r2). We split the summation according to the
residue class of h2r′1e1 (mod r2), giving
S4 ≪ (log x)
2B+5N
QR0R′′1
∑
r2∼R′2
(r2,q0)=1
∑
c (mod r2)
(c,r2)=1
nc;r2
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2e
(b′r2cn2q0
r2
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
+O(x−10),
(11.14)
where
nc;r2 :=
∑
e1∼E1
∑
r′1∼R′′1
(e1r
′
1,r2)=1
τ(e1r
′
1)≤(log x)B
∑
h2∼H′′
(h2,r2)=1
h2e1r′1≡c (mod r2)
∑
r3∼R′2
∑
h3∼H′′
e1|h3r2−h2r3
1.
We concentrate on nc′r2 . There are O(H
′′2) choices of h2, h3. Given a choice of h2,
there are O(E1R
′′
1/R2) choices of r1 = e1r
′
1 satisfying r1 ≡ h2c (mod r2). Given a
choice of r1, there are τ(r1) ≤ (log x)B choices of e1, r′1 such that e1r′1 = r1. Given
a choice of h2, h3, e1,there are O(1+R2/E1) choices of r3 ≡ h3r2h2 (mod e1) (recall
(h2, e1) = 1). Therefore if E1 ≤ R2, we have that nc;r2 ≪ (log x)BH ′′2R1/E1 ≪
(log x)BH ′′2R′′1 .
If instead E1 > R2, we let h1 := (h3r2 − h2r3)/e1 which is of size O(H ′′R2/E1).
We then see that h1e1 ≡ h2r3 (mod r2) and h2 ≡ ce1r′1 (mod r2), so h1 ≡
cr′1r3 (mod r2). There are O(H
′′2R2R′′1/E1) choices of h1, h2, r
′
1. Given a choice
of h1, r
′
1 there are O(1) choices of r3 ≡ h1cr′1 (mod r2). Given a choice of h2, r′1
there are O(E1/R2) choices of e1 ≡ h2cr′1 (mod r2). Finally, given a choice of
h1, h2, e1, r3, there is at most one choice of h3 = (h1e1 + h2r3)/r2. Thus in total
there are O(H ′′2R′′1 ) choices, and so
(11.15) nc;r2 ≪ (log x)BH ′′2R′′1
regardless of the size of E1.
Substituting this bound (11.15) into (11.14), and then extending the b, c summa-
tions, we find that
S4 ≪ (log x)
3B+5NH ′′2
QR0
∑
r2∼R′2
(r2,q0)=1
∑
c (mod r2)
∑
b (mod q0)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
n2∼N
n2b′r2≡b (mod q0)
(n2,d2r2)=1
α′n2e
(b′r2cn2q0
r2
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
+O(x−10)
≪ (log x)
3B+5NH ′′2R′2
QR0
∑
r2∼R′2
(r2,q0)=1
∑
n2,n3∼N
n2≡n3 (mod r2q0)
(n2n3,d2r2)=1
α′n3α
′
n2 +O(x
−10)
≪ (log x)
3B+5N2H ′′2R′2R
QR0
.
In the final line we used the fact that α′n is 1-bounded and that N ≪ x1/2 ≪ QR.
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We recall that H ′′ ≪ (log x)5QNR0R′1R′2/x and R′2 ≪ R/R0, so this gives
(11.16) S4 ≪ (log x)3B+10N
4QR′1
2R′2
2R2
x2
.
Thus we obtain S4 ≪ N3E1R′′1R′22/((log x)AQ2) provided
(11.17) N ≪ x
2
(log x)CR3Q3
=
x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
for C = C(A,B) sufficiently large. This gives the result. 
Lemma 11.6 (Off-diagonal terms, second Cauchy). Let S4 be as in Lemma 11.4,
let R0 ≪ N/Q and
R′′1 >
( N
QR0
)2/3
.
Then we have that
|S4|2 ≪ (log x)N
2R′22
QR0
(
S5 + S6
)
,
where S5,S6 are given by
S5 :=
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r
′
1∈R
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1e
′
1r1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
r2,r3∈R
∑∗
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3∼H′′
e′1r
′
1(h2r3−h3r2)=e1r1(h′2r3−h′3r2)
|S7|,
S6 :=
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r
′
1∈R
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1e
′
1r1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
r2,r3∈R
∑∗
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3∼H′′
e′1r
′
1(h2r3−h3r2) 6=e1r1(h′2r3−h′3r2)
|S7|,
S7 :=
∑
n1,n
′
1,n2,n3
n′1be′
1
r′
1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n2b′r2≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n3b′r3≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n1,q0e1r1)=(n
′
1,e
′
1r
′
1)=1
(n2,r2)=(n3,r3)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′0ξ
′
1ξ
′
1′ξ
′
2ξ
′
3,
and R := {r : µ2(r) = 1, τ(r) ≤ (log x)B , (r, q0) = 1},
ξ′0 := e
(be1r1n1(e1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)− e′1r′1(h′2r2 − h′3r3))
q0
)
,
ξ′1 := e
(be1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1q0
r1
)
,
ξ′1′ := e
(−be′
1
r′
1
(h′2r2 − h′3r3)n′1e′1q0
r′1
)
,
ξ′2 := e
(b′r2n2(h2e1r1 − h′2e′1r′1)q0
r2
)
,
ξ′3 := e
(−b′r3n3(h3e1r1 − h′3e′1r′1)q0
r3
)
.
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Here we use
∑∗
to denote the fact we have the additional conditions that
(h′2r3 − h′3r2, r′1) = 1, (h2r3 − h3r2, r1) = 1, (h2, e1r1r2) = 1, (h3, e1r1r3) = 1,
(h′2, e
′
1r
′
1r2) = 1, (h
′
3, e
′
1r
′
1r3) = 1, h2r3 − h3r2 ≡ 0 (mod e1), h′2r3 − h′3r2 ≡ 0 (mod e′1).
Proof. Rearranging the order of summation in S4, we have that
S4 :=
∑
r2,r3∼R2
c′r2c
′
r3
∑
n2∼N
(n2,q0d2r2)=1
α′n2
∑
n3∼N
n3b′r3≡n2b′r2 (mod q0)
(n3,q0d2r3)=1
α′n3
∑
e1∼E1
(e1,r2r3)=1
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r2)=(h3,e1r3)=1
×
( ∑
r′1∼R′′1
(r′1,h2h3r2r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
ηe1,r′1
∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡n2b′r2 (mod q0)
(n1,e1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ0ξ1ξ2ξ3
)
.
We Cauchy in r2, r3, n2, n3, giving (using the fact that R0 ≪ N/Q)
(11.18) |S4|2 ≪ N
2R′22
QR0
S
′′
4 ,
where S ′′4 is given by
S
′′
4 :=
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
r2,r3∈R
∑
n2,n3∼N
n2b′r2≡n3b′r3 (mod q0)
(n2,q0r2)=(n3,q0r3)=1
|S ′′4 |2,
S
′′′
4 :=
∑
r′1∼R′′1
e1∼E1
(e1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
ηe1,r′1
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
h2r3≡h3r2 (mod e1)
(h2,e1r
′
1r2)=1
(h3,e1r
′
1r3)=1
(h2r3−h3r2,r′1)=1
∑
n1
n1be1r′1
≡n2b′r2 (mod q0)
(n1,e1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ0ξ1ξ2ξ3.
Here we have used the fact that c′r is 1-bounded and supported on r ∈ R := {r :
µ2(r) = 1, τ(r) ≤ (log x)B}, and we dropped the conditions (d2, r2) = (d2, r3) = 1
for an upper bound.
We insert a smooth majorant for the n2, n3 summations and expand the square,
giving
S
′′
4 ≤
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
r2,r3∈R
∑
n2,n3
n2b′r2≡n3b′r3 (mod q0)
(n2,q0r2)=(n3,q0r3)=1
ψ
(n2
N
)
ψ
(n3
N
)
|S ′′′4 |2
=
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
ηe1,r1ηe′1,r′1
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1e
′
1r1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
r2,r3∈R
∑∗
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3∼H′′
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×
∑
n1,n
′
1,n2,n3
n′1be′
1
r′
1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n2b′r2≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n3b′r3≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n2,q0r2)=(n3,q0r3)=1
(n1,e1r1)=(n
′
1,e
′
1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′0ξ
′
1ξ
′
1′ξ
′
2ξ
′
3,(11.19)
where
ξ′0 := e
(be1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)n1e1r1 − be′1r′1(h′2r2 − h′3r3)n′1e′1r′1
q0
)
,
and ξ′1, ξ′1′ , ξ
′
2, ξ
′
3 are as given in the statement of the lemma. Here we use
∑∗
in the
summation over h2, h
′
2, h3, h
′
3 to denote the fact we have the additional conditions
that
(h′2r3 − h′3r2, r′1) = 1, (h2r3 − h3r2, r1) = 1, (h2, e1r1r2) = 1, (h3, e1r1r3) = 1,
(h′2, e
′
1r
′
1r2) = 1, (h
′
3, e
′
1r
′
1r3) = 1, h2r3 − h3r2 ≡ 0 (mod e1), h′2r3 − h′3r2 ≡ 0 (mod e′1).
Since we have the condition n′1be′1r′1 ≡ n1be1r1 (mod q0), we see that ξ′0 simplifies
to give
ξ′0 := e
(be1r1n1(e1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)− e′1r′1(h′2r2 − h′3r3))
q0
)
,
which matches the expression given in the statement of the lemma. We insert
absolute values around the n1, n
′
1, n2, n3 summation, and recall that |ηe1,r1 | ≤ 1
and supported on e1r1 ∈ R. This means (11.19) simplifies to give
(11.20) S ′′4 ≤
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r
′
1∈R
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
(e1e
′
1r1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
r2,r3∈R
∑∗
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3∼H′′
|S7|,
where S7 is as given by the lemma. Finally, we separate our upper bound (11.20)
into S5, the ‘diagonal’ terms with e
′
1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2) = e1r1(h′2r3 − h′3r2), and S6,
the ‘off-diagonal’ terms with with e′1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2) 6= e1r1(h′2r3 − h′3r2). Thus we
find that
(11.21) S ′′4 ≤ S5 + S6,
where S5,S6 are as given by the lemma. Substituting (11.21) into our upper bound
(11.18) for S4 then gives the result. 
We are left to show that
|S5|, |S6| ≪ (E1R
′′
1R
′
2)
2N4R0
(log x)AQ3
.
First we consider the contribution from S5, the terms with e
′
1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2) =
e1r1(h
′
2r3 − h′3r2).
Lemma 11.7 (Diagonal terms). Let A,B > 0 and let S5 = S5(B) be as in Lemma
11.6. Let R′′1 satisfy
R′′1 ≥
( N
QR0
)2/3
,
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and let N,R satisfy
x6δ(log x)C < R < N <
x1/2−2δ
(log x)C
,
for some C = C(A,B) sufficiently large in terms of A and B. Then we have that
S5 ≪ (E1R
′′
1R
′
2)
2N4
(log x)AQ3R0
.
Proof. Since S5 is the terms with e
′
1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2) = e1r1(h′2r3 − h′3r2), we see
that
ξ′0 = 1.
We recall that the summation in S5 is restricted to (h2r3−h3r2, r1) = 1 = (h′2r3−
h′3r2, r
′
1). Thus we see that e
′
1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2) = e1r1(h′2r3 − h′3r2) implies that
r1 = r
′
1 and r3(h2e
′
1 − h′2e1) = r2(h3e′1 − h′3e1).
We now wish to remove possible GCDs. Let r′ = gcd(r2, r3) and so r2 = r′e2,
r3 = r
′e3 with r′, e2, e3 pairwise coprime (recall r2, r3 are square-free). Then we see
that e3(h2e
′
1−h′2e1) = e2(h3e′1−h′3e1), so h2e′1−h′2e1 = e2ℓ and h3e′1−h′3e1 = e3ℓ
for some ℓ. In these new variables, the phases ξ′1, ξ
′
1′ , ξ
′
2, ξ
′
3 simplify to give
ξ′1 = e
(be1r1n1(h2e2 − h3e3)r′q0e1
r1
)
, ξ′1′ = e
(
−be′1r1n
′
1(h2e2 − h3e3)r′q0e1
r1
)
,
ξ′2 = e
(b′e2r′n2ℓr1q0e1e′1
r′
)
, ξ′3 = e
(−b′e3r′n3ℓr1q0e1e′1
r′
)
.
We recall that the summation is also restricted by the condition h2r3 − h3r2 ≡
0 (mod e1). Since (e1, r2) = 1 and r
′|r2, we have that (r′, e1) = 1 so this condition
simplifies to h2e3 − h3e2 ≡ 0 (mod e1). The condition h2e′1 − h′2e1 = e2ℓ gives
the constraint h2e
′
1 − e2ℓ ≡ 0 (mod e1). We see that there is at most one choice
of h′2, h
′
3 for any given choice of h2, h3, ℓ, e1, e
′
1, e2, e3. Finally, we must have that
e2 ≍ e3 since r2, r3 ∼ R′. Thus, putting r′ into dyadic ranges, we see that this gives
the bound
S5 ≪ (log x) sup
E2≤R′2
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
e2,e3≍E2
(e2e3,e1e
′
1)=1
(e2,e3)=1
∑
r′∼R′2/E2
e2r
′∈R
e3r
′∈R
(r′,e1e
′
1)=1
∑
r1∼R′′1
e1r1∈R
e′1r1∈R
(r1,e2e3r
′)=1
×
∑∗
h2,h3∼H
h2e3≡h3e2 (mod e1)
∑
ℓ≪H′′E1/E2
h2e
′
1−e2ℓ≡0 (mod e1)
|S ′5|,(11.22)
where S ′5 = S
′
5(e1, e
′
1, e2, e3, r1, r
′, ℓ, h2, h3) is given by
S
′
5 :=
∑
n1,n
′
1,n2,n
′
3
n′1be′
1
r1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n2b′e2r′
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n3b′e3r′
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n2,e2r
′)=(n3,e3r
′)=1
(n1,q0e1r1)=(n
′
1,e
′
1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′1ξ
′
1′ξ
′
2ξ
′
3.(11.23)
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We concentrate on S ′5 . To simplify notation, let us define k1, k
′
1 (mod r1) and
k2, k3 (mod r
′) by
k1 := be1r1(h2e2 − h3e3)r′e1q0, k′1 := −be′1r1(h2e2 − h3e3)r′e1q0,
k2 := b
′
e2r′ℓr1e1e
′
1q0, k3 := −b′e3r′ℓr1e1e′1q0.
We note that each of these are coprime to their respective modulus apart from
possible common factors between ℓ and r′, and that ξ′1, ξ
′
1′ , ξ
′
2, ξ
′
3 simplify to
ξ′1 = e
(n1k1
r1
)
, ξ′1′ = e
(n′1k′1
r1
)
, ξ′2 = e
(n2k2
r′
)
, ξ′3 = e
(n3k3
r′
)
.
By Mo¨bius inversion and then Lemma 10.3, for L′1 := (log x)
5q0f
′
1r1/N we have
that ∑
n′1
n′1be′
1
r1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n′1,e
′
1r1)=1
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ξ′1′ =
∑
f ′
1
|e′
1
µ(f ′1)
∑
n′1
n′1be′
1
r1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n′1,r1)=1
f ′1|n′1
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ξ′1′
=
∑
f ′
1
|e′
1
µ(f ′1)N
q0f ′1r1
∑
|ℓ′
1
|≤L′
1
ψ̂
( Nℓ′1
q0f ′1r1
)
e
(ℓ′1n1be′1r1be1r1f ′1r1
q0
)
S(k′1f ′1, ℓ
′
1q0; r1)
+O(x−100).
(11.24)
Similarly, we find that for L2 := (log x)
5q0f2r
′/N we have∑
n2
n2b′e2r′
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n2,e2r
′)=1
ψ
(n2
N
)
ξ′2 =
∑
f2|e2
µ(f2)
∑
n2
n2b′e2r′
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n2,r
′)=1
f2|n2
ψ
(n2
N
)
ξ′2
=
∑
f2|e2
µ(f ′2)N
q0f ′2r′
∑
|ℓ2|≤L2
ψ̂
( Nℓ2
q0f2r′
)
e
(ℓ2n1b′e2r′be1r1f2r′
q0
)
S(k2f2, ℓ2q0; r
′)
+O(x−100).
(11.25)
Finally, setting L3 := (log x)
5q0f3r
′/N , for the n3 sum we have∑
n3
n3b′e3r′
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n3,e3r
′)=1
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′3 =
∑
f3|e3
µ(f3)
∑
n3
n3b′e3r′
≡n1be1r1r (mod q0)
(n3,r
′)=1
f3|n3
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′3
=
∑
f3|e3
µ(f3)N
q0f3r′
∑
|ℓ3|≤L3
ψ̂
( Nℓ3
q0f3r′
)
e
(ℓ3n1b′e3r′be1r1f3r′
q0
)
S(k3f3, ℓ3q0; r
′)
+O(x−100).
(11.26)
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Substituting (11.24), (11.25) and (11.26) into (11.23) and swapping the order of
summation then gives
S
′
5 =
N3
q30r1r
′2
∑
f ′1|e′1
f2|e2
f3|e3
µ(f ′1)µ(f2)µ(f3)
f ′1f2f3
∑
|ℓ′1|≤L′1
|ℓ2|≤L2
|ℓ3|≤L3
κℓ′
1
,ℓ2,ℓ3S
′′
5 +O(x
−10),(11.27)
where S ′′5 = S
′′
5 (ℓ
′
1, ℓ2, ℓ3) and κℓ′1,ℓ2,ℓ3 are given by
S
′′
5 :=
∑
(n1,q0e1r1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ′1e
(n1be1r1(ℓ3b′e3r′f3r′ + ℓ2b′e2r′f2r′ + ℓ′1be′1r1f ′1r1)
q0
)
,
κℓ′
1
,ℓ2,ℓ3 := ψ̂
( Nℓ′1
q0f ′1r1
)
ψ̂
( Nℓ2
q0f2r′
)
ψ̂
( Nℓ3
q0f3r′
)
S(k′1f ′1, ℓ
′
1q0; r1)S(k2f2, ℓ2q0; r
′)S(k3f3, ℓ3q0; r′).
Since (k′1, r1) = 1 and (k2, r
′) = (k3, r′) = (ℓ, r′), and we only consider τ(ri) ≤
(log x)B (from the conditions e1r1, r2, r3 ∈ R), by the standard Kloosterman sum
bound (Lemma 10.4) we have
κℓ′
1
,ℓ2,ℓ3 ≪ (log x)3Br1/21 r′(ℓ, r′).
In the special case when ℓ′1 = 0 we see that S(k
′
1f
′
1, ℓ
′
1q0; r1) is a Ramanujan sum
and so of size O(1). Thus we also have the bound
κ0,ℓ2,ℓ3 ≪ (log x)2Br′(ℓ, r′).
Separating the ℓ′1 = 0 term and substituting these bounds into our expression
(11.27) for S ′5 gives
S
′
5 ≪
(log x)3BN3
q30r
1/2
1 r
′
∑
f ′1|e′1
f2|e2
f3|e3
(ℓ, r′)
f ′1f2f3
( ∑
0<|ℓ′1|≤L′1
|ℓ2|≤L2
|ℓ3|≤L3
|S ′′5 |+
1
r
1/2
1
∑
ℓ′1=0
|ℓ2|≤L2
|ℓ3|≤L3
|S ′′5 |
)
+O(x−10).
(11.28)
By Lemma 10.3 again, we see that for L1 := (log x)
5q0f1r1/N and for any c ∈ Z∑
(n1,q0e1r1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ′1e
(n1c
q0
)
=
∑
f1|e1
µ(f1)
∑
(n1,q0r1)=1
f1|n1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ′1e
(n1c
q0
)
=
∑
f1|e1
µ(f1)N
q0f1r1
∑
|ℓ1|≤L1
ψ̂
( ℓ1N
q0f1r1
)
S(k1f1, ℓ1q0; r1)
∑
b (mod q0)
(b,q0)=1
e
(b(cf1 + ℓ1r1)
q0
)
+O(x−100)
≪ N
q0r1
∑
f1|e1
1
f1
∑
|ℓ1|≤(log x)5q0f1r1/N
r
1/2
1 τ(r1)(ℓ1 + cf1r1, q0)
≪ (log x)
2B+5N
r
1/2
1
(q0 + q0r1/N
q0
)
.
Here we used the standard Kloosterman sum bound (Lemma 10.4) in the penul-
timate line. By assumption of the lemma, we have that N > R so q0 > q0r1/N .
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Thus we find that
(11.29) S ′′5 ≪ (log x)2B+5
N
r
1/2
1
.
Substituting this into (11.28), and recalling that r′ ∼ R′2/E2, q0 ∼ QR0 and r′1 ∼
R′′1 gives
S
′
5 ≪
(log x)5B+5N4
q30r1r
′
∑
f ′1|e′1
f2|e2
f3|e3
(ℓ, r′)(1 + L2)(1 + L3)
f ′1f2f3
(
L′1 +
1
r
1/2
1
)
≪ (ℓ, r′) (log x)
8B+20N4E2
Q3R30R
′′
1R
′
2
(
1 +
QR0R
′
2
NE2
)2(QR0R′′1
N
+
1
R′′1 1/2
)
≪ (ℓ, r′)(log x)8B+20
(
NR′2 +
N3
Q2R20
)
.(11.30)
In the final line above we used the fact that R′′1 > N
2/3/(QR0)
2/3 as assumed in
the statement of the lemma to conclude QR0R
′′
1/N ≫ R′′1−1/2 and the fact that
E2 ≪ R′2 to simplify one term. Substituting (11.30) into (11.22) then gives
S5 ≪ (log x)OB (1)
(
NR′2 +
N3E2
Q2R20R
′
2
)
sup
E2≤R′2
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
e2,e3≍E2
(e2e3,e1e
′
1)=1
(e2,e3)=1
∑
r′∼R′2/E2
e2r
′,e3r
′∈R
(r′,e1e
′
1)=1
×
∑
r1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r1∈R
(r1,e2e3r
′)=1
∑∗
h2,h3∼H
h2e3≡h3e2 (mod e1)
∑
ℓ≪H′′E1/E2
h2e
′
1−e2ℓ≡0 (mod e1)
(ℓ, r′).(11.31)
We now consider the summation above. We recall that (h2r3 − h3r2, r1) = 1, that
r1 ∼ R′′1 > 1 so h2r3 − h3r2 = (h2e3 − h3e2)r′ 6= 0. Thus h2e3 6= h3e2, and so
e1|h2e3−h3e2 is not vacuous. Thus for any choice of h2, e3, h3, e2 there are at most
τ(h2e3− h3e2) choices of e1. Given a choice of ℓ, h2, e2, e1 there are O(1) choices of
e′1 satisfying e
′
1 ≡ d2ℓh2 (mod e1) with e′1 ≍ e1. (Recall our summation is restricted
to (h2, e1) = 1.) Thus we see that
∑
h2,h3∼H
∑
e2,e3≍E2
h3e2 6=h2e3
∑
e1∼E1
e1|h2e3−h3e2
(h2,e1)=1
∑
ℓ≪H′′E1/E2
∑
r′∼R′
2
/E2
(ℓ, r′)
∑
e′1∼E1
e′1≡d2ℓh2 (mod e1)
∑
r1∼R′′1
1
≪
∑
h2,h3∼H′′
∑
e2,e3∼E2
h3e2 6=h2e3
τ(h3e2 − h2e3)H
′′E1
E2
(log x)O(1)
R′2
E2
R′′1
≪ (log x)O(1)R′′1R′2H ′′3E1.
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Substituting this into (11.31), and using the bound H ′′ ≪ (log x)5NQR0E1R′′1R′2/x
(with E1R
′′
1 , R
′
2 ≪ R/R0) gives
S5 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(
NR′2 +
N3
Q2R20
)
R′′1R
′
2H
′′3E1
≪ (log x)OB(1)N
4(R′′1R
′
2E1)
2
Q3R20
(Q6R5
x3
+
N2Q4R4
x3
)
.(11.32)
We wish to show that S5 ≪ (R′′1R′2E1N2)2/((log x)AQ3R0). Recalling that QR =
x1/2+δ, (11.32) gives this if
N <
x1/2−2δ
(log x)C
,(11.33)
R > x6δ(log x)C ,(11.34)
for C = C(A,B) sufficiently large in terms of A,B. This gives the result. 
Finally, we consider S6.
Lemma 11.8 (Off-diagonal terms). Let A,B > 0 and let S6 = S6(B) be as in
Lemma 11.6. Let R′′1 and R satisfy
R′′1 ≥
( N
QR0
)2/3
,
R≪ x
1/10−3δ
(log x)C
for some suitably large constant C = C(A,B). Then we have that∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
S6 ≪ (E1R
′′
1R
′
2)
2N4
(log x)AQ2
.
Proof. To simplify notation, let us set k0 (mod q0), k1 (mod r1), k
′
1 (mod r
′
1),
k2 (mod r2) and k3 (mod r3) to be
k0 := e1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)− e′1r′1(h′2r2 − h′3r3),
k1 := be1r1(h2r2 − h3r3)e1q0,
k′1 := −be′1r′1(h′2r2 − h′3r3)e′1q0,
k2 := b
′
r2(h2e1r1 − h′2e′1r′1)q0,
k3 := −b′r3(h3e1r1 − h′3e′1r′1)q0.
We will detect cancellation in the inner sum over n1, n
′
1, n2, n3, and so we write
S6 ≪
∑
e1,e′1∼E
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
r2,r3∈R
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r
′
1∈R
(e1e
′
1r1r
′
1,r2r3)=1
∑∗
h2,h3,h
′
2,h
′
3∼H
r′1(h2r3−h3r2) 6=r1(h′2r3−h′3r2)
|S ′6|,(11.35)
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where S ′6 = S
′
6(e1, e
′
1, r1, r
′
1, r2, r3, h2, h3, h
′
2, h
′
3) is given by
S6
′ :=
∑
n1,n
′
1,n2,n
′
3
n′1be′
1
r′
1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n2b′r2≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
n3b′r3≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n1,q0e1r1)=(n
′
1,e
′
1r
′
1)=1
(n2,r2)=(n3,r3)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n′1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
ψ
(n3
N
)
ξ′′,(11.36)
ξ′′ := e
(k0n1be1r1
q0
)
e
(k1n1
r1
)
e
(k′1n′1
r′1
)
e
(k2n2
r2
)
e
(k3n3
r3
)
.
We Fourier-complete the summation over n′1, n2, n3 in turn. As in the proof of
Lemma 11.7, Lemma 10.3 gives that for L′1 := (log x)
5q0f
′
1r
′
1/N
∑
n′1
n′1be′
1
r′
1
≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n′1,e
′
1r
′
1)=1
ψ
(n′1
N
)
e
(k′1n′1
r′1
)
= O(x−100)
+
∑
f ′
1
|e′
1
µ(f ′1)N
q0f ′1r
′
1
∑
|ℓ′
1
|≤L′
1
ψ̂
( ℓ′1N
q0f ′1r
′
1
)
S(k′1f ′1, ℓ
′
1q0; r
′
1)e
(ℓ′1be′1r′1be1r1f ′1r′1n1
q0
)
,(11.37)
Similarly, we obtain for L2 := (log x)
5q0r2/N and L3 := (log x)
5q0r3/N
∑
n2
n2b′r2≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n2,r2)=1
ψ
(n2
N
)
e
(k2n2
r2
)
= O(x−100)
+
N
q0r2
∑
|ℓ2|≤L2
ψ̂
( ℓ2N
q0r2
)
S(k2, ℓ2q0; r2)e
(ℓ2b′r2be1r1r2n1
q0
)
,(11.38)
∑
n3
n3b′r3≡n1be1r1 (mod q0)
(n3,r3)=1
ψ
(n3
N
)
e
(k3n3
r3
)
= O(x−100)
+
N
q0r3
∑
|ℓ3|≤L3
ψ̂
( ℓ3N
q0r3
)
S(k3, ℓ3q0; r3)e
(ℓ3b′r3be1r1r3n1
q0
)
.(11.39)
We substitute each of these expressions into (11.36). In each case the O(x−100)
error term contributes negligibly. Thus we obtain
S
′
6 =
N3
q30r
′
1r2r3
∑
f ′
1
|e′
1
µ(f ′1)
f ′1
∑
|ℓ′1|≤L′1
|ℓ2|≤L2
|ℓ3|≤L3
κ′ℓ′
1
,ℓ2,ℓ3
∑
n1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ′′′ +O(x−10),(11.40)
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where
κ′ℓ′
1
,ℓ2,ℓ3
:= ψ̂
( ℓ′1N
q0r′1
)
ψ̂
( ℓ2N
q0r2
)
ψ̂
( ℓ3N
q0r3
)
S(k′1f ′1, ℓ
′
1q0; r
′
1)S(k2, ℓ2q0; r2)S(k3, ℓ3q0; r3),
ξ′′′ := e
(be1r1n1k0
q0
)
e
(n1be1r1(ℓ2b′r2r2 + ℓ3b′r3r3 + ℓ′1be′1r′1f ′1r′1)
q0
)
e
(k1n1
r1
)
.
By Lemma 10.3 again with L1 = L1(f1) := (log x)
5f1q0r1/N
∑
(n1,q0e1r1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ξ′′′ =
∑
f1|e1
µ(f1)N
q0f1r1
∑
|ℓ1|≤L1
ψ̂
( ℓ1N
q0f1r1
)
S(k1f1, ℓ1q0; r1)S(k0, k˜0; q0)
+O(x−100),
where k′0 = k
′
0(ℓ1, ℓ
′
1, ℓ2, ℓ3) (mod q0) is given by
k˜0 := ℓ1be1r1f1r1 + ℓ2b
′
r2r2 + ℓ3b
′
r3r3 + ℓ
′
1be′1r′1f
′
1r
′
1.
Let k′0, k′2, k′3, d0, d′2, d′3 ∈ Z be defined by
k′0 := e
′
1r
′
1(h2r3 − h3r2)− e1r1(h′2r3 − h′3r2), d0 := gcd(k′0, r0),
k′2 := h2e
′
1r
′
1 − h′2e1r1, d′2 := gcd(k′2, r2),
k′3 := h3e
′
1r
′
1 − h′3e1r1, d′3 := gcd(k′3, r3).
The standard Kloosterman sum bound (Lemma 10.4) then gives S(ki, ℓi, ri) ≪
r
1/2
i d
′
i
1/2τ(ri) for i ∈ {2, 3}, and S(k0, k˜0, q0) ≪ q1/20 d1/20 τ(q0) (for these terms
we ignore potential savings from when ℓ2, ℓ3 6= 0). Since (r1, h2r3 − h3r2) = 1 and
(r′1, h
′
2r3−h′3r2) = 1 and τ(r1), τ(r′1) ≤ (log x)B , we have that S(k1, ℓ1, r1), S(k′1, ℓ′1, r′1)≪
R′′1 1/2(log x)B and S(k1, 0, r1), S(k2, 0, r′1) ≪ 1. Thus, separating the terms with
ℓ1 = 0 or ℓ
′
1 = 0, we find that
S
′
6 ≪ (log x)3B
N4R′2q
1/2
0 d
′
2
1/2d′3
1/2d
1/2
0
q40R
′′
1
2R′22
(∑
f1|e1
1
f1
∑
|ℓ1|≤L1
|S(k1, ℓ1, r1)|
)
×
(∑
f ′
1
|e′
1
1
f ′1
∑
|ℓ′1|≤L′1
|S(k′1, ℓ′1, r′1)|
)( ∑
|ℓ2|≤L2
|ℓ3|≤L3
1
)
≪ (log x)7B+20N
4q
1/2
0 d
′
2
1/2d′3
1/2d
1/2
0
q40R
′′
1
2R′2
(
1 +
q0R
′
2
N
)2(
1 +
q0R
′′
1
N
R′′1
1/2
)2
.(11.41)
Since R′′1 ≫ N2/3/(QR0)2/3 and R′2 ≤ R with R > N/(QR0), this simplifies to
S
′
6 ≪ (log x)7B+20
R′′1R
2Q1/2R
1/2
0 d
′
2
1/2d′3
1/2d
1/2
0
R′2
.(11.42)
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Substituting this into (11.35), we see that∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
S6 ≪ (log x)7B+20R
′′
1R
2Q1/2R
1/2
0
R′2
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
e1r1,e
′
1r
′
1∈R
∑
r2,r3∼R′2
r2,r3∈R
(r2r3,e1e
′
1r1r
′
1)=1
×
∑∗
h2,h3,h
′
2,h
′
3∼H
k′0 6=0
∑
q0∼QR0
τ(q0)d
1/2
0 d
′
2
1/2d′3
1/2
≪ (log x)OB (1)R
′′
1R
2Q3/2R
3/2
0
R′2
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
r2,r3∼R′2
∑∗
h2,h3,h
′
2,h
′
3∼H
k0 6=0
d′2
1/2d′3
1/2τ(k′0),
(11.43)
Here we used the fact that k′0 6= 0 for terms counted by S6 to bound the sum over
q0. With later estimates in mind, we will work a little bit harder than immediately
necessary to produce a bound which is stronger in the E1 aspect than directly
required.
We first consider the terms with k′2, k
′
3 6= 0. By the bound d′21/2d′31/2 ≪ d′2 + d′3
and symmetry in r2, r3, it suffices to just consider d
′
2 in place of d
′
2
1/2d′31/2 for
these terms. We recall that the summation is constrained by e1|h2r3 − h3r2 and
e′1|h′2r3 − h′3r2. Thus r3 ≡ h3r2h2 (mod e1) and r3 ≡ h′3r2h′2 (mod e′1). Thus we
see that, using Lemma 10.9∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
r2,r3∼R′2
∑∗
h2,h3,h
′
2,h
′
3∼H
k′2,k
′
3,k
′
0 6=0
d′2
1/2d′3
1/2τ(k′0)
≪
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r′1∼R′′1
∑
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3≪H′′
∑
r2∼R′2
d′2
∑
r3∼R′2
r3≡h′2h′3r2 (mod e′1)
r3≡h2h3r2 (mod e1)
k′2,k
′
3,k
′
0 6=0
τ(k′0)
≪ (log x)OB (1)R′2
∑
e1,e′1∼E1
(R′2(e1, e′1)
E21
+ xo(1)
) ∑
r1,r′1∼R′′1
∑
h2,h
′
2,h3,h
′
3≪H′′
k′2 6=0
τ(k′2)
≪ (log x)OB (1)R′2
(
R′2 + E
2
1x
o(1)
)
R′′1
2H ′′4.
Substituting this into (11.43) and using the bound H ′′ ≪ (log x)5NQRR′2/x ≪
(log x)5NQR2/(xR0), we see the terms with k
′
2, k
′
3 6= 0 contribute to (11.43) a total
≪ (log x)OB(1)R
′′
1R
2Q3/2R
3/2
0
R′2
R′2
(
R′2 + E
2
1x
o(1)
)
R′′1
2H ′′4
≪ (log x)OB(1)R
′′
1
3R′2
2Q11/2N4R9
x4
+
R′′1
3R′2
2Q11/2N4R8E21
x4−o(1)
.(11.44)
We now consider the terms with k′2 = 0 or k
′
3 = 0. Since k
′
0 = r3k
′
2 − r2k′3 6= 0 we
cannot have both k′2 = 0 and k
′
3 = 0. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the case
when k′2 6= 0 and k′3 = 0, so d′3 = r3 ∼ R′2 and d′2 = gcd(h2h′3 − h′3h2, r2). Given a
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choice of h3, e
′
1 and r
′
1, since k
′
3 = 0 we see that h
′
3e1r1 = h3e
′
1r
′
1 is fixed, so there
are τ(h3e
′
1r
′
1) choices of h
′
3, e1 and r1. Thus we see that∑
e1,e′1∼E1
∑
r1,r
′
1∼R′′1
r2,r3∼R′2
∑∗
h2,h3,h
′
2,h
′
3∼H
k′2,k
′
0 6=0
k′3=0
d′2
1/2d′3
1/2τ(k′0)
≪ R′21/2
∑
e′
1
∼E1
∑
r′
1
∼R′′
1
∑
h2,h′2,h3∼H′′
∑
e1r1h′3|e′1r′1h3
∑
r2∼R′2
d′2
1/2
∑
r3∼R′2
r3≡h3r2h2 (mod e1)
k′0,k
′
2 6=0
τ(k′0)
≪
(R′2
E1
+ xo(1)
)
R′2
3/2
∑
e′
1
∼E1
∑
r′
1
∼R′′
1
∑
h3∼H′′
∑
e1r1h′3|e′1r′1h3
∑
h2,h
′
2∼H′′
h2h
′
3 6=h3h′2
τ(h2h
′
3 − h3h′2)
≪
(R′2
E1
+ xo(1)
)
R′2
3/2E1R
′′
1H
′′3.
Substituting this into (11.43) and using the bound H ′′ ≪ (log x)5NQRR′2/x ≪
(log x)5NQR2/(xR0), we see the terms with k
′
2k
′
3 = 0 contribute to (11.43) a total
≪ (log x)OB (1)R
′′
1R
2Q3/2R
3/2
0
R′2
(R′2
E1
+ xo(1)
)
R′2
3/2E1R
′′
1H
′′3
≪ (log x)OB (1)R
′′
1
2R′2
2N3Q9/2R15/2
x3
+
E1R
′′
1
2R′2
2N3Q9/2R13/2
x3−o(1)
.(11.45)
We see that together (11.44) and (11.45) give∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
S6 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(R′′1 3R′22Q11/2N4R9
x4
+
R′′1
2R′2
2N3Q9/2R15/2
x3
)
+ xo(1)
(R′′1 3R′22Q11/2N4R8E21
x4
+
E1R
′′
1
2R′2
2N3Q9/2R13/2
x3
)
(11.46)
≪ (log x)OB(1)
(E21N4Q11/2R′′1 2R′22R10
x4
+
E21N
3Q9/2R′′1
2R′2
2R15/2
x3
)
≪ (log x)OB(1)E
2
1N
4Q11/2R′′1
2R′2
2R10
x4
.(11.47)
In the penultimate line we used the fact that R > x2ǫ to see that the first two terms
dominate after being multiplied by E21 , and in the final line we used the fact that
NQR2 ≥ Q2R2 ≥ x to see that the first term dominates.
We recall that we want to show that
∑
q
∑
r0
S6 ≪ (E1R′′1R′2N2)2/((log x)AQ2).
Recalling that QR = x1/2+δ, we see that (11.47) gives this if we have
R <
x1/10−3δ
(log x)C
(11.48)
and C = C(A,B) is sufficiently large in terms of A and B. This finishes the
proof. 
Lemma 11.9. Let A,B > 0, let B2 = B2(A,B) be sufficiently large in terms of A
and B and let C = C(A,B,B2) be sufficiently large in terms of A,B and B2. Let
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Q,R,M,N ≥ 1 be such that QR = x1/2+δ ≥ x1/2(log x)−A and NM ≍ x with
Qx2δ(log x)C < N <
x1/2−3δ
(log x)C
, x6δ(log x)C ≤ R ≤ x
1/10−3δ
(log x)C
.
Let S be given by
S :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r1,r2∼R
cq,r1cq,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
m∼M
mn1≡aq,r1 (mod qr1)
mn2≡a′q,r2 (mod qr2)
ψ
(m
M
)
for some 1-bounded coefficients cq,r supported on square-free r with (q, r) = 1 and
τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B , and some coefficients αn satisfying |αn| ≤ τ(n)B and the Siegel-
Walfisz condition (4.1), and some integer sequences aq,r, a
′
q,r satisfying (aq,r, qr) =
(a′q,r, qr) = 1. Then we have
S = SMT +OA,B
( MN2
Q(log x)A
)
.
where for some constant C1 = C1(A,B,B2)
SMT :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0≤N/((logx)C1Q)
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=1
(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
αn1αn2Mψ̂(0)
qr0r′1r
′
2φ(qr0)
.
Proof. Let r0 = (r1, r2). We see that the congruence conditionsmn1 ≡ aq,r1 (mod qr1)
and mn2 ≡ a′q,r2 (mod qr2) require that (mn1n2, qr1r2) = 1 and that n1aq,r1 ≡
n2a′q,r2 (mod qr0). We now split S by putting r0 into dyadic intervals r0 ∼ R0.
Thus it suffices to show that for each R0 ≪ x we have
(11.49) S (R0) =
SMT (R0) +OA
(
MN2
Q(log x)A+1
)
, R0 ≤ N/((log x)C1Q),
OA
(
MN2
Q(log x)A+1
)
, R0 > N/(x
4δ(log x)C1Q),
where C1 = C1(A,B,B2) is a constant we will choose, and
S (R0) :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,r0r
′
2
(mod qr0)
αn1αn2
×
∑
m∼M
mn1≡aq,r0r′1 (mod qr0r
′
1)
mn2≡a′q,r0r′2 (mod r
′
2)
ψ
(m
M
)
,
SMT (R0) :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,r0r′1cq,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qr0r
′
1)=1
(n2,qr0r
′
2)=1
αn1αn2
Mψ̂(0)
qr0r′1r
′
2φ(qr0)
.
To ease dependencies we restrict the support of cq,r to r ∼ R, and so we may
consider the summation with r′1, r
′
2 ∼ R′ independent of r0 for R′ ≍ R/R0.
We may assume that B2 is sufficiently large in terms of A,B such that Lemma
11.2 applies. We then choose C1 = C1(A,B,B2) sufficienty large in terms of
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A,B,B2 such that Lemma 11.2 applies and Lemma 11.1 gives a bound S
′ ≪
MN2/((log x)A+2BB2Q). Then if R0 > N/((log x)
C1Q) and C > 3C1 then (11.49)
follows from Lemma 11.1. Indeed we assumeN > Qx2δ(log x)C and |αn| ≤ τ(n)B ≤
(log x)B2B, so Lemma 11.1 gives the result provided C > 3C1. Thus we may assume
that R0 ≤ N/((log x)C1Q), and so by Lemma 11.2 it suffices to show for all choices
of R′ ≍ R/R0
S2 ≪ N
2R2
R0(log x)2A+2BB2
,
where S2 is as given in Lemma 11.2. By Lemma 11.3, Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma
11.4, we have
S2 ≪ (log x)4 sup
D1≤D2
∑
d1∼D1
∑
d2∼D2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S3|
≪ (log x)4 sup
D1≤D2
(D1D2QR0)
1/2
( ∑
d1∼D1
∑
d2∼D2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S3|2
)1/2
≪ (log x)5 sup
D1≤D2
E1R
′′
1≍R1
(D2QNR)
1/2
( ∑
d1∼D1
∑
d2∼D2
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S4|
)1/2
,
where S3 and S4 are as given in Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 respectively. Thus it
suffices to show that for all d1 ∼ D1, d2 ∼ D2
(11.50)
∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S4| ≪ N
3R3
(log x)4A+4BB2+10QR30D1D
2
2
≍ N
3E1R
′′
1R
′
2
2R0
(log x)4A+4BB2+10Q
.
Lemma 11.5 gives this if R′′1 ≍ R/(R0D1E1) satisfies R′′1 ≤ N2/3/(QR0)2/3, so
we may assume that R′′1 > N2/3/(QR0)2/3. In this case, we may apply Cauchy-
Schwarz, Lemma 11.6, Lemma 11.7 and Lemma 11.8 in turn to give∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S4| ≪ (QR0)1/2
(∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
|S4|2
)1/2
≪ (log x)1/2NR′2
(∑
q∼Q
∑
r0∼R0
(|S5|+ |S6|)
)1/2
≪ (log x)1/2NR′2
((E1R′′1R′2)2N4
(log x)A2Q2
)1/2
≪A2,B
N3E1R
′′
1R
′
2
2R0
(log x)A2/2−1/2Q
provided C is large enough in terms of A2 and B. Choosing A2 = 8A+8BB2 +21
and C = C(A,B,B2) ≥ 3C1 sufficiently large in terms of A2, B, and C1 then gives
(11.50), and hence the result. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let S be the sum of interest
S :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
sup
a (mod qr)
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
∑
n∼N
αnβm
(
1nm≡a (mod qr) −
1(nm,qr)=1
φ(qr)
)∣∣∣.
First we simplify the moduli appearing. By Lemma 10.9 and the trivial bound, the
contribution from q, r with τ(qr) > (log x)B is negligible if B = B(A) is sufficiently
large, so we may restrict the summation to τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B for some fixed constant
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B = B(A) ≥ A. Given q, r, let qr = ss/ be factored into square-full and square-
free parts. By Lemma 10.10 we only need to consider s ≪ (log x)B1 for some fixed
constant B1 = B1(A). We now let q
′ = s(q, s/) and r′ = (r, s/), and so it suffices
to show that for all Q′ ∈ [Q,Q(log x)B1 ], R′ ≍ QR/Q′ we have∑
q′∼Q′
τ3(q
′)
∑
r′∼R′
(r′,q′)=1
µ2(r′)=1
τ(q′r′)≤(log x)B
sup
(a,q′r′)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
∑
n∼N
αnβm
(
1nm≡a (mod q′r′) −
1(mn,q′r′)=1
φ(q′r′)
)∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A+1
.
Since τ3(q
′) ≤ τ(q′)2 ≤ (log x)2B , it suffices to show∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r′∼R′
(r′,q′)=1
µ2(r′)=1
τ(q′r′)≤(log x)B1
sup
(a,q′r′)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
∑
n∼N
αnβm
(
1nm≡a (mod q′r′) −
1(mn,q′r′)=1
φ(q′r′)
)∣∣∣
≪A x
(log x)A+2B+1
.
By Lemma 10.9 and the trivial bound, the contribution from n with τ(n) ≥
(log x)B2 is negligible if B2 is sufficiently large in terms of A and B. Therefore
we may restrict to τ(n) ≤ (log x)B2 , where we will later choose B2 appropriately.
Let α′′n := αn1τ(n)≤(logx)B2 be αn with this restricted support.
Let aq′,r′ be the residue class achieving the supremum, and cq′,r′ 1-bounded complex
numbers to remove the absolute values. We restrict the support of cq′,r′ to (r
′, q′) =
1 with τ(q′r′) ≤ (log x)B and r′ square-free. Thus we wish to show∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r′∼R′
cq′,r′
∑
m∼M
∑
n∼N
α′′nβm
(
1nm≡aq′,r′ (mod q′r′)−
1(mn,q′r′)=1
φ(q′r′)
)
≪A x
(log x)A+2B+1
.
By considering the average over bq,r (mod qr), it suffices to show that for any
sequences aq,r, bq,r (mod qr) with (aq,rbq,r, qr) = 1 we have∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
cq,r
∑
n∼N
∑
m∼M
α′′nβm
(
1nm≡aq,r (mod qr)−1nm≡bq,r (mod qr)
)
≪A x
(log x)A+2B+1
.
We apply Cauchy-Schwarz in the m and q variables. Recalling that |βm| ≤ τ(m)A
and B = B(A) it suffices to show that for a suitable constant A2 = A2(A)∑
q∼Q
∑
m∼M
∣∣∣∑
r∼R
cq,r
∑
n∼N
τ(n)≤(logx)B2
αn
(
1nm≡aq,r (mod qr) − 1nm≡bq,r (mod qr)
)∣∣∣2
≪A2
MN2
Q(log x)A2
.
Inserting a smooth majorant for the m summation then expanding the square, we
see that it suffices to show that uniformly over all sequences aq,r, a
′
q,r coprime to
qr we have
S = X +OA2
( MN2
Q(log x)2A2
)
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for some quantity X independent of aq,r and a
′
q,r, where
S :=
∑
q∼Q′
∑
r1,r2∼R′
cq,r1cq,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
m∼M
m≡aq,r1n1 (mod qr1)
m≡a′q,r2n2 (mod qr2)
ψ
(m
M
)
.
This now follows from Lemma 11.9 if first B2 = B2(A) chosen sufficiently large
in terms of A2 and B, and then C = C(A) is chosen sufficiently large in terms of
A2, B and B2. 
12. Second Type II estimate
We now establish Proposition 5.2. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.1,
but we change some intermediate manipulations to exploit the additional assump-
tions on the moduli involved. This ultimately has the effect of reducing the modulus
of the final exponential sums appearing, leading to an additional saving. For our
applications we no longer need to worry about losing factors of xǫ since we will
ultimately have a power-saving estimate.
The key quantity we need to understand for Proposition 5.2 is a variant of the sum
S with special coefficients cq,r. After performing the same initial steps this leads to
estimating A3 in place of S3, which is given by the lemma below. We estimate this
via Lemma 12.1 and 12.2, which leads to Lemma 12.3, our new variant of Lemma
11.9. We then deduce Proposition 5.2 from Lemma 12.3 in a similar manner to
before.
Lemma 12.1. Let B > 0, d1 ∼ D1, d2 ∼ D2, q ∼ Q, t0 ∼ T0 and q0 = qt0. Let
γqrs, λt and α
′
n be 1-bounded complex sequences, and let γ˜t = γ˜t(q, d1, t0) satisfy
|γ˜t| ≤
1τ(qd1t0t)≤(log x)B
(log x)B
∑
r∼R
∑
s∼S
rs=d1t0t
(rs,q)=1
|γqrs|µ2(d1t0t).
Let H ≪ NQT0T1T2/x1−ǫ, T1 ≪ T/(T0D1), T2 ≪ T/(T0D2) and
A3 :=
∑
t′1∼T1
(t′1,q0)=1
γ˜t′
1
∑
t′2∼T2
(t′2,q0t
′
1)=1
λt′
2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1bt′
1
=n2b′
t′
2
(mod q0)
(n1,q0d1t
′
1)=(n2,q0d2t
′
2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
h∼H
(h,t′1t
′
2)=1
ξ,
ξ := e
(bt′
1
hn1t′1t
′
2
q0
)
e
(bt′
1
hn1q0t′2
t′1
)(b′t′
2
hn2q0t′1
t′2
)
.
Then we have
|A3|2 ≪ xo(1)NT1 sup
E1,S1
E1S1≍T1
E1≥R/(T0D1)
min(E1, R) |A4|
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where
A4 :=
∑
e1∼E1
∑
s1∼S1
ηe1,s1
∑
t2,t3∼T2
(t2t3,q0e1s1)=1
λt2λt3
∑
n1
(n1,q0e1s1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
×
∑
h2,h3∼H
h2t3≡h3t2 (mod e1)
(h2t3−h3t2,s1)=1
(h2,e1s1t2)=1
(h3,e1s1t3)=1
∑
n2,n3∼N
n2b′t2≡n1be1s1 (mod q0)
n3b′t3≡n1be1s1 (mod q0)
(n2,q0d2t2)=1
(n3,q0d2t3)=1
α′n2α
′
n3ξ
′′′,
ξ′′′ := e
(be1s1n1e1(h2t2 − h3t3)
q0s1
)
e
(b′t2h2n2q0e1s1
t2
)
e
(−b′t3h3n3q0e1s1
t3
)
,
and |ηe1,s1 | ≤ 1 is supported on e1s1 square-free with τ(e1s1) ≤ (log x)B and
(e1s1, q0) = 1.
Proof. We first swap the order of summation and use the upper bound for the
coefficients γ˜. Given r ∼ R and s ∼ S with rs = d1t0t′1 and rs squarefree, let
r′ = (t′1, r) and s
′ = (t′1, s). We see that r
′ ∈ [R/(D1T0), 2R]. Given r′, s′ there are
τ(d1t0) ≤ xo(1) choices of r, s. Thus, noting that γ˜t is supported on τ(t) ≤ (log x)B
with t square-free and coprime to q0, this gives
A3 ≪
∑
t′
1
∼T1
|γ˜t′
1
|
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0t
′
1)=1
|α′n1 ||A ′3 |
≪ xo(1) sup
R′S′≍T1
R/(D1T0)≤R′≤R
∑
r′∼R′
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′∈R
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0r
′s′)=1
|A ′3 |,
where we recall R = {r : µ2(r) = 1, τ(r) ≤ (log x)B , (r, q0) = 1} and
A
′
3 :=
∑
t′2∼T2
(t′2,q0r
′s′)=1
λt′
2
∑
n2∼N
n2b′t′
2
≡n1br′s′ (mod q0)
(n2,q0d2t
′
2)=1
α′n2
∑
h∼H
(h,r′s′t′2)=1
ξ′,
ξ′ := e
(br′s′hn1t′2
q0r′s′
)(b′t′
2
hn2q0r′s′
t′2
)
.
We now split the summation according to the residue class of ht′2 (mod r
′), and
then apply Cauchy-Schwarz and insert a smooth majorant for the n1 summation.
Let A ′′3 be A
′
3 with the summation restricted by the condition ht
′
2 ≡ c (mod r′).
This gives
A3 ≪ xo(1) sup
R′S′∼T1
R/(T0D1)≤R′≤R
∑
r′∼R′
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′∈R
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0r
′s′)=1
∑
c (mod r′)
(c,r′)=1
|A ′′3 |
≪ xo(1) sup
R′S′∼T1
R/(T0D1)≤R′≤R
(
R′2S′N
∑
r′∼R′
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′∈R
∑
n1∼N
(n1,q0r
′s′)=1
∑
c (mod r′)
(c,r′)=1
|A ′′3 |2
)1/2
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≪ xo(1) sup
R′S′∼T1
R/(T0D1)≤R′≤R
(
R′T1N
∑
r′∼R′
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′∈R
∑
n1
(n1,q0r
′s′)=1
ψ
(n1
N
) ∑
c (mod r′)
(c,r′)=1
|A ′′3 |2
)1/2
≪ xo(1) sup
R′S′∼T1
R/(T0D1)≤R′≤R
(
R′T1N |A ′′′3 |
)1/2
,
where, expanding the square,
A
′′′
3 :=
∑
r′∼R′
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′∈R
∑
t2,t3∼T2
(t2t3,q0r
′s′)=1
λt2λt3
∑
n1
(n1,q0r
′s′)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
×
∑
h2,h3∼H
h2t3≡h3t2 (mod r′)
(h2,r
′s′t2)=1
(h3,r
′s′t3)=1
∑
n2,n3∼N
n2b′t2≡n1br′s′ (mod q0)
n3b′t3≡n1br′s′ (mod q0)
(n2,q0d2t2)=1
(n3,q0d2t3)=1
α′n2α
′
n3ξ
′′′,
ξ′′′ := e
(br′s′n1(h2t2 − h3t3)
q0r′s′
)
e
(b′t2h2n2q0r′s′
t2
)
e
(−b′t3h3n3q0r′s′
t3
)
.
We wish to control some common divisors. Let e1 = (h2t3−h3t2, r′s′) and let s1e1 =
r′s′, so (s1, h2t3 − h3t2) = 1 since r′s′ is square-free. Since h2t2 ≡ h3t3 (mod r′),
we see that r′|e1. We also see that
e
(br′s′n1(h2t2 − h3t3)
q0r′s′
)
= e
(be1s1n1e1(h2t2 − h3t3)
q0s1
)
,
and so ξ′′′ simplifies slightly to give the expression of the lemma. Thus
A
′′′
3 ≪ xo(1) sup
E1S1≍T1
E1≥R1
∑
e1∼E1
∑
s1∼S1
ηe1,s1
∑
t2,t3∼T2
(t2t3,q0e1s1)=1
λt2λt3
∑
n1
(n1,q0e1s1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
×
∑
h2,h3∼H
h2t3≡h3t2 (mod e1)
(h2t3−h3t2,s1)=1
(h2,e1s1t2)=1
(h3,e1s1t3)=1
∑
n2,n3∼N
n2b′t2≡n1be1s1 (mod q0)
n3b′t3≡n1be1s1 (mod q0)
(n2,q0d2t2)=1
(n3,q0d2t3)=1
α′n2α
′
n3ξ
′′′,
ηe1,s1 :=
∑
r′∼R′
r′|e1
∑
s′∼S′
r′s′=e1s1∈R
1
(log x)B
≤ 1.
Noting that R/(D1T0) ≤ R1 ≤ min(E1, R), this gives the result. 
Lemma 12.2. Let A4 be as in Lemma 12.1. Let N,R, T,Q satisfy QT = x
1/2+δ ≥
x1/2−ǫ/100 and
R2x6δ+4ǫ ≤ T ≤ x1/10−3δ−3ǫR2/5,
x1/4+13δ/2+3ǫT ≤ N ≤ x
1/2−3δ−4ǫ
R
.
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Then we have that ∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
|A4| ≪ N
3E1S1T
2
2
xǫmin(E1, R)Q
.
Proof. The key observation is that A4 is of exactly the same form as S4 from
Lemma 11.4 (with R′′1 replaced by S1, R
′
2 replaced by T2 etc), and so we can reuse
the arguments from Lemmas 11.5-11.8. We require a slightly stronger bound on A4
since we wish to gain an additional factor of min(E1, R), and the key thing that
enables this is the bound E1 ≥ R/(T0D1) which ensures S1 cannot be too large.
Specifically, if S1 ≪ N2/3/(QT0)2/3 then the argument in the proof of Lemma 11.5
up to (11.16) shows that
A4 ≪ xo(1)N
4QT 21 T
2
2 T
2
x2
.
This gives the result provided
N <
x2−2ǫ
Q3T 3R
.
Recalling QT = x1/2+δ, this simplifies to
N <
x1/2−3δ−2ǫ
R
.(12.1)
We now consider the contribution when S1 ≥ N2/3/(QT0)2/3. The argument of
Lemma 11.6 gives
|A4|2 ≪ xo(1)N
2T 22
QT0
(|A5|+ |A6|),
where, A5,A6 are defined analogously to S5,S6. Thus it suffices to show that∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
(|A5|+ |A6|)≪ N
4E21S
2
1T
2
2
x3ǫmin(E1, R)2Q2
.
The argument of the proof of Lemma 11.7 up to (11.32) shows that
A5 ≪ E
2
1S
2
1T
2
2N
4
Q3T 20
(Q6T 5
x3−ǫ
+
N2Q4T 4
x3−ǫ
)
.
Recalling that QT = x1/2+δ, this gives an acceptably small contribution if we have
T > R2x6δ+4ǫ,(12.2)
N <
x1/2−2δ−2ǫ
R
.(12.3)
We note that (12.1) implies (12.3).
Finally, following the proof of Lemma 11.8 up to (11.46) gives∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
A6 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(S31T 22Q11/2N4T 9
x4
+
S21T
2
2N
3Q9/2T 15/2
x3
)
+ xo(1)
(S31T 22Q11/2N4T 8E21
x4
+
E1S
2
1T
2
2N
3Q9/2T 13/2
x3
)
≪ x
o(1)N4E21S
2
1T
2
2
Q2min(E1, R)2
( Q15/2T 10
E1D1x4T0
+
Q13/2T 15/2
Nx3
+
Q15/2T 9R
x4
+
RQ13/2T 13/2
Nx3
)
.
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In the expression above we used the bound S1 ≪ T/(E1D1T0).
We recall that E1 ≥ R/(T0D1). Thus we see that this gives the desired bound
O(N4S21T
2
2 /(Q
2x2ǫ)) provided we have
Q15/2T 10
Rx4
+
Q13/2T 15/2
Nx3
+
Q15/2T 9R
x4
+
RQ13/2T 13/2
Nx3
≪ 1
x3ǫ
.
Since R ≪ T , the second term is larger than the fourth term. Thus, since QT =
x1/2+δ we obtain the desired bound provided we have
T < x1/10−3δ−3ǫR2/5,(12.4)
N > x1/4+13δ/2+3ǫT,(12.5)
T <
x1/6−5δ−3ǫ
R2/3
.(12.6)
Finally, we note that (12.2) and (12.4) imply that
T =
T 5/3
T 2/3
<
x1/6−5δ−5ǫR2/3
R4/3x4δ+2ǫ/3
<
x1/6−5δ−3ǫ
R2/3
,
so (12.6) follows from (12.2) and (12.4). This gives the result. 
Lemma 12.3. Let δ, A,B > 0 and B2 = B2(A,B) be sufficiently large in terms of
A,B. Let M,N,R, T ≥ 1 satisfy MN ≍ x, QT = x1/2+δ and
R2x6δ+4ǫ ≤ T ≤ x1/10−3δ−3ǫR2/5,
max
(
x1/4+13δ/2+3ǫT, Qx2δ+3ǫ
)
≤ N ≤ x
1/2−3δ−4ǫ
R
.
Let γqrs be a 1-bounded complex sequence, and define
γq,t :=
1τ(qt)≤(logx)C
(log x)C
∑
r∼R
∑
s∼S
rs=t
(rs,q)=1
γqrsµ
2(t).
Let |αn| ≤ τ(n)B be a complex sequence satisfying the Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1),
and let aq,t, a
′
q,t be integer sequences satisfying (aq,t, qt) = (a
′
q,t, qt) = 1. Let
A :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
t1,t2∼T
γq,t1γq,t2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
m∼M
m≡aq,t1n1 (mod qt1)
m≡a′q,t2n2 (mod qt2)
ψ
(m
M
)
.
Then we have that
A = AMT +OA
( MN2
Q(log x)2A
)
,
where for some constant C1 = C1(A,B,B2)
AMT :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
t0≤N/((logx)C1Q)
∑
t′1,t
′
2∼T/t0
(t′1,t
′
2)=1
γq,t0t′1γq,t0t′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qt0t
′
1)=1
(n2,qt0t
′
2)=1
αn1αn2
Mψ̂(0)
qt0t′1t
′
2φ(qt0)
.
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Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Lemma 11.9, since our sum A is a special
case of the sum S considered there, but with the special form of the coefficients
γq,t. (It is this special form which enables us to use Lemma 12.1 to get a result
when N ≈ x2/5). Let t0 = (t1, t2), and we consider t0 ∼ T0 for different choices
of T0. We first assume that B2 = B2 is sufficiently large such that Lemma 11.2
applies. We then choose a constant C1 = C1(A,B,B2) such that Lemma 11.1 and
Lemma 11.2 both apply. Thus, by Lemma 11.1 there is a negligible contribution
from T0 > N/((log x)
C1Q). By Lemma 11.2 and Lemma 11.3, it suffices to show
that for some sufficiently large constant A2 = A2(A,B)
(12.7)
∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
|A3| ≪A2
N2T0T1T2
(log x)A2
,
where H ≪ (log x)5NQT0T1T2/x, T1 ≪ T/(D1T0), T2 ≪ T/(D2T0) and
A3 :=
∑
t′1∼T1
γt′
1
∑
t′2∼T2
(t′1,t
′
2)=1
γ′t′
2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1bt′
1
=n2b′t′
2
(mod qt0)
(n1,qt0d1t
′
1)=(n2,qt0d2t
′
2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2
∑
h∼H
ξ,
ξ := e
(bt′
1
h′n1t′1t
′
2
qt0
)
e
(bt′
1
hn1qt0t′2
t′1
)(b′t′
2
hn2qt0t′1
t′2
)
.
for some sequences γt′ , γ
′
t′ (depending on q, t0, d1, d2) with |γt′1 | ≤ |γq,d1t0t′1 |, |γ′t′2 | ≤|γ,d2t0t′2 | and bt, b′t (depending on q, t0, d1, d2) integer sequences with (bt, qt0d1t) =
(b′t, qt0d1t) = 1 and some 1-bounded sequence α′n.
Applying Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2 in turn, we see that∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
|A3| ≪ (QT0)1/2
(∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
|A3|2
)1/2
≪ xo(1)(QNT0T1)1/2
(∑
q∼Q
∑
t0∼T0
sup
E1,S1
E1S1≍T1
E1≥R/(T0D1)
min(E1, R)|A4|
)1/2
≪ xo(1)(QNT0T1)1/2
(
sup
E1,S1
E1S1≍T1
N3E1S1T
2
2
xǫQ
)1/2
≪ N
2T0T1T2
xǫ/2Q
.
This gives (12.7), and hence the result. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. The argument use to show Proposition 5.2 is very similar
to that for Proposition 5.1. By Lemma 10.9 and the trivial bound, the total contri-
bution from q1, q2, q3 with τ(q1q2q3) ≥ (log x)C is≪ x/(log x)A provided C is suffi-
ciently large in terms of A. Therefore we only need to consider τ(q1q2q3) ≤ (log x)C .
Given q1, q2, q3, let q1q2q3 = q
q / with q squarefull and q / square-free. Let
q′i = (qi, q
/) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We then see that q′1, q′2, q′3, q are pairwise coprime
with q′1q
′
2q
′
3q
 = q1q2q3. By Lemma 10.10 we only need to consider q
 ≤ xo(1). Let
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q := qq′1, r := q
′
2 and s := q
′
3. We then see it suffices to show that∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
(r,q)=1
µ2(r)=1
∑
s∼S
(s,qr)=1
µ2(s)=1
τ(qrs)≤(log x)C
sup
(a,qrs)=1
|∆(a; qrs)| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
for all choices Q,R, S with Q = Q1x
o(1), R = Q2x
o(1) and S = Q3x
o(1). By
considering the average over (a′qrs, qrs) = 1 and inserting 1-bounded coefficients
γqrs to remove the absolute values (whose support we restrict to τ(qrs) ≤ (log x)C),
it suffices to show for all sequences aqrs, a
′
qrs with (aqrsa
′
qrs, qrs) = 1 that∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
∑
s∼S
(q,rs)=1
µ2(rs)γqrs∆˜(aqrs, a
′
qrs; qrs)≪A
x
(log x)A
,
where
∆˜(a, b; q) :=
∑
n∼N
αn
∑
m∼M
βm
(
1nm≡a (mod q) − 1nm≡b (mod q)
)
.
Let
(12.8) γq,t :=
1τ(qt)≤(logx)C
(log x)C
∑
r∼R
∑
s∼S
rs=t
(rs,q)=1
γqrsµ
2(t).
Since γqrs is 1-bounded and we have restricted to τ(qrs) ≤ (log x)C , we see that
γq,t is 1-bounded, and so it suffices to show that for all T ≍ RS and all A > 0∑
q∼Q
∑
t∼T
γq,t∆˜(aqt, a
′
qt; qt)≪A
x
(log x)A
.
By the trivial bound and Lemma 10.9, there is a negligible contribution from n
with τ(n) ≥ (log x)B2 if B2 ≥ B0(A). Thus we may restrict to τ(n) ≤ (log x)B2 for
some B2 to be chosen later sufficiently large in terms of A.
This is now a special case of the sum considered in the proof of Proposition 5.1. By
applying Cauchy-Schwarz in the q,m variables (and inserting a smooth majorant
for the m summation), it suffices to show that for all choices of residue classes
aq,t, a
′
q,t and all 1-bounded sequences γqrs defining γq,t in (12.8) we have
A = X +OA
( MN2
Q(log x)2A
)
for some quantity X independent of aq,t, a
′
q,t, where
A :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
t1,t2∼T
γq,t1γq,t2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
m∼M
m≡aq,t1n1 (mod qt1)
m≡a′q,t2n2 (mod qt2)
ψ
(m
M
)
.
This estimate now follows from Lemma 12.3, provided B2 is sufficiently large in
terms of A and provided we have
R2x6δ+4ǫ ≤ T ≤ x1/10−3δ−3ǫR2/5,
max
(
x1/4+13δ/2+3ǫT, Qx2δ+3ǫ
)
≤ N ≤ x
1/2−3δ−4ǫ
R
.
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Recalling that T ≍ RS and that Q = Q1xo(1), R = Q2xo(1), S = Q3xo(1), we see
that this give the result. 
Remark. It would be desirable to produce a variant of Proposition 5.1 to cover
the range N ∈ [x1/2−3δ−3ǫ, 2x1/2] in the spirit of Proposition 5.2. Unfortunately
we have failed to accomplish this; the psuedo-diagonal terms of Lemma 11.5 render
the first application of Cauchy-Schwarz in Lemma 11.4 irrelevant; one obtains a
subsum which is equivalent to the original. There doesn’t seem to be an alternative
to Lemma 11.4 which doesn’t quickly run into serious issues.
13. Zhang-style Type II estimate
We now prove Proposition 5.3. The proof of this proposition is very similar to the
proof of the refined version of Zhang’s Type II estimate [29, §12] as given by [25,
Proposition 7.2]. We require some mild generalisations to handle a slightly different
setup and to handle some additional uniformity, but the fundamental content is the
same. The key estimate is the following lemma.
Lemma 13.1 (Zhang exponential sum estimate). Let Q,K,R,R0,M,N,H ≤ xO(1)
satisfy
H ≪ QNR
2K
x1−ǫR0
, R0KQ < N, K
5R30Q
7/2R6 < x2−10ǫ, N <
x1−6ǫ
QK2
.
Let cq,k,r and α
′
n be 1-bounded complex sequences with cq,k,r supported on square-
free r with P−(r) ≥ z0 := x1/(log log x)3 and q, r, k pairwise coprime. Let aq,k,r, a′q,k,r
be two integer sequences satisfying (aq,k,r , qkr) = (a
′
q,k,r , qkr) = 1 and aq,k,r ≡
a′q,k,r (mod q). Define
Z :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R
(r1,r2)=1
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,k,r0r1≡n2a′q,k,r0r2 (mod qkr0)
(n1,qkr0r1)=(n2,qkr0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2cq,k,r0r1cq,k,r0r2
×
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( hM
qkr0r1r2
)
e
(aq,k,r0r1hn1r2
qkr0r1
)
e
(a′q,k,r0r2hn2qkr0r1
r2
)
,
Then we have
Z ≪ N
2R2R0
xǫ
.
Proof. Since we only consider P−(r1), P−(r2) ≥ z0, r1 and r2 have at most (log log x)3
prime factors. Therefore, by Lemma 10.8, there areO(exp(log log x)5)) different sets
N1,N2, . . . which cover all possible pairs (r1, r2), and such that if (r1, r2), (r′1, r′2) ∈
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Nj then gcd(r1, r′2) = gcd(r′1, r2) = 1. Taking the worst such set N , we see that
Z ≪ exp((log log x)5)|Z2|,
Z2 :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r2∼R
(r1,r2)=1
(r1,r2)∈N
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,k,r0r1≡n2a′q,k,r0r2 (mod qkr0)
(n1,qkr0r1)=(n2,qkr0r2)=1
α′n1α
′
n2cq,k,r0r1cq,k,r0r2
×
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( hM
qkr0r1r2
)
e
(aq,k,r0r1hn1r2
qkr0r1
)
e
(a′q,k,r0r2hn2qkr0r1
r2
)
.
Since we wish to show Z ≪ N2R2R0/xǫ, it suffices to show Z2 ≪ N2R2R0/x2ǫ.
Since (q, kr0) = 1 and aq,k,r0r1 ≡ a′q,k,r0r2 (mod q), we may split the conditions on
the n1, n2 summation to n1 ≡ n2 (mod q) and n1aq,k,r0r1 ≡ n2a′q,k,r0r2 (mod kr0).
We now apply Cauchy-Schwarz in n1, n2, k, r0 and q to eliminate the α
′-coefficients
and insert a smooth majorant for the n1 and n2 summations. This gives
Z
2
2 ≪ NQKR0
(
1 +
N
Q
)
|Z3| ≪ N2KR0|Z3|,
where
Z3 :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1≡n2 (mod q)
(n1n2,qkr0)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
|Z4|2,
Z4 :=
∑
r1,r2∼R
(r1,n1qkr0r2)=1
(r2,n2qkr0r1)=1
(r1,r2)∈N
n1aq,k,r0r1≡n2a′q,k,r0r2 (mod r0k)
cq,k,r0r1cq,k,r0r2
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( hM
qkr0r1r2
)
ξ,
ξ := e
(aq,k,r0r1hn1r2
qkr0r1
)
e
(a′q,k,r0r2hn2qkr0r1
r2
)
.
Since we wish to show Z2 ≪ N2R2R0/x2ǫ and N ≫ Q, it suffices to show that
(13.1) Z3 ≪ N
2R4R0
Kx4ǫ
.
Expanding the square and swapping the order of summation then gives
Z3 ≤
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r1,r
′
1,r2,r
′
2∼R
(r1r
′
1,r2r
′
2)=1
(r1r
′
1r2r
′
2,qkr0)=1
aq,k,r0r1aq,k,r0r′1
≡a′q,k,r0r2a′q,k,r0r′2 (mod r0k)
∑
1≤|h|,|h′|≤H
|Z5|,
where
Z5 :=
∑
n1,n2
n1≡n2 (mod q)
n1aq,k,r0r1≡n2aq,k,r0r2 (mod r0k)
(n1,qkr0r1r
′
1)=1
(n2,r2r
′
2)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
ψ
(n2
N
)
e
( c1n1
qkr0r1r′1
)
e
(c2n2
r2r′2
)
,
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and where c1 (mod qkr0r1r
′
1) and c2 (mod r2r
′
2) are given by
c1 = (aq,k,r0r1hr
′
1r
′
2 − aq,k,r0r′1h′r1r2)r2r′2,
c2 = (a
′
q,k,r0r2hr
′
1r
′
2 − a′q,k,r0r′2h
′r1r2)qkr0r1r′1.
Here we used the fact that (r1, r2), (r
′
1, r
′
2) ∈ N to conclude that (r1r′1, r2r′2) = 1.
We separate the ‘diagonal’ terms Z= with hr
′
1r
′
2 = h
′r1r2 and the ‘off-diagonal’
terms Z6= with hr′1r
′
2 6= h′r1r2.
(13.2) Z3 ≤ Z= + Z6=.
We first consider the diagonal terms. Given a choice of h, r′1, r′2 there are xo(1)
choices of h′, r1, r2 by the divisor bound. Thus, estimating the remaining sums
trivially we have
(13.3) Z= ≪ xo(1)QKR0R2HN
( N
QR0K
+ 1
)
≪ N
3QKR0R
4
x1−2ǫ
.
(Here we used the assumption that N > QKR0.)
Now we consider the off-diagonal terms. By Lemma 10.3, for L := xǫQKR0R
2/N
we have that ∑
n2≡n1aq,k,r0r2aq,k,r0r1 (mod qkr0)
(n2,r2r
′
2)=1
ψ
(n2
N
)
e
(c2n2
r2r′2
)
= O(x−100)
+
N
qkr0r2r′2
∑
|ℓ2|≤L
ψ̂
( ℓ2N
qkr0r2r′2
)
S(c2, ℓ2qkr0; r2r
′
2)e
(ℓ2n1aq,k,r0r2aq,k,r0r1r2r′2
qkr0
)
.
Here S(m,n; c) is the standard Kloosterman sum, and we used the fact that (qkr0, r2r
′
2) =
1. By Lemma 10.3 again, we have that
∑
(n1,qkr0r1r′1)=1
ψ
(n1
N
)
e
( c1n1
qkr0r1r′1
)
e
( ℓ2n1aq,k,r0r2aq,k,r0r1r2r′2
qkr0
)
=
N
qkr0r1r′1
∑
|ℓ1|≤L
ψ̂
( ℓ1N
qkr0r1r′1
)
S(c1, ℓ1 + ℓ2c3; qkr0r1r
′
1) +O(x
−100),
where c3 (mod qkr0r1r
′
1) is defined by
c3 := r1r
′
1aq,k,r0r2aq,k,r0r1r2r
′
2.
Thus, we see that Z5 is a sum of Kloosterman sums, given explicitly by
Z5 =
N2
q2k2r20r1r
′
1r2r
′
2
∑
|ℓ1|≤L
|ℓ2|≤L
ψ̂
( ℓ2N
qkr0r2r′2
)
ψ̂
( ℓ1N
qkr0r1r′1
)
S(c2, ℓ2q; r2r
′
2)
× S(c1, ℓ1 + ℓ2c3; qkr0r1r′1) +O(x−10).
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By the standard Kloosterman sum bound S(m,n; c) ≪ τ(c)c1/2(m,n, c)1/2 ≪
c1/2+o(1)(m, c)1/2 (Lemma 10.4), we therefore obtain
Z5 ≪ x
o(1)N2
Q2K2R20R
4
∑
|ℓ1|≤L
|ℓ2|≤L
Q1/2K1/2R
1/2
0 R
2(c2, r2r
′
2)
1/2(c1, r1r
′
1)
1/2(c1, kr0q)
1/2
≪ x3ǫQ1/2KR0R2(h, r1r2)1/2(h′, r′1r′2)1/2(r′1r′2, r1r2)(hr′1r′2 − h′r1r2, q)1/2.
In the final line above we used the fact that aq,k,r ≡ aq,k,r (mod q) and (aq,k,r, qkr) =
1 to remove the dependencies on the residue classes. Substituting this into our ex-
pression for Z6= gives
Z6= ≪ x3ǫQ1/2KR0R2
∑
r1,r′1∼R
∑
r2,r′2∼R
(r1r
′
1, r2r
′
2)
∑
1≤|h|,|h′|≤H
hr′1r
′
2 6=h′r1r2
(h, r1r2)(h
′, r′1r
′
2)
×
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
q∼Q
(hr′1r
′
2 − h′r1r2, q)
≪ x4ǫK2R20Q3/2R6H2
≪ N
2Q7/2R10K4R40
x2−6ǫ
.(13.4)
Substituting (13.3) and (13.4) into (13.2) gives.
Z3 ≪ N
3QR4KR0
x1−2ǫ
+
N2Q7/2R10K4R40
x2−6ǫ
.
This gives the desired bound (13.1) provided we have
N <
x1−6ǫ
QK2
,(13.5)
K5R30Q
7/2R6 < x2−10ǫ.(13.6)
This gives the result. 
Lemma 13.2. Let A,B > 0 and let B2 = B2(A,B) be sufficiently large in terms
of A,B. Let Q,K,R0, N,M ≪ xO(1) satisfy
QKR≪ x1/2+δ, MN ≍ x, K = xo(1), x2δ+ǫQ < N < x
1−7ǫ
Q
, Q7R12 < x4−21ǫ.
Let bq, aq,k,r , a
′
q,k,r be integer sequences with (bq, q) = (aq,k,r , qkr) = (a
′
q,k,r , qkr) =
1 and bq ≡ aq,k,r ≡ a′q,k,r (mod q). Let cq,k,r be a 1-bounded sequence with cq,k,r
supported on square-free r with P−(r) ≥ z0 := x1/(log log x)3 and r, q, k pairwise
coprime and let |αn| ≤ τ(n)B satisfy the Siegel-Walfisz condition (4.1). Let Z be
given by
Z :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r1,r2∼R
cq,k,r1cq,k,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
mn1≡aq,k,r1 (mod qkr1)
mn2≡a′q,k,r2 (mod qkr2)
ψ
(m
M
)
.
Then we have
Z = ZMT +OA
( MN2
QK(logx)A
)
,
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where for some constant C1 = C1(A,B,B2)
ZMT =
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0≤N/((log x)C1KQ)
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qkr0r
′
1)=1
(n2,qkr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2cq,k,r0r′1cq,k,r0r′2Mψ̂(0)
qφ(qkr0)kr0r′1r
′
2
.
Proof. We consider Z . Let r0 = (r1, r2) and r1 = r0r
′
1, r2 = r0r
′
2. The congruence
conditions on m have no solutions unless n1aq,k,r0r′1 ≡ n2a′q,k,r0r′2 (mod qkr0) and
(n1, qkr0r
′
1) = (n2, qkr0r
′
2) = 1. We split the summations of Z2 according to
the size of r0. Thus we see it suffices to show that for a suitable constant C1 =
C1(A,B,B2)
Z (R0) =
ZMT (R0) +OA
(
MN2
QK(log x)A
)
, R0 ≤ N/((log x)C1QK),
OA
(
MN2
QK(log x)A
)
, R0 > N/((log x)
C1QK).
where ZMT (R0) is ZMT with the r0 summation restricted to r0 ∼ R0, and Z (R0)
is given by
Z (R0) :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
cq,k,r0r′1cq,k,r0r′2
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,k,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,k,r0r
′
2
(mod qkr0)
(n1,qkr0r
′
1)=1
(n2,qkr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
×
∑
m∼M
n1m≡aq,k,r0r′1 (mod qkr0r
′
1)
n2m≡a′q,k,r0r′1 (mod r
′
1)
ψ
(m
M
)
.
If R0 > N/((log x)
C1QK) for C1 sufficiently large in terms of A,B,B2, then
Z (R0) ≪A,B,B2 MN2/((log x)AQK) by Lemma 11.1, as required. Thus we only
need to consider R0 < N/((log x)
C1QK) for some C1(A,B,B2) sufficiently large.
By the same argument as Lemma 11.2, provided B2 = B2(A,B) is sufficiently large
in terms of A,B and C1 is sufficiently large in terms of A,B, it suffices to show
that for some sufficiently large constant A2 = A2(A,B,B2)
Z
′ ≪A2
N2R′2R0
(log x)A2
,
where for some 1-bounded sequence α′n
Z
′ :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0∼R0
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R′
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
∑
n1,n2∼N
n1aq,k,r0r′1
≡n2a′
q,k,r0r
′
2
(mod qkr0)
α′n1α
′
n2cq,k,r0r′1cq,k,r0r′2
×
∑
1≤|h|≤H
ψ̂
( hM
qkr0r′1r′2
)
e
(aq,k,r0r′1hn1r2
qkr0r′1
)
e
(a′q,k,r0r′2hn2qkr0r′1
r′2
)
,
and R′ ≍ R/R0, H := NQKR0R′2/x1−ǫ. Lemma 13.1 then gives the desired
result. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.3. By the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem for convolutions,
since Q1 < x
1/2−ǫ we have∑
q1∼Q1
sup
(b,q1)=1
∑
q2∼Q2
∣∣∣ ∑
m∼M
βm
∑
n∼N
(nm,q1q2)=1
φ(q1)αn
φ(q1q2)
(
1nm≡b (mod q1)−
1
φ(q1)
)∣∣∣≪A x
(log x)A
.
Thus it suffices to show that∑
q1∼Q1
sup
(b,q1)=1
∑
q2∼Q2
sup
(a,q1q2)=1
a≡b (mod q1)
|∆(a, b; q1, q2)| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
where
∆(a, b; q1, q2) :=
∑
m∼M
βm
∑
n∼N
(nm,q1q2)=1
αn
(
1nm≡a (mod q1q2) −
φ(q1)1nm≡b (mod q1)
φ(q1q2)
)
.
Given q1, q2, let q := q1q2 and factor q = q
q / with q square-full and q / square-
free. Let q′1 := (q
/, q1) and q
′
2 := (q
/, q2) and q1 = q
′
1q
′′
1 , q2 = q
′
2q
′′
2 for suitable
q′′1 , q′′2 which have q′′1 q′′2 square-full. Finally, let q′2 = q
−
2 q
+
2 with P
+(q−2 ) ≤ z0 :=
x1/(log log x)
3
and P−(q+2 ) > z0. Then we see that (q
+
2 , q
′
1q
′′
1 q
′′
2 q
−
2 ) = (q
′
1, q
−
2 q
+
2 q
′′
2 q
′′
1 ) =
1. Putting each of q′1, q
′′
1 , q
+
2 , q
−
2 , q
′′
2 into dyadic intervals, and relaxing the condition
a ≡ b (mod q′1q′′1 ) to a ≡ b (mod q′1) for an upper bound we see it suffices to show
that for every A > 0∑
q′1∼Q′1
µ2(q′1)=1
sup
(b,q′
1
)=1
∑
q′′1∼Q′′1
q′′2∼Q′′2
q′′1 q
′′
2 square-full
(q′′1 q
′′
2 ,q
′
1)=1
∑
q−
2
∼Q−
2
P+(q−
2
)≤z0
(q−
2
,q′1)=1
∑
q+
2
∼Q+
2
(q+
2
,q′1q
′′
1 q
′′
2 q
−
2
)=1
µ2(q+
2
)=1
P−(q+
2
)>z0
sup
(a,q)=1
a≡b (mod q′1)
|∆| ≪A x
(log x)A
,
for all choices ofQ′1, Q
′′
1 , Q
′′
2 , Q
−
2 , Q
+
2 withQ
′
1Q
′′
1 ≍ Q1 andQ′′2Q−2 Q+2 ≍ Q2. Here we
have written q to represent q′1q
′′
1 q
′′
2 q
−
2 q
+
2 and ∆ to represent ∆(a, b; q
′
1q
′′
1 , q
′′
2 q
−
2 q
+
2 ).
By Lemma 10.10 and 10.11 we see that we only need to consider Q′′1 , Q
′′
2 , Q
−
2 ≪
xo(1). In particular, Q′1 = Q1x
−o(1) and Q+2 = Q2x
−o(1). Letting q = q′1, k =
q′′1 q
′′
2 q
−
2 and r = q
+
2 , and relaxing the constraint a ≡ b (mod q′1q′′1 ) to a ≡ b (mod q′1),
we see that it suffices to show for all choices of Q = Q1x
−o(1), R = Q2x−o(1) and
K = xo(1) and C > 0∑
q∼Q
µ2(q) sup
(b,q)=1
∑
k∼K
(k,q)=1
∑
r∼R
(r,kq)=1
P−(r)≥z0
µ2(r) sup
(a,krq)=1
a≡b (mod q)
|∆(a, b, q, kr1)| ≪C x
(log x)C
.
We see that for (q, kr) = 1
∆(a, b; q, kr) =
1
φ(kr)
∑
a′ (mod qkr)
(a′,qkr)=1
a′≡b (mod q)
∆˜(a, a′; qkr)≪ sup
(a′,qkr)=1
a′≡b (mod q)
|∆˜(a, a′; qkr)|,
where
∆˜(a, a′; qkr) :=
∑
m∼M
βm
∑
n∼N
(nm,qr)=1
αn
(
1nm≡a (mod qkr) − 1nm≡a′ (mod qkr)
)
.
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Thus it suffices to show that∑
q∼Q
µ2(q) sup
(b,q)=1
∑
k∼K
(k,q)=1
∑
r∼R
(r,kq)=1
P−(r)≥z0
µ2(r) sup
a,a′
(aa′,krq)=1
a′≡a≡b (mod q)
|∆˜(a, a′, qkr)| ≪C x
(log x)C
.
Let the suprema occur at b = bq, a = aq,k,r, and a
′ = a′q,k,r, and insert 1-bounded
coefficients cq,k,r to remove the absolute values. We may restrict the support of
cq,k,r to q, k, r pairwise coprime with qr square-free and P
−(r) ≥ z0. Thus it suffices
to show that
Z0 :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r∼R
cq,k,r∆˜(aq,k,r, a
′
q,k,r , qkr)≪C
x
(log x)C
.
By Lemma 10.9 and the trivial bound, the contribution from τ(n) ≥ (log x)B2 is
negligible for B2 ≥ B0(C) suitably large in terms of C, and so we may restrict to
τ(n) ≤ (log x)B2 . We substitute the definition of ∆˜ and apply Cauchy-Schwarz in
q, k,m. Inserting a smooth majorant for the m summation, we see that
Z
2
0 ≪ Z1 := QKM
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
m
ψ
(m
M
)
|Z ′0 |2
where
Z
′
0 :=
∑
r∼R
cq,k,r
∑
n∼N
τ(n)≤(logx)B2
αn
(
1nm≡aq,k,r (mod qkr) − 1mn≡a′q,k,r (mod qkr)
)
.
Thus it suffices to show that Z1 ≪ M2N2/(log x)2C . Expanding the square, and
swapping the order of summation we see that suffices to show that for any sequences
bq, aq,k,r, a
′
q,k,r with aq,k,r ≡ a′q,k,r ≡ bq (mod q) and (bq, q) = (aq,k,r, qkr) =
(a′q,k,r, qkr) = 1 that we have
Z2 = ZMT +OC
( MN2
QK(logx)2C
)
,
where for some C1 = C1(A,B,B2)
Z2 :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r1,r2∼R
cq,k,r1cq,k,r2
∑
n1,n2∼N
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2
∑
m∼M
n1m≡aq,k,r1 (mod qkr1)
n2m≡a′q,k,r2 (mod qkr2)
ψ
(m
M
)
,
ZMT :=
∑
q∼Q
∑
k∼K
∑
r0≤N/((log x)C1KQ)
∑
r′1,r
′
2∼R/r0
(r′1,r
′
2)=1
∑
n1,n2∼N
(n1,qkr0r
′
1)=1
(n2,qkr0r
′
2)=1
τ(n1),τ(n2)≤(log x)B2
αn1αn2cq,k,r0r′1cq,k,r0r′2Mψ̂(0)
qφ(qkr0)kr0r′1r
′
2
.
The result now follows from Lemma 13.2 on choosing B2 sufficiently large in terms
of C. 
14. Triple divisor function
Finally, we establish Proposition 5.4. As mentioned previously, this is essentially
an estimate for the triple divisor function convolved with a short rough sequence.
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Friedlander-Iwaniec [14] were the first to show that the triple divisor function τ3(n)
is equidistributed in arithmetic progressions to modulus q = x1/2+δ. This was
uniform in the residue class and worked for each individual q, but would only allow
for an additional factor M < xc for some very small constant c. Instead we take
an approach which follows that of [28] to allow for a larger value of M . (It is
vital for our argument that we can almost get to x1/10.) There are additional
technical complications in our situation because the original argument of [28] was
not completely uniform in the residue class. To resolve this we need to rework
several of their arguments slightly, going back to the underlying estimates for sums
over Fp. We also require an argument that only has logarithmic losses and isn’t
limited to square-free moduli, which necessitates more technical care at several
stages.
As with previous work on the triple divisor function, the key technical ingredient
concerns correlations of hyper Kloosterman sums, which relies on extensions of
Deligne’s work [5]. It is crucial for our argument that we also can handle twists
by a suitable additive character to make a small additional saving to handle issues
from the uniformity of the residue classes under consideration.
Lemma 14.1 (Bound for correlations of Kloosterman sums). Let
Kl3(b; q) :=
1
q
∑
b1,b2,b3∈Z/qZ
b1b2b3=b (mod q)
e
(b1 + b2 + b3
q
)
.
We have that for any prime p∑
b (mod p)
(b,p)=1
e
(c1b
p
)
Kl3(b; p)Kl3(c2b; p)≪ p1/2
unless c1 ≡ 0 (mod p) and c2 ≡ 1 (mod p).
Proof. This follows from [28, Proposition 6.11]. 
Lemma 14.2 (Completion of sums). Let B > 0. Let αm and cq,r,s be 1-bounded
complex sequences with cq,r,s supported on τ(qr) ≪ (log x)B . Let at be a sequence of
integers satisfying (at, t) = 1 for all t. Let ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 be smooth functions supported
on [1, 2] with ‖ψ(j)1 ‖∞, ‖ψ(j)2 ‖∞, ‖ψ(j)3 ‖∞ ≪ ((j + 1) log x)Bj for all j ≥ 0. Let K
and KMT be given by
K :=
∑
s∼S
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
cq,r,s
∑
m∼M
αm
∑
n1
∑
n2
∑
n3
n1n2n3m≡aqrs (mod qrs)
ψ1
( n1
N1
)
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
ψ3
( n3
N3
)
,
KMT := N1N2N3ψ̂1(0)ψ̂2(0)ψ̂3(0)
∑
s∼S
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
cq,r,s
∑
m∼M
(m,qrs)=1
αm
φ(qrs)2
q3r3s3
,
for some quantities N1 ≤ N2 ≤ N3 ≤ x and QRS ≤ x with MN1N2N3 ≍ x. Then
we have
K = KMT +
N1N2N3
Q3R3
∑
s∼S
K2 +OB
(x(log x)3B
N1
)
,
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where
K2 : =
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
c′q,r,s
∑
m∼M
(m,qrs)=1
αm
∑
1≤|h1|≤H1
1≤|h2|≤H2
1≤|h3|≤H3
ψ̂1
(N1h1
qrs
)
ψ̂2
(N2h2
qrs
)
ψ̂3
(N3h3
qrs
)
× F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsm; qrs),
Hi = (log x)
2B+1QRS
Ni
, (i ∈ {1, 2, 3})
c′q,r,s =
Q3R3S3
q3r3s3
cq,r,s.
Here F is the function of Lemma 10.5.
Proof. Let t = qrs. We see that K is given by
(14.1) K =
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
∑
s∼S
cq,r,sK
′(qrs)
where
K
′(t) :=
∑
m∼M
(m,t)=1
αm
∑
(n2,t)=1
∑
(n3,t)=1
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
ψ3
( n3
N3
) ∑
n1≡atn2n3m (mod t)
ψ1
( n1
N1
)
.
(14.2)
We concentrate on the inner sum. By Lemma 10.1, for (mn2n3, t) = 1 we have∑
n1≡atmn2n3 (mod t)
ψ1
( n1
N1
)
=
N1
t
ψ̂1(0) +
∑
1≤|h1|≤H1
ψ̂1
(h1N1
t
)
e
(ath1mn2n3
t
)
+O(x−100),(14.3)
where H1 := (log x)
2B+1QRS/N1. We substitute this expression into (14.2). The
final term of (14.3) clearly contributes negligibly to K ′. The first term of (14.3)
contributes a total
N1ψ̂1(0)
t
∑
m∼M
(m,t)=1
αm
∑
(n2,t)=1
∑
(n3,t)=1
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
ψ3
( n3
N3
)
.
By Lemma 10.2 we have∑
(n2,t)=1
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
=
N2φ(t)
t
ψ̂2(0) + O(τ(t)(log x)
2B),
and similarly for the n3 summation. Since we only consider τ(t) ≤ (log x)B , we see
that the first term of (14.3) contributes
N1N2N3ψ̂1(0)ψ̂2(0)ψ̂3(0)φ(t)
2
t3
∑
m∼M
(m,t)=1
αm +O
(x(log x)3B
tN2
+
x(log x)3B
tN3
)
.
to K ′. Substituting this into (14.1), we see that this term contributes a total
KMT +O
(x(log x)3B
N2
+
x(log x)3B
N3
)
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to K . Thus we are left to show that the second term of (14.3) contributes roughly
K2 to K . Lemma 10.3 shows that for H2 := QRS(logx)
2B+1/N2 we have∑
(n2,t)=1
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
e
(ath1mn2n3
t
)
=
N2ψ̂2(0)
t
∑
(b2,t)=1
e
(ath1mn3b2
t
)
+
N
t
∑
1≤|h2|≤H2
ψ̂2
(h2N2
t
) ∑
b2 (mod t)
(b2,t)=1
e
(ath1mn3b2 + h2b2
t
)
+OB(x
−10).
The first term above is a multiple of a Ramanujan sum, and so of sizeO(N2 gcd(h1, t)/t).
Applying Lemma 10.3 again to the n3 sum with H3 := QRS(log x)
2B+1/N3, we
find∑
n2,n3
(n2n3,t)=1
ψ2
( n2
N2
)
ψ3
( n3
N3
)
e
(ath1mn2n3
t
)
=
N2N3
t2
∑
1≤|h2|≤H2
1≤|h3|≤H3
ψ̂2
(h2N2
t
)
ψ̂3
(h3N3
t
) ∑
b2,b3∈(Z/tZ)×
e
(ath1b2b3m+ h2b2 + h3b3
t
)
+OC
(N2N3
QRS
(h1, t)
)
.
Putting this all together, we obtain
K = KMT +
N1N2N3
Q3R3S3
∑
s∼S
K2 +OC
(x(log x)3B
N1
)
,
where
K2 : =
∑
q∼Q
∑
r∼R
c′q,r,s
∑
m∼M
(m,qrs)=1
αm
∑
1≤|h1|≤H1
1≤|h2|≤H2
1≤|h3|≤H3
ψ̂1
(N1h1
qrs
)
ψ̂2
(N2h2
qrs
)
ψ̂3
(N3h3
qrs
)
×
∑
b1,b2,b3∈(Z/qrsZ)×
b1b2b3≡aqrsm (mod qrs)
e
(h1b1 + h2b2 + h3b3
qrs
)
,
c′q,r,s =
Q3R3S3
q3r3s3
cq,r,s.
We see that the final sum over b1, b2, b3 is F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsm; qrs). This gives the
result. 
Lemma 14.3 (Dealing with dependencies and GCDs). Let at, cq,r,s, αm,K2 be as
in Lemma 14.2. Then we have
K2 ≪ (log x)3S11QR
∑
d0≤4QR
∑
d1≤2Q,d2≤2R
d0|d1d2
µ(d1d2)
2=1
∑
e1,e2,e3|d∞1 d∞2
d1d2|d0e1e2e3
∏3
i=1(d0ei, d1d2)
d21d
2
2
|K3|,
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where
K3 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r′∼R′
c′′q′,r′
∑
m∼M
(m,q′r′)=1
α′m
∑
1≤|h′1|≤H′1
1≤|h′2|≤H′2
1≤|h′3|≤H′3
(h′1h
′
2h
′
3,q
′r′)=1
γh′
1
γh′
2
γh′
3
Kl3(a
′
q′,r′h
′
1h
′
2h
′
3mf ; q
′r′),
where H ′i ≤ Hi/(d0ei), Q′ := Q/d1, R′ := R/d2 and a′q′,r′ := ad1d2q′r′s, (f, q′r′) = 1
depends only on s, d0, d1, d2, e1, e2, e3 and where |c′′q′,r′ | ≤ |c′q′d1,r′d2 |, |α′m| ≤ |αm|
and |γh′ | ≤ 1 are some 1-bounded complex sequences (depending on d0, d1, s) .
Proof. First we wish to remove the dependencies between q, r, h1, h2, h3 from the
ψ̂i factors. We note that since ψ̂
(j)(x)≪j,k |x|−k, we have (uniformly in s)
∂j1∂j2∂j3
∂qj1∂rj2∂hj3i
ψ̂i
(Nihi
qrs
)
≪j1,j2,j3 q−j1r−j2h−j3i .
Therefore, by partial summation, we have
K2 ≪ (log x)3K ′2 ,
where for some Q′′, R′′, H ′′1 , H ′′2 , H ′′3 (with H ′′i ≤ Hi)
K
′
2 :=
∑
q∼Q
q≤Q′′
∑
r∼R
r≤R′′
c′q,r,s
∑
m∼M
(m,qr)=1
αm
∑
1≤|h1|≤H′′1
1≤|h2|≤H′′2
1≤|h3|≤H′′3
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsm; qrs).
We now wish to simplify the F sum by extracting GCDs. We recall that we only
need to consider q, r, s pairwise coprime with qr square-free. Let d1 = gcd(h1h2h3, q)
and d2 = gcd(h1h2h3, r) and write q = d1q
′, r = d2r′. Since qr is square-free we
have r′, q′, d1, d2 are pairwise coprime. Thus, by Lemma 10.5 we have
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsm; qr) = F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsmq3r3; s)F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsms3d31d
3
2; q
′r′)
× F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsms3q′3r′3; d1d2).
Since qr is square-free we see that gcd(h1h2h3, q
′r′) = 1, so by Lemma 10.5
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsms3d31d
3
2; q
′r′) = q′r′Kl3(ad1d2q′r′sh1h2h3ms3d31d32; q
′r′).
Let d0 = (h1, h2, h3, d1d2). Then, by Lemma 10.5
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsms3q′3r′3; d1d2) = φ(d0)2F
(h1
d0
,
h2
d0
,
h3
d0
; aqrsms3q′3r′3;
d1d2
d0
)
= φ(d0)
2G
(h1
d0
,
h2
d0
,
h3
d0
;
d1d2
d0
)
for some function G which depends only on gcd(hi/d0, d1d2/d0) and satisfies
φ(d0)
2G
(h1
d0
,
h2
d0
,
h3
d0
;
d1d2
d0
)
≪ (h1, d1d2)(h2, d1d2)(h3, d1d2)
d1d2
.
To ease notation let hi = d0eih
′
i with (h
′
i, d1d2) = 1, ei|d∞1 d∞2 . Finally, we see that
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsmq3r3; s)
only depends on the values of h′1, h
′
2, h
′
3, aqrs,m, q
′, r′, d1, d2, d0, e1, e2, e3 (mod s)
and is always bounded above by s2. Thus we can essentially fix this factor by fixing
the O(S13) residue classes of these variables. Specifically, let us fix them to lie in
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the residue classes sh′
1
, sh′
2
, sh′
3
, sa, sm, sq′ , sr′ , sd1 , sd2 , sd0 , se1 , se2 , se3 (mod s). , so
we have
F (h1, h2, h3; aqrsm; qrs) = κsq
′r′φ(d0)2G
(
e1, e2, e3;
d1d2
d0
)
Kl3(aqrsh
′
1h
′
2h
′
3mf ; q
′r′).
where f = f(d0, e1, e2, e3, s, d1, d2, q
′, r′) (mod q′r′) is given by
f = d30e1e2e3s
3d31d
3
2
and κs ≪ S2 depends only on residue classes (mod s) which we have constrained
our variables to lie in. Substituting this into K ′2 and taking the worst choice of
residue classes (mod s) for an upper bound, we obtain
K
′
2 ≪ S15 sup
sh′
1
,sh′
2
,sh′
3
,sa,sm,sq′ ,sr′ (mod s)
|K ′′2 |,
K
′′
2 :=
∑
d0≤4QR
∑
d1≤2Q
d2≤2R
d0|d1d2
µ(d1d2)
2=1
∑
e1,e2,e3|d∞1 d∞2
d1d2|d0e1e2e3
(d0e1, d1d2)(d0e2, d1d2)(d0e3, d1d2)
d1d2
Q′R′|K3|,
K3 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r′∼R′
c′′q′,r′
∑
m∼M
(m,q′r′)=1
α′m
∑
1≤|h′1|≤H′1
1≤|h′2|≤H′2
1≤|h′3|≤H′3
(h′1h
′
2h
′
3,q
′r′)=1
γh′
1
γh′
2
γh′
3
Kl3(a
′
q′,r′h
′
1h
′
2h
′
3mf ; q
′r′),
where H ′i := H
′′
i /(d0ei) ≤ Hi/(d0ei), Q′ := Q/d1, R′ := R/d2, and the coefficients
are given by
c′′q′,r′ :=
q′r′
4Q′R′
1aq′,r′≡sa (mod s)
q′≡sq′ (mod s)
r′≡sr′ (mod s)
1q′≤Q′′/d11r′≤R′′/d2c
′
q′d1,r′d2,s,
α′m := αm1m≡sm (mod s)1(m,d1d2)=1,
γh′i := 1h′i≡sh′i (mod s)
1(h′i,d1d2)=1,
a′q′,r′ := ad1d2q′r′s.
This gives the result. 
Lemma 14.4 (Cauchy). Let K3 be as in Lemma 14.3. Then we have
|K3|2 ≪ (log x)O(1)Q′H ′1H ′2H ′3 sup
H≤H′
1
H′
2
H′
3
K4,
where
K4 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r1,r2∼R′
|c′′q′,r1c′′q′,r2 |
∑
m1,m2∼M
(m1,q
′r1)=1
(m2,q
′r2)=1
×
∣∣∣ ∑
(h,q′r1r2)=1
ψ
( h
H
)
Kl3(a
′
q′,r1hm1f ; q
′r1)Kl3(a′q′,r2hm2f ; q
′r2)
∣∣∣
Here we caution to the reader that by Kl3(a′q′,r2hm2f ; q
′r2) we mean the complex
conjugate of Kl3(a
′
q′,r2
hm2f ; q
′r2), where m2m2 ≡ 1 (mod q′r2).
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Proof. We swap the order of summation and write h = h′1h
′
2h
′
3 in K3. This gives
K3 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
1≤h≤H′
(h,q′)=1
Γh
∑
r′∼R′
(r′,h)=1
c′′q′,r′
∑
m∼M
(m,q′r′)=1
α′mKl3(a
′
q′,r′hmf ; q
′r′),
where H ′ := H ′1H
′
2H
′
3 ≤ (log x)6B+3Q3R3S3/(N1N2N3d30e1e2e3) and
Γh :=
∑
1≤|h′
1
|≤H′
1
∑
1≤|h′
2
|≤H′
2
∑
1≤|h′3|≤H′3
h=h′1h
′
2h
′
3
γh′
1
γh′
2
γh′
3
≤ τ3(h).
We now Cauchy in q′, h′1, h
′
2, h
′
3, put h into dyadic intervals and insert a smooth
majorant ψ. This gives
K
2
3 ≤
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
1≤|h|≤H′
(h,q′)=1
∣∣∣ ∑
r′∼R′
(r′,h)=1
c′′q′,r′
∑
m∼M
(m,q′r′)=1
α′mKl3(a
′
q′,r′hmf ; q
′r′)
∣∣∣2
×
(
Q′
∑
1≤|h|≤H′
τ3(h)
2
)
≪ (log x)O(1)QH ′ sup
H≤H′
K
′
3 ,
where K ′3 is given by
K
′
3 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
(h,q′)=1
ψ
( h
H
)∣∣∣ ∑
r′∼R′
(r′,h)=1
c′′q′,r′
∑
m∼M
(m,q′r′)=1
α′mKl3(a
′
q′,r′hmf ; q
′r′)
∣∣∣2.
We expand the square, and swap the order of summation, giving
K
′
3 ≤ K4,
where
K4 :=
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r1,r2∼R′
|c′′q′,r1c′′q′,r2 |
∑
m1,m2∼M
(m1,q
′r1)=1
(m2,q
′r2)=1
×
∣∣∣ ∑
(h,q′r1r2)=1
ψ
( h
H
)
Kl3(a
′
q′,r1hm1f ; q
′r1)Kl3(a′q′,r2hm2f ; q
′r2)
∣∣∣.
This gives the result. 
Lemma 14.5 (Bounding K4). Let K4 be as in Lemma 14.4. Then we have
K4 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(
Q′3/2R′3M2 +HQ′1/2R′M2 +HQ′R′M
)
.
Proof. We see that the Kl3 factors are periodic with period q
′[r1, r2]. (Here we use
the notation [r1, r2] := lcm(r1, r2).) Therefore we split the inner sum of K4 into
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residue classes (mod q′[r1, r2]). Denoting this inner sum by K5, we see
K5 :=
∑
h
ψ
( h
H
)
Kl3(a
′
q′,r1hm1f ; q
′r1)Kl3(a′q′,r2hm2f ; q
′r2)
=
∑
b (mod q′[r1,r2])
Kl3(a
′
q′,r1bm1f ; q
′r1)Kl3(a′q′,r2bm2f ; q
′r2)
∑
h≡b (mod q′[r1,r2])
ψ
( h
H
)
.
(14.4)
By completion of sums (Lemma 10.1), we have for L0 := (log x)
5q′[r1, r2]/H∑
h≡b (mod q′[r1,r2])
ψ
( h
H
)
=
H
q′[r1, r2]
∑
|ℓ|≤L0
ψ̂
( ℓH
q′[r1, r2]
)
e
( ℓb
q′[r1, r2]
)
+O(x−100).
We substitute this expression into (14.4). This gives
K5 = O(x
−10) +
H
q′[r1, r2]
∑
|ℓ|≤L0
ψ̂
( ℓH
q′[r1, r2]
)
×
∑
b (mod q′[r1,r2])
e
( ℓb
q′[r1, r2]
)
Kl3(a
′
q′,r1bm1f ; q
′r1)Kl3(a′q′,r2bm2f ; q
′r2).
(14.5)
The inner sum over b factors into a product of sums modulo each prime factor of
q′[r1, r2] by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Explicitly, using Lemma 10.5, it is
given by∏
p|q′(r1,r2)
( ∑
b (mod p)
e
(ℓb(q′[r1, r2]/p)
p
)
Kl3
(
a′q′,r1bm1
(q′r1
p
)3
f ; p
)
Kl3
(
a′q′,r2bm2
(q′r2
p
)3
f ; p
))
×
∏
p|r1
p∤r2
( ∑
b (mod p)
e
( ℓb(q′[r1, r2]/p)
p
)
Kl3
(
a′q′,r1bm1
(q′r1
p
)3
f ; p
))
×
∏
p|r2
p∤r1
( ∑
b (mod p)
e
( ℓb(q′[r1, r2]/p)
p
)
Kl3
(
a′q′,r2bm2
(q′r2
p
)3
f ; p
))
.
By Lemma 14.1, each such sum (mod p) exhibits square-root cancellation unless
ℓ vanishes and the arguments are of the Kl3 factors are the same (mod p). Thus
the sum over b in (14.5) is bounded by
τ(q′r1r2)O(1)q′1/2[r1, r2]1/2g
1/2
1 g
1/2
2 ,
where the GCDs g1 and g2 are given by
g1 := (a
′
q′,r1r
3
2m2 − a′q′,r2r31m1, ℓ, q′),
g2 :=
(m2a′q′,r1r32 −m1a′q′,r2r31
(r1, r2)3
, r1, r2, ℓ
)
.
We substitute this into our expression (14.5) for K5. Recalling that cq,r is sup-
ported on τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B , we see that for the terms we are considering the
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τ(q′r1r2)O(1) ≪ (log x)OB(1). Separating the term ℓ = 0, this gives a bound
K5 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(
Q′1/2R′ +
H(a′q′,r1r
3
2m2 − a′q′,r2r31m1, q′)1/2(r1, r2)1/2
Q′1/2[r1, r2]1/2
)
≪ (log x)OB(1)
(
Q′1/2R′ +
H
Q′1/2R′
(a′q′,r1r
3
2m2 − aq′,r2r31m1, q′)1/2(r1, r2)
)
.
(14.6)
We recall that
K4 =
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1r2,q
′d1d2)=1
∑
m1,m2∼M
(m1,q
′r1)=1
(m2,q
′r2)=1
|K5|.
The first term of (14.6) contributes to K4 a total
≪
∑
q∼Q′
∑
r1,r2∼R′
∑
m1,m2∼M
(log x)OB(1)Q′1/2R′ ≪ (log x)OB(1)Q′3/2R′3M2.
We now consider the contribution from the second term of (14.6). We separately
the contribution according to the value of d := gcd(a′q′,r1m2r
3
1 − a′q′,r2m1r32 , q′).
Given a choice of d, q′, r1, r2 and m1, we see that m2 is forced to lie in a fixed
residue class mod d. Thus there are O(M/d+ 1) possible choices of m2. Therefore
we see that the total contribution from the second term of (14.6) to K4 is
≪ (log x)OB (1) H
Q′1/2R′
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
d|q′
d1/2
∑
r1,r2∼R′
(r1, r2)
(M2
d
+M
)
≪ (log x)OB (1)
(
HQ′1/2R′M2 +HQ′R′M
)
.
Putting this together then gives the result. 
Lemma 14.6. Let A,B > 0, let QRS = x1/2+δ,MN1N2N3 ≍ x with (log x)A+3B ≤
N1 ≤ N2 ≤ N3 and S ≤ (log x)B . Let K and KMT be as given by Lemma 14.2
and let M satisfy
M < min
( R
x4δ(log x)C
,
Q1/2
x2δ(log x)C
)
for some constant C = C(A,B) sufficiently large in terms of A,B. Then we have
K = KMT +OA
( x
(log x)A
)
.
Proof. Let K2,K3,K4 be the quantities defined in Lemma 14.2, Lemma 14.3 and
Lemma 14.4. By Lemma 14.2, we see that it suffices to show that
(14.7) K2 ≪ x
(log x)A
Q3R3
N1N2N3
.
If we can show that
(14.8) K3 ≪ x
(log x)C1
Q2R2
N1N2N3d
3/2
0 d
1/2
1 d
1/2
2 (e1e2e3)
1/2
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then, by Lemma 14.3, we see that
K2 ≪ xS
11
(log x)C1
Q3R3
N1N2N3
∑
d1,d2≤x
∑
d0|d1d2
1
d
3/2
0 d
5/2
1 d
5/2
2
( ∑
e|d∞
1
d∞
2
(d0e, d1d2)
e1/2
)3
≪ x
(log x)C1−11B
Q3R3
N1N2N3
∑
d1,d2≤x
∑
d0|d1d2
τ(d1d2)(d
1/2
0 d
1/2
1 d
1/2
2 )
3
d
3/2
0 d
5/2
1 d
5/2
2
≪ x
(log x)C1−OB(1)
Q3R3
N1N2N3
.
This would give (14.7) provided C1 = C1(A,B) is sufficiently large in terms of
A and B. Thus it suffices to show (14.8). By Lemma 14.4, recalling that H ′i ≤
(log x)2B+1QRS/(d0eiNi), Q
′ ≤ Q/d1, S ≤ (log x)B and MN1N2N3 ≍ x, we see
that we have (14.8) provided
(14.9) K4 ≪ x
2
(log x)C2
R
d2N1N2N3
≍ xRM
d2(log x)C2
for some constant C2 sufficiently large in terms of C1 and B (so we can take C2 =
C2(A,B)). By Lemma 14.5, we have that
K4 ≪ (log x)OB(1)
(
Q′3/2R′3M2 +HQ′1/2R′M2 +HQ′R′M
)
≪ (log x)
OB(1)
d2
(
Q3/2R3M2 +
Q7/2R4M2
N1N2N3
+
Q4R4M
N1N2N3
)
.(14.10)
Here we used the fact that H ≤ H1H2H3 ≤ (log x)9B+3Q3R3/(N1N2N3), R′ ≪
R/d2 and Q
′ ≤ Q in the final line.
Recalling that MN1N2N3 ≍ x, we see that (14.10) gives (14.9) provided
Q3/2R3M2 +
Q7/2R4M3
x
+
Q4R4M2
x
≪ xRM
(log x)C3
for some constant C3 chosen sufficiently large in terms of C2 and B (so we can take
C3 = C3(A,B)). Recalling that QR = x
1/2+δ, this is satisfied if we have
M <
Q1/2x
Q2R2(log x)C3
= Q1/2x−2δ(log x)−C3 ,(14.11)
M <
R1/2Q1/4x
Q2R2(log x)C3/2
= R1/2Q1/4x−2δ(log x)−C3/2,(14.12)
M <
Rx2
Q4R4(log x)C3
= Rx−4δ(log x)−C3 .(14.13)
We see that (14.12) is implied by (14.11) and (14.13), and so can be dropped. This
gives the result on taking C = C3. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4. If min(N1, N2, N3) ≤ xǫ then the result follows from
Lemma 6.4 and partial summation, so we may assume that N1, N2, N3 ≥ xǫ.
By Lemma 10.9 and the trivial bound, the contribution from τ(qr) ≥ (log x)B is
negligible if B = B(A) is sufficiently large in terms of A, so we may restrict to
τ(qr) ≤ (log x)B . Similarly, the contribution from |αm| ≥ (log x)C1 is negligible for
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C1 = C1(A) sufficiently large in terms of A, and so we may restrict to αm being
1-bounded after replacing A by A+ C1.
Let qr = tt/ be factored into square-full and square-free parts. By Lemma 10.10,
the contribution from q, r with t ≥ (log x)C2 is negligible if C2 = C2(A) is suffi-
ciently large in terms of A, so we may restrict to t ≤ (log x)C2 . We let q′ = (q, t/),
r′ = (r, t/) and s′ = t, so q′, r′, s′ are pairwise coprime with q′, r′ square-free. Thus
we see it suffices to show that∑
s′∼S′
∑
q′∼Q′
∑
r′∼R′
(q′r′,s′)=1
τ(q′r′)≤(log x)B
µ2(q′r′) sup
(a,q′r′s′)=1
|∆K (a; q′r′s′)| ≪A x
(log x)A
over all choices of S′ ≤ (log x)C2 , Q′ = Q(log x)O(C2), R′ = R(log x)O(C2). Let the
supremum occur with the residue class bq′r′s′ (mod q
′r′s′), and insert 1-bounded
coefficients cq′,r′,s′ to remove the absolute values. We may restrict the support of
cq′,r′,s′ to q
′, r′, s′ pairwise coprime with q′r′ square-free and τ(q′r′) ≤ (log x)B .
Thus it suffices to show
(14.14)∑
s∼S′
∑
q∼Q′
∑
r∼R′
cq,r,s
∑
m∼M
αm
∑
n1∼N1
∑
n2∼N2
∑
n3∼N3
∆K (bqrs; qrs)≪A x
(log x)A
.
We see that
1ℓ≡b (mod qrs) −
1(ℓ,qrs)=1
φ(qrs)
=
1
φ(qrs)
∑
(a,qrs)=1
(
1ℓ≡b (mod qrs) − 1ℓ≡a (mod qrs)
)
.
Using this with ℓ = mn1n2n3 and b = bqrs in ∆K (qrs), we see that (14.14) follows
if uniformly over all residue classes (aqrs, qrs) = 1 we have
K = KMT +OA
( x
(log x)A
)
where K and KMT are as given by Lemma 14.2. This now follows from Lemma
14.6 thanks to our assumptions on M . 
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